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FEATURED SECTIONS

 • Interesting facts and opinions about Russia
 • Enrollment campaign news
 • Announcements of new contests from Russian universities
 • Students and graduates’ stories
 • Admission requirements

Follow us and stay tuned!

Our Instagram

Nowadays, the jobs that used 
to be not so popular are in 
high demand. This review 
explains which specialists are 
now in special demand and 
what salary you can expect 
working according to your 
degree.

The freelance market in 
Russia is gaining traction and 
is expected to grow steadily in 
the next 5 years. Researches 
show that the key fields that 
are going to use freelance 
work are design, multimedia, 
IT, finance.

The Republic of Tatarstan 
has great scientific and 
educational potential and 
is well-known far beyond 
the country borders. About 
150,000 students from over 
120 countries attend its 
44 universities.
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Dear friends!

We have done our best to make our magazine interesting and 
useful, but we can still improve it together! If you want to share your 
experience and plans for the future or give your feedback, please 
contact us at   kleshnina.es@hedclub.com.

The next part of our guide 
about foreign students' 
registration at the place of 
their residence. How to get 
registered after entering a 
Kazan university and what 
to do in case anything 
goes wrong, explained by 

KNRTU and KSUAE staff 
members.

English-speaking students 
master the Russian language 
remarkably faster and more 
effectively, making few 
mistakes. The students from 
Arabic countries have the 

hardest time learning 
Russian.

Tatarstan has the same 
regulations as the entire 
Russia. For migration 
registration, international 
students are given seven 
working days from the date of 
crossing the border.
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Choosing
the Profession

While choosing the study field at university, 
some have already decided on a future 
profession, others are still soul-searching. In 
any case, everyone strives for self-fulfillment 
as well as a neat salary.

Nowadays, the jobs that used to be not 
so popular are in high demand, such as 
IT and HR specialists, recruiters, creative 
designers, coaches, analysts. Also, the 
employers always welcome graduates from 
medical and pedagogical faculties, as well 
as engineers. It does not have to be a strictly 

office job, either—the freelance market in 
various fields is gaining traction.

This review explains which specialists are 
now in special demand and what salary 
you can expect working according to your 
degree.

The Laboratory of MIPT
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

IT INDUSTRY

WHAT SALARY CAN YOU EXPECT?New applications, services, programs—all this is so 
popular now that the IT industry remains steadily 
at the top of employment ratings. This sphere 
includes everything related to programming, 
robotic engineering, nanotechnologies and quick 
data transfer.

If you are good at mathematics and analytics, 
ready to study not only programming language 
but technical English as well, you are most likely 
to succeed in this sphere. The demand for skilled 
IT specialists is growing fast, the same can be said 
about their salary.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BECOME?

 • Programmer
 • System architect
 • Software developer
 • C++ specialist
 • Cybersecurity specialist
 • Web engineer
 • System engineer
 • System administrator
 • Data analyst
 • Internet marketer
 • System analyst
 • SRE engineer (monitoring engineer)
 • Web platform developer
 • Tester

By specialization (average, RUB)

Management 145,000
Development 120,000
Analytics 100,000
Design 90,000
Programming 87,000
Marketing 87,000
Testing 85,000
HR 70,000
Content 70,000
Sales 70,000
Support 55,000

By region (average, RUB)

Moscow 150,000
St.Petersburg 130,000
Nizhny Novgorod 108,000
Samara 90,000
Yekaterinburg 90,000
Volgograd 90,000
Novosibirsk 90,000
Ufa 85,000
Perm 80,000
Kazan 80,000
Krasnodar 80,000
Rostov-on-Don 76,000
Omsk 70,000
Krasnoyarsk 68,000
Chelyabinsk 66,000

Bergaliev Robotic Arm, MIPT
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

POPULAR IT PROFESSIONS

SYSTEM / IT ADMINISTRATOR

Makes sure hardware and software function 
correctly and the data is secure. In general, 
a system administrator is the one who office 
workers call for help if anything computer-
related goes wrong. This specialist explains the 
risks and detects the source of a threat in case 
of a suspicious e-mail or if a strange website is 
opened.

IT specialists are needed at offices, libraries, 
banks, private and state-owned companies—
anywhere where several people work on 
computers or laptops. The salary depends on 
the company level, 40,000—50,000 RUB on 
average.

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR

This specialist projects the database, develops 
technical requirements for it and is responsible 
for its effective use and support. Apart from 
that, the administrator manages users’ 
accounts and protects them from unauthorized 
access. Good technical English skills are 
optional but preferable.

All major companies have databases of their 
own: from chain stores to banks and state 
structures. This profession is ranked among 
top 50 most in-demand professions, per 
Labor Ministry of Russia. The average salary 
is 20,000—50,000 RUB, depending on the 
company and workload.

WEBMASTER AND WEB PROGRAMMER

Develops the structure and logic of new 
websites and provides tech support for the 
existing ones, for major companies or private 
persons. Programming language and graphic 
editor skills are required.

Usually, a team of developers creates a 
complete website. Smaller tasks are completed 
by one person. By doing tech support for 
an active website you can earn 30,000—
40,000 RUB on average, for creating a new one 
you can get paid up to 120,000 RUB.

GAME DEVELOPER

Develops software for video games. This 
specialist has a rather broad range of skills: he 
or she single-handedly creates the program 
code of the game, manages its visualization 
and design.

You can choose between working at major 
companies that develop popular games or 
creating simple games on your own. The 
average salary of a game developer at a 
company is 50,000 RUB. A custom project can 
bring you 100,000—130,000 RUB.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

TESTER

Looks for possible errors in the functionality 
of a product or a program with the help of a 
specially created algorithm. Simulates various 
cases that may appear during the use of the 
test subject, so that developers could correct 
the detected errors.

This job is available at tech departments of 
major corporations, banks or IT companies 
that do project work. This IT specialist’s salary 
depends on the test subject and the kind of 
company. On average, a tester earns from 
50,000 to 100,000 RUB.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECT

Projects software architecture, makes basic 
decisions about the construction of a program 
system and its technical interfaces. Develops 
technical scenarios, creates the protocols of the 
interaction between the program components, 
breaks it into technical subsystems. Basically, 
the skills of an IT architect are rather specific 
and are clear only to fellow IT specialists. 

This job is offered at major IT companies that 
develop and sell software. Software architects 
can earn 160,000—220,000 RUB.

SOFTWARE ANALYST

Organizes programmers’ work, makes it 
easier and more effective, is responsible for 
choosing the development methodology, 
choice or creation of frameworks, also 
prepares documents for the future software 
product and plans the deadlines. A software 
analyst presents the interests of the company’s 
programmers to the client.

System analysts are in great demand. They are 
required at major corporations and smaller 
IT companies to complete various tasks. 
The average salary is 60,000—200,000 RUB 
depending on the company.

SEO SPECIALIST

Promotes websites in search engines. Manages 
inner and outer optimization of a website, 
making it appear at a higher position in search 
results by particular keywords. Increases the 
amount of visits from search engines and 
improves website profitability. 

Both private persons and big companies that 
do major tasks need SEO specialists. The salary 
is 35,000—65,000 RUB, the work can be done 
remotely.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

MEDICINE
The health and medicine field remains one of the 
most popular among applicants.

There are about 70 universities in Russia that offer 
medical education in every modern field—from 
general practice to radiology. You can learn a 
doctor’s profession both at specialized medical 
universities and at separate medicine faculties 
of various profiles. You need to pass biology and 
chemistry exams plus additional ones that are 
different at every university.

Don’t forget that it takes many years of studying to 
pursue a career in the medical field. First—6 years 
at a university, then accreditation during the last 
year of studies which gives you a permission to 
work right after graduating. You need to repeat 
the accreditation every 5 years. Then, in order to 
get a specialization, a clinical or target residency 
is required. The duration of study depends on 
the field. For example, you need to study for 
2 years to become a pediatrician, for 5 years—a 
neurosurgeon. Postgraduates get an academic 

degree after 3 years of full-time education or 
4 years of part-time education. A doctoral degree—
after 3 years of doctor studies.

The professions that deal with people’s physical and 
mental health require great responsibility, serious 
and attentive approach, good judgment and precise 
actions.

Nowadays there is a wide variety of medical 
professions. Experts predict several more 
appearing in the following years. Let’s take a look at 
some of them.

Derzhavin TSU's Medical Institute students
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

POPULAR MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

BIOMEDICINE

Biomedical technologies are a symbiosis of 
natural sciences, technology and medicine. 
Biomedicine specialists develop new treatments, 
cultivate stem cells for cell therapy and restoring 
damaged tissue and organs, study ageing 
processes and malignant cell transformation. The 
deeper understanding of the processes of the 
diseases allows gene therapy and cell engineering 
to develop.

This profession is offered at the specialized 
faculties of bioengineering, bioinformatics, 
chemistry and pharmaceutics, molecular and 
cellular biology.

Possible positions

 • Process engineer at research universities and 
centers

 • Laboratory assistant at sanitary and 
epidemiological stations

 • Research technician in:
 – biotechnology
 – pharmacology and pharmaceutics
 – environment protection
 – medical diagnostics (biochemistry, virology, 
microbiology, molecular biology, genetics)

 • Teacher of biology, chemistry, mathematics, 
ecology at school

 • Specialist at environment protection services 
and organizations

Pros of the profession

 • Trendy and versatile
 • Prestigious and well-acclaimed
 • High demand for qualified resources
 • International business trips
 • Variety of branches
 • Possibility of making a discovery

Salary level

Bioengineers with less than 3 years’ experience 
can expect 30,000 RUB on average. The salary 
depends on the workplace: a teacher earns 
less than a head of laboratory or a head of 
scientific center. The salary increases with work 
experience. A skilled specialist in Russia earns 
60,000 RUB on average.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

DENTISTRY

This is one of the most advanced, hi-tech medical 
fields. The profession of a dentist covers a 
wide range of activities: treatment, prevention, 
surgery, implants, orthodontics, etc.

Dentists study medicine, physiology, anatomy, 
pathology and pharmacology, as well as dentistry 
laws.

Possible positions

 • Dentist-therapist
 • Dentist-orthopedist
 • Dentist-orthodontist
 • Dentist-periodontist
 • Children’s dentist
 • Dentist-surgeon
 • Maxillofacial surgeon

Salary level

Currently, the best-paid specialists are the ones 
that perform paid-by-piece manipulations. 
Among them are gynecologists, dentists, 
surgeons, otolaryngologists. The consulting 
specialists such as neuropathologists, 
cardiologists, pulmonologists are in a 
less profitable position. Double profile 
specialists—cosmetologists, family doctors, 
anesthesiologists—can expect to earn more.

There is an option to combine private and state 
practice and eventually switch to a private clinic. 
It is a well-known fact that doctors earn more at 
hospitals than at polyclinics. Often their salary 
comes close to that of a private clinic doctor. On 
average, dentists in Russia earn from 37,000 to 
150,000 RUB.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

DIETETICS

This is a medical field that studies nutrition of 
healthy people and those with acute and chronic 
diseases as well as metabolism issues.

A nutritionist’s work consists of various tasks, 
such as making personal nutrition plans, 
counting calories, fat percentage, etc. Each case 
is unique, a patient’s menu depends not only 
on his/her diseases but also on physical activity, 
environment, lifestyle, genetics, etc.

Not only overweight or chronically ill people need 
a nutritionist’s help. Pro athletes also require a 
proper nutrition plan which takes exercise stress 
and unique body traits into account.

A good nutritionist is highly responsible, active, 
extraverted, attentive to details, friendly and 
open to patients, able to create a comfortable 
atmosphere so that they are willing to share their 
problems.

Salary level

Nutritionists can work at private and state clinics, 
day treatment centers, resorts, sport institutions. 
It is a rather popular profession. The average 
salary of a nutritionist ranges from 18,000 
to 90,000 RUB depending on skills and the 
company.

In order to become a nutritionist, you have to 
receive general practice education first. Then 
you can specialize in dietetics, endocrinology or 
gastroenterology.
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Of course there are many more popular medical professions. 
Among them are anesthesiologists, phthisiatricians, narcologists, 
psychiatrists, clinical laboratory diagnostics and ambulance 
specialists, etc. It is up to you to decide what to choose. Detailed 
programs on various subjects will help you to make up your mind 
about your future profession. 
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

Online doctor

It is considered one of the most promising medical 
professions. The doctor carries out the diagnosis 
and helps the patient online with the help of a 
video call, sensors and applications that scan the 
body and send the information to the doctor. It is 
expected that new technologies decrease the strain 
on polyclinics and medical staff, as well as help 
people from remote regions in a timely manner.

In Russia telemedicine is officially allowed since 
2018. It is taught at the basic "Medical Treatment" 
course.

Tissue engineer

The tissue engineering is developing rapidly. Soon 
it will be possible to replace any damaged, lost of 
even absent because of birth defects human organ. 

With the help of 3D technologies the specialist 
creates organs, bones and connective tissue 
that can be transplanted. It is expected that the 
development of this scientific field decreases 
mortality for 35 %.

You can learn the tissue engineering profession at a 
"Biotechnical Systems and Technologies" program 
and get an academic degree at a "Biomedical 
Engineering of Artificial Organs" specialization.

Geriatrist

A geriatrist helps older people to manage age-
related changes in order to stay active for as long 
as possible. Nowadays the average life expectancy 
grows, the population of the country ages naturally, 
so this profession has become trendy and popular.

This education is offered as part of social work and 
age psychology related programs.

IT geneticist (gene consultant)

In the last decade, gene therapy has become 
one of the most rapidly growing medical fields. 
It works on changing human gene apparatus in 
order to fight diseases. A gene consultant picks 
the right treatment, nutrition plan, physical activity 
according to DNA tests. This specialist also works 
with couples, detects the future child’s hereditary 
disease risks and prescribes additional researches 
and procedures allowing to minimize these risks. 

This is quite a new field yet, but scientists already 
claim that genomics is a revolution in medicine. 
You can learn this profession at "Genetics", 
"Genomics", "Medical Biochemistry", "Molecular 
Biotechnologies" programs.

PROMISING MEDICAL PROFESSIONS OF THE FUTURE
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

Medical device developer

Creates the hardware that doctors use for 
diagnostics and treatment. Medical gadget 
developer must be skilled in medicine and the way 
the device affects the patient’s health, apart from 
being tech savvy.

The profession of medical device developer is 
available at "Engineering in Medical-Biological 
Practice" and "Biotechnical and Medical Devices 
and Systems" programs.

Medical robot project engineer

This profession is ranked among the top 5 most 
promising fields in healthcare. This specialist 
creates and programs robots for medicine, such as 
surgery. He or she must have technical knowledge 
to create the mechanism and programming skills to 
write the software, as well as being a medical pro.

The universities offer this profession at "Medical 
Cybernetics" or "Biotechnical and Robotic Systems" 
programs.

Cyberprosthetics and implant developer

Thanks to the newest technologies, the quality 
of life of patients with various traumas and 
pathologies has been significantly improving. This 
specialist develops smart prosthetics and creates 
artificial organs that are not rejected by the body. 
The prosthetics move in a very natural way and are 
easy to use.

This profession is taught at "Cyberphysical 
Systems", "Biotechnical Systems and Technologies" 
programs.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

FREELANCE
The freelance market in Russia is gaining traction 
and is expected to grow steadily in the next 5 years. 
PwC informs that our country is among the top ten 
economics with world’s largest freelance market 
by income. The research shows that it is mostly 
smaller companies that create the demand for 
"independent" workers in order to reduce expenses 
and gain access to broad expertise.

The PwC experts believe that the key fields that are 
going to use freelance work long-term are design, 
multimedia, IT, content and translation, finance, 
management and HR.

Over a half of freelancers earn under 30,000 RUB 
monthly. Most likely this is because such 
occupation is a side work in addition to the main 
job.

43 % of employers, according to a survey, are 
eager to pay freelancers more than salaried 
workers

54 % of employers, according to a survey, hire 
freelancers via special platforms

Key freelance fields

Design and multimedia 63 %
IT and programming 60 %
Content and translation 51 %
Finance, management, HR 43 %
Sales and marketing 23 %
Customer support 23 %
Projecting and manufacturing 20 %
Law 20 %

Key attraction factors of freelance

Flexible schedule 79 %
Remote work 76 %
Low salary at the main job 71 %
Option to combine freelance and the 
main job

68 %

No constant control 52 %

Average freelancer income in Russia (monthly, 
RUB)

Under 30,000 64 %
30,001—60,000 17 %
60,001—100,000 13 %
Over 100,000 6 %
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

Taking a look into the nearest future, the employers 
all over the world predict* that by 2025 13,5 % 
of all jobs will be taken by specialists in budding 
new professions. The research shows that today’s 
children are going to change about 15 jobs by 
the time they are 38 and get about 10 various 
professions, of which 8 do not exist yet.

The rules are changing, and those who are able to 
adapt quickly can expect to succeed in their careers. 
New opportunities for self-realization are available 
now, people became more conscious about their 
career and work hours. The employers, prompted 
by the pros of remote work, started considering 
the regions where a new professional market with 
smaller salary expectations has been forming.

Choose your future profession wisely. Don’t get 
stuck in one field only. Open your mind and do not 
be afraid of experimenting!

Lifelong learning is a long-term trend. Constant 
self-development increases your chances to find a 
well-paid job that fits your needs.

* International economic forum report (Fall 2020)

Sources:
Forbes.ru, habr.com, childage.ru, atlas100.ru, SuperJob.ru

A recruiting IT company Superjob has 
conducted a survey which asked people living 
in Russia what advice they would give to 
their younger selves at the beginning of their 
careers. 

The survey showed that, given a chance to go 
back to the beginning of their careers, 14 % 
would advise themselves to study harder. 
Every 9th one (11 %) would advise themselves 
to be more active and brave. 8 % of Russians 
would recommend themselves to change the 
work field, 6 % would praise and encourage 
themselves. Same number (6 %) would 
tell themselves to work harder. 3 % of the 
respondents would advise themselves to take 
thought-out and well-balanced decisions. The 
following advice—to be patient, independent 
and active, not to depend on others’ opinions, 
to do what brings joy, strive for more—would 
give themselves 2 % of Russians each.

A third of respondents would advise 
themselves to take care of their health, give 
up bad habits, trust no one, appreciate what 
they have, never give up, believe in themselves, 
not to waste time, be calmer, not to be lazy, be 
themselves.
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

PROFESSION CHOICE MATRIX

Work types and spheres Human Information Finance Tech

Management (being in 
charge)

Personnel manager

Administrator

Marketer

Controller

Statistician

Finance specialist

Auditor

Analyst

Technologist

Air traffic controller

Engineer

Service (taking care of 
people's needs)

Salesperson

Hairdresser

Waiter

Translator

Tour guide

Librarian

Accountant

Cashier

Collector

Driver

Plumber

TV/radio technician

Education (upbringing 
and teaching, forming a 
personality)

Teacher

Kindergarten 
teacher

Social worker

University teacher

TV/radio presenter

Consultant

Teacher of 
economics

Industrial training 
specialist

Health (getting rid of diseases 
and preventing them)

Doctor

Nurse

Coach

Radiologist

Computer 
diagnostician

Anti-crisis manager

Insurance agent

Body shop 
technician

Physiotherapist

Art (creating original objects)
Film director

Actor

Musician

Programmer

Editor

Web designer

Project manager

Producer

Constructor

Designer

Artist

Manufacturing (making 
products)

Industrial training 
specialist

Proofreader

Journalist

Polygraphist

Economist

Accountant

Cashier

Machine operator

Operator

Driver

Construction (projecting 
details and objects)

Stylist

Plastic surgeon

Cartographer

Programmer

Webmaster

Planner

Project manager

Design engineer

TV technician

Research (scientific studying)
Psychologist

Investigator

Laboratory assistant

Sociologist

Mathematician

Analyst

Auditor

Economist

Analyst

Tester

Timekeeper

Protection (guarding from 
threats)

Policeman

Military man

Lawyer

Arbitrator

Lawyer

Patent specialist

Collector

Security guard

Insurance agent

Fireman

Sapper

Engineer

Control (check and 
observation)

Customs worker

Prosecutor

Timekeeper

Proofreader

System programmer

Inspector

Tax officer

Control technician

Trackman
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Popular professions. Supported by the Russian House

Methodology by Galina Rezapkina, psychologist

Art Animals Plants Food Manufactur-
ing

Natural 
resources

Film director

Producer

Conductor

Dog handler

Livestock specialist

Gene engineer

Agronomist

Farmer

Selectionist

Commodity expert

Sales manager

Sales manager

Logistician

Commodity expert

Energy specialist

Registry engineer

Make up artist

Costume designer

Hairdresser

Livestock breeder

Bird breeder

Cattle breeder

Vegetable grower

Agriculturist

Gardener

Expeditor

Packer

Salesperson

Salesperson

Packer

Expeditor

Gamekeeper

Forester

Irrigator

Choreographer

Art/music teacher

Pet trainer

Dog handler

Jockey

Biology teacher

Ecologist
Industrial training 
specialist

Industrial training 
specialist Ecology teacher

Plastic surgeon

Beautician

Restorer

Veterinarian

Kennel laboratory 
assistant

Animal psychologist

Phytotherapist

Homeopath

Herbalist

Nutritionist

Beautician

Sanitary inspector

Pharmacist

Orthopedic surgeon

Prosthetist

Balneologist

Epidemiologist

Laboratory 
assistant

Artist

Writer

Composer

Pet trainer

Circus attendant

Phytodesigner

Greener

Florist

Confectioner

Cook

Culinary specialist

Wood carver

Stained glass artist

Sculptor

Architect

Floriculturist

Decorator

Jeweler

Graphic artist

Ceramist

Livestock breeder

Bird breeder

Fish breeder

Vegetable grower

Flower grower

Gardener

Technologist-
calculator

Cook

Seamstress

Blacksmith

Carpenter

Miner

Oil industry worker

Technician

Architect

Designer

Film director

Gene engineer

Animal selectionist

Selectionist

Landscaper

Florist

Process engineer

Culinary specialist

Fashion designer

Cutter

Shoemaker

Landscape designer

Engineer

Art critic

Critic

Journalist

Animal psychologist

Ornithologist

Ichthyologist

Biologist

Botanist

Microbiologist

Laboratory 
assistant

Taster

Sanitary doctor

Ergonomist

Controller

Laboratory 
assistant

Biologist

Meteorologist

Agronomist

Geologist

Stunt coordinator

Gamekeeper

Forester

Fishing control 
guard

Ecologist

Microbiologist

Mycologist

Sanitary doctor

Laboratory 
assistant

Microbiologist

Guard

Inspector

Natural resource 
protection

Safety engineer

Commissioning 
editor

Consultant

Consultant

Exterior specialist

Selectionist

Agronomist

Laboratory 
assistant

Taster

Laboratory 
assistant

Sanitary doctor

Assessor

Quality inspector

Checker

Radiology specialist

Soil scientist
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Kazan State Academy of Veterinary Medicine 
named after N. E. Bauman, Kazan p. 46

Kazan State Agrarian 
University, Kazan p. 52

Kazan State University of Architecture 
and Engineering, Kazan p. 58

Kazan State Institute of 
Culture, Kazan p. 64

Kazan State Medical 
University, Kazan p. 70

Voronezh State Technical 
University, Voronezh p. 122

Karachay-Circassian State University named 
after U. D. Aliyev, Karachayevsk p. 128

Derzhavin Tambov State 
University, Tambov p. 140
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 Central Federal District
 Northwestern Federal District
 Southern Federal District
 North Caucasian Federal District
 Ural Federal District
 Volga Federal District
 Siberian Federal District
 Far Eastern Federal District

HED map

Baikal State University, 
Irkutsk p. 110

Siberian Federal University, 
Krasnoyarsk p. 134

Pacific National University, 
Khabarovsk p. 146

Irkutsk National Research Technical 
University, Irkutsk p. 116

Kazan State Power Engineering 
University, Kazan p. 76

Kazan National Research Technical University 
named after A. N. Tupolev—KAI, Kazan p. 82

Kazan National Research 
Technological University, Kazan p. 88

University of Management 
"TISBI", Kazan p. 100

Naberezhnye Chelny State Pedagogical 
University, Naberezhnye Chelny p. 94
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KAZAN
RUSSIA'S THIRD CAPITAL

REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN
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Tatarstan's educational opportunities. Supported by the Russian House

The Republic of Tatarstan has great 
scientific and educational potential and 

is well-known far beyond the country 
borders. About 150,000 students from over 

120 countries attend its 44 universities.

hedclub.com



Kazan

Kazan is a multi-national city with a 1000-year-old 
history, well-developed infrastructure, rich and 
exciting campus life. It is one of the most world-
wide famous, convenient and people-friendly cities 
of our country. 

It is located at the left bank of the Volga river, 
800 km from Moscow. It is the 8th most populated 
city in Russia.

1,143,546
POPULATION

> 115
DIFFERENT 

NATIONALITIES

Kazan's climate is moderately continental, with 
warm summers and cold winters. It has all the four 
seasons, which is typical of Russia.

+20 °С
IN JULY

-10 °С
IN JANUARY

AVERAGE TEMPERATURES

CLIMATEABOUT THE CITY

Tatarstan's educational opportunities. Supported by the Russian House
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Tatarstan's educational opportunities. Supported by the Russian House

The capital of the Republic of Tatarstan is 
one of Russia's most beautiful and significant 
locations. It is a city with glorious historical and 
cultural heritage. Over 115 nationalities live here in 
friendship and tolerance. Kazan's religious objects 
are mosques, Christian Orthodox temples, other 
Christian churches, a synagogue, as well as Bahai 
and Krishna prayer houses.

If you are an art connoisseur, you are welcome 
to visit museums, theatres, concert halls, culture 
palaces, libraries. New cultural sites are being 
opened, such as Shtab creative space, Smena 
modern art center, Ugol art lab. 

Kazan is famous in the country for its international 
forums and festivals: the Shalyapin opera festival, 
the Nuriev classical ballet festival, the festivals of 
Muslim cinematography and of Turkic nations—
Nauruz. Russia's major theatres and world stars 
include Kazan in their tour schedules, the city 
museums regularly exhibit the treasures of the 
Hermitage, the Tretyakov Gallery and the Russian 
museum.

In 2019, Kazan joined UNESCO's network of creative 
cities in the musical field.

ART AND CULTURE
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Kazan's Gabdulla Tukay international airport, 
located in 26 km south to the city, accepts direct 
flights from several cities of Russia and the world. 
There is regular connection to Ashkhabad, Baku, 
Bishkek, Minsk, Nur-Sultan, Tashkent, Tbilisi, 
Prague, Barcelona, Frankfurt, Istanbul. A flight 
from Kazan to Moscow takes 1 h 30 min, the 
airfare starts at 1,600 RUB.

You can reach the airport by public transport, a 
taxi of a suburban train. There is regular daily bus 
connection, № 197 Airport Kazan—Bus station 
Vostochniy, from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. To reach 
the city center you need to change from bus to 
subway at the Metro Prospekt Pobedy station.

A quick way to get from the airport to the city 
center is by suburban train, which runs several 
times a day to the Kazan-Passazhirskaya train 
station. Travel time is about half an hour.

Kazan is a major train and transport hub. 
Trains to Moscow, Samara, Noviy Urengoy, 
Yekaterinburg, Adler, Anapa, St. Petersburg, 
Novorossiysk, Tyumen, Tashkent, Alma-Ata 
depart from the main train station Kazan-
Passazhirskaya. The train station is five minutes' 
walk from the Kazan Kremlin.

Several trains depart from the Kazan train station 
in Moscow daily. Travel time is about 11-14 hours. 
The fare starts at 1,200 RUB. 

You can also travel from Moscow to Kazan by bus. 
The express bus arrives at the Kazan bus station 
that is located in the Vakhitovskiy district, not 
far from the Rechnoy port. The fare is 1,400 RUB, 
travel time is 14 hours. 

HOW TO REACH KAZAN

The train station Kazan-Passazhirskaya main building
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Tatarstan's educational opportunities. Supported by the Russian House

Kazan's public transport system consists of one 
subway line which has 11 stations, numerous bus, 
tram and trolleybus lines.

The subway fare in Kazan in 2021 is 30 RUB if you 
pay in cash or with a credit card, and 27 RUB if you 
pay with a transportation card.

Kazan is ranked among world's top 30 sport-
friendliest cities, per Ultimate Sport Cities 
international rating. Numerous stadiums, ice 
arenas, swimming pools, gyms and sport fields 
have been built. 

SPORTS

Kazan's subway is considered the safest in Russia. 
All the stations are equipped with scanners for 
extra safety. Apart from traditional metal detectors, 
each station has special equipment for explosive 
and radiation detection.

TRANSPORTATION

11
SUBWAY STATIONSProspekt Pobedy station

The Kazan Arena football stadium with its 
45,000-spectator capacity, whose name was 
changed to Ak Bars Arena in 2019, is a gorgeous 
landmark of the city. This stadium was the first in 
Russia to have been built to host the World Cup 
2018.
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Tatarstan's educational opportunities. Supported by the Russian House

The city is unofficially divided in 2 parts—historical 
and modern. The ancient quarters are in the central 
Vakhitovsky district. The Kazan Kremlin, the pride 
of the republic, listed in UNESCO'S World Heritage 
Sites, is located here, as well as Staro-Tatarskaya 
Sloboda, Baumana and Kremlyovskaya pedestrian 
streets, old mosques and Christian Orthodox 
temples, theatres and museums.

The modern city with its skyscrapers and malls 
is located at the opposite bank of the Kazanka 
River. It is connected to the historical center by the 
Millennium Bridge and three dams.

 • Echpochmak—a pie with ground meat and 
potato filling

 • Kazylyk—cured horsemeat sausage
 • Gubadiya—a sweet or savory layered pie
 • Cheburek—a flat deep-fried pie with meat and 

onion filling
 • Shcherbet—sweet honey and fruit beverage
 • Chak-chak—sweet pastry made from dough 

baked in honey

TRADITIONAL CUISINE

OLD AND NEW KAZAN

 ▲ The mosque in the Kazan Kremlin

The Millennium cable bridge—Kazan's highest
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Baumana Street is the central 
and one of the oldest streets 
of Kazan. It begins at the 
Kremlin walls and ends at the 
Tukay Square. A great number 
of cultural and historical 
monuments are within reach. 
During the Kazan Khanate, the 
Nogayskiy trail ran here.

Staro-Tatarskaya Sloboda 
is a colorful historical district 
of Kazan, located between 
the Nizhny Kaban lake and 
the Bulak channel. Its heart 
is the Yunusovskaya Square. 
Staro-Tatarskaya Sloboda is a 
great place to experience the 
culture of Tatarstan and see the 
traditional Tatar architecture. 

Kazan is a wedding palace, 
opened in 2013. Its unique 
shape resembles a traditional 
cauldron for making food. This 
cup-like shape symbolizes the 
people of Tatarstan's traditional 
family values and unites the 
multinational world.

PLACES OF INTEREST
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The Kazan Kremlin is the only remaining Tatar 
fortress in Russia which has a unique collection of 
mosques, churches and government buildings that 
symbolize the diversity and cultural heritage of the 
region within its walls. There are such landmarks as 
the Annunciation Cathedral, the "falling" Söyembikä 
Tower, the Spasskaya Tower and other ancient 
towers and cathedrals, the most famous mosque 
in Russia and Europe—Kul Sharif, historical and 
memorial buildings, museums and galleries, 
observation platforms.

There are zilants—dragon statues, symbols of 
the city, erected at the white stone walls of the 
Kazan fortress. According to a legend, this mythical 
creature that the statues were inspired by used 
to live on a hill near the Kazanka river. Nowadays 
there is the Assumption Zilant Monastery. During 
its construction, an ancient dungeon was found.

KAZAN KREMLIN

Since 2000 the Kazan Kremlin is listed among 
UNESCO's World Heritage Sites. The entrances are 
through the Spasskaya and Taynitskaya Towers. It 
is free to visit, however, it is recommended to book 
a tour where the guide shows you around the main 
places of interest and tells you a lot of interesting 
facts.

The Kremlin hosts various events, such as Museum 
Night with workshops, exhibitions, concerts, 
performances by art groups, plays, coffee 
ceremonies. The events are announced on the 
Kremlin's official website.
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Tatarstan is one of Russia's leading regions. It is one of the 
top 5 by the amount of industrial production. The republic's 
petrochemical complex, major mechanical engineering plants as 
well as advanced instrument making industry define its industrial 
profile.

Russia's biggest plants are concentrated here. Apart from being 
a major part of Russian and global oil and petrochemical market, 
they also create unique technologies at their production sites.

Not only the capital is rich in places of interest. The republic itself 
has a lot to offer to a tourist.

The Sviyazhsk Isle is a single village located on an isle in 30 km 
from Kazan. It has 30 cultural objects, some of them dating back 
to Ivan IV times.

The Bolgar Town is an ancient X century settlement. Its ruins are 
located at the Volga river. There are a khan's mausoleum, a white 
mosque, a large minaret and many other buildings.

The Rayif Monastery—you can visit beautiful churches and 
monasteries, take a walk at the lake, have a picnic or go boating 
all in one day.

The blue lakes of the republic are a must for nature lovers. 
The perfectly clear water that never freezes is surrounded by a 
reserve. It is a perfect place to relax after a noisy city and have 
some fresh air.

Sviyazhsk Cathedral

THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN
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Sources: Kazan official web portal kzn.ru, wikiway.com

EDUCATIONAL PROS

 • A great number of intellectually superior young people
 • Significant financial support of the education system
 • An experience in unique educational projects such as Algarysh
 • High level of trust towards the education system by the 

population
 • Major educational and research centers
 • Well-developed national and ethnocultural education system
 • High level of digitalization and internet access at educational 

institutions
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 vk.com/kazan_federal_university
 instagram.com/kazanfederaluniversity
 facebook.com/KazanUniversity

Kazan Federal
University

17
INSTITUTES

22
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

7,500
COMFORTABLE PLACES 

IN THE UNIVERSIADE 
VILLAGE

16,000
COMFORTABLE 

DORMITORY PLACES

2
FACULTIES

415
LEARNING 

LABORATORIES

50,000
STUDENTS

> 10,000
INTERNATIONAL  

STUDENTS
from 101 countries

1
HIGHER SCHOOL

> 150
WORLD-CLASS RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

CENTERS AND LABORATORIES

The university trains open-minded researchers, 
managers at different levels, top-class professionals 
for major corporations and industrial enterprises, 
banking and consulting organizations, venture 
companies and small business.

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Tuition fees
1,700—5,000 USD

372 in the world

8 in Russia

Petroleum 
Engineering

Education

Space Science

Quality Education Peace, Justice and 
Strong Institutes

Decent Work and 
Economic Growth

About the university Universiade Village

90 in the world
131 in the world

36 in the world
75 in the world 97 in the world

1 in Russia
2 in Russia

51-100 in the 
world

347

3 in Russia
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THE TOP UNIVERSITY IN RUSSIA

 • by economic efficiency
 • by the quality of student campuses
 • by the number of students, outstanding Russian 

political figures, scientists, and people of art
 • by tolerant attitudes in a geographic region

Russian universities. KFU

PREPARATORY SCHOOL
for international students

 • Special Russian language program
 • Individual study placement
 • Exchange programs
 • Summer and winter Russian language & culture 

schools

4 REASONS TO SAY "YES"

 • High-quality teaching
 • A variety of courses
 • Comfortable living conditions
 • Security

 +7 843 292-26-23
 preparatory@kpfu.ru

LEADING SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

 • Algebra
 • Astronomy
 • Geology
 • Linguistics
 • Microbiology
 • Resonance properties of condensed media
 • Chemistry

STUDENT SCIENTIFIC CIRCLES

 • 99 academic communities: social sciences and 
humanities, engineering and technology, natural 
sciences

 • 2,000 Russian and international students
 • Directors, deputy directors, Associate Professors, 

Professors, Assistant Professors, PhD students

PRO SCIENCE AT KFU

This popular science project offers a unique 
opportunity to become a student for a night and 
find out about the latest scientific discoveries.

You can attend popular science lectures from 
leading researchers from all over Russia, join 
interactive learning sessions, take part in 
fascinating events, and get acquainted with like-
minded people.

 vk.com/nightofsciencekfu

Apply to study 
at KFU

abiturient.kpfu.ru

A guide to filling 
out an electronic 
application form

A guide for first-year 
students

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT RECRUITMENT

  +7 843 233-70-27
   +7 960 049-18-76 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

  admission@kpfu.ru
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Russian universities. KFU

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 • Academic exchange programs
 • Double degree programs
 • International grant programs
 • Invitation of foreign teachers and researchers

The Algarysh grant from the Tatarstan Republic 
Government provides training, retraining, and 
internships at Russian and foreign educational and 
scientific institutions.

> 600
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS

7
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS THAT 
UNDERWENT 

INTERNATIONAL 
ACCREDITATION

13
ENGLISH-TAUGHT 

PROGRAMS

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 10 dormitories in Kazan and the Universiade 
Village: gyms and playgrounds, reading rooms 
and assembly halls

 • Nikolai Lobachevsky research library
 • KFU Technopark Innovation and Technology 

Center
 • The Medical Simulation Center
 • Kazan University History Museum, Nikolai 

Lobachevsky Museum, Museum of Kazan 
School of Chemistry, Yevgeny Zavoysky Museum 
Laboratory, Alexander Shtukenberg Geological 
Museum, Eduard Eversman Zoological Museum 
and Herbarium, the Museum of Ethnography, the 
Museum of Archeology

 • University clinic
 • The Kordon sports and recreation camp, the 

Quantum permanent specialized camp

UNIVERSIADE VILLAGE

 • The largest and the most modern campus in 
Russia with over 11,000 students.

 • Comfortable residential houses: 2-3-4-person 
rooms

 • Territory of health: various playgrounds
 • Security support: access control system
 • Excellent living conditions, coziness, clean rooms 

and territory
 • Affordable accommodation and event fee

KFU graduates and Rector Ilshat GafurovKazan Model UN at KFU
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Russian universities. KFU

Among famous KFU alumni are outstanding 
scientists, writers, public and political 

figures, business people, athletes

KFU Alumni Community Alma Mater consolidates 
graduate experience and university resources 
for sustainable development of the professional 
community.

INTERNSHIP AND EMPLOYMENT CENTER

Head 
Margarita Antonova

 +7 843 233-75-40
 job@kpfu.ru
 vk.com/ork_kpfu

KFU institutes have their centers for career 
guidance and interaction with employers

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT CENTER

The center offers students an opportunity 
to start building their careers while they are 
studying. It places information about current 
job openings, internships, holds career events 
involving top Russian and global companies.

 vk.com/czskfu

PARTNER COMPANIES

 • Organize work placement and internships for 
KFU students and PhD students with subsequent 
employment opportunities

 • Participate in developing curricula, giving classes, 
and conducting research

 • Participate in the largest university-wide job 
fairs "The Future is Yours," Career Days at the 
faculties, and other interesting events

 • Offer master classes, workshops, seminars, 
business games, lectures at KFU

 • Fund research and found scholarship programs 
for students that allow them to enhance their 
brands and increase brand awareness

KEY PARTNERS

 • Ak Bars bank, Alfa Bank, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Samsung, CISCO

 • Pharmaceutical companies Novartis, Pfizer, Bayer
 • Fox Chase Cancer Center
 • Schlumberger—the global petroleum refining 

leader
 • Albis Technologies—one of the top plastics 

manufacturer
 • Rohde&Schwarz—Europe's largest company 

manufacturing radio-measuring devices

THE BEST KFU GRADUATES PROJECT

It presents KFU graduates to prospective 
employers, giving them information about the best 
graduates and their achievements.

Work and career Internship and 
employment center
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Russian universities. KFU

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ADAPTATION UNIT

Social and everyday support, information 
and socio-cultural support for international 
students.

Head
Sergei Tsvetkov

 +7 843 590-17-54
 ois@kpfu.ru
 9, Universiade Village

PASSPORT AND VISA DEPARTMENT
 • Migration registration
 • Passport and visa services
 • Invitations for studying at KFU

Deputy Director
Ramil Sayfutdinov

 +7 843 590-22-67
 RNSayfutdinov@kpfu.ru
 7, Universiade Village

STUDENT LIFE

 • Student club
 • KFU International Friendship Club
 • Students Association of Universiade Village
 • UNIVER media center
 • Discussion club
 • Brain club
 • Alter Ego and 7 Rhumbs tourist clubs, a 

speleoclub
 • KVN School
 • Politskovorodka club
 • Business case club
 • Volunteer Student Center "KFU is a Planet of the 

Big-Hearted People"
 • Student legal center
 • Patriotic education center
 • Snezhny Desant rescue team
 • Student brigades office
 • Sports club, the UNIX culture and sports center, 

Moskva and Bustan sports centers

Youth Festival "All-Russian Student Marathon—2021" KFU International Club

International Students Association of the KFU Institute of International 
RelationsFirst-Year Student Day
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Rauf Sabirov, Sri Lanka

One would think that Kazan is a bustling million 
city, where all people have their troubles, but 
this thought is delusive. It's comfortable and 
cozy here, like at home.

Before I came to Kazan, I knew next to nothing 
about this city. I liked the architecture of the 
city. There are unusual buildings that have a 
unique and rich history. I have a collection of 
pictures of Kazan sights. Most of all, I like the 
streets of old Kazan—Kremlevskaya, Pushkina, 
and Staro-Tatarskaya Sloboda (Old Tatar 
Quarter). I like that the city combines modern 
and ancient buildings.

I was surprised by some open-hearted people in 
the streets. They can just come up and talk to 
you. I also like national Tatar cuisine, especially 
chak-chak, gubadiya, echpochmak.

Elmira Masoud, Kazakhstan, History Faculty

During my studies at Kazan Federal University, I got not only in-depth knowledge and valuable 
professional qualities but also true university education. The possibility of combining studies with public 
work in the students' council of international students and also in the association of international 
students in Kazan allowed me to realize my ideas, I had leadership skills and useful experience like 
organizing various events, and also gave me faithful friends from different countries.

Yanxia Li, China

I am studying Russian as a foreign language 
at the Institute of Philology and Intercultural 
Communication. I came to study in Russia 
because China and Russia always were good 
friends. Compared to Western countries, Russia 
offers more affordable tuition fees.

I like Kazan very much. It is the third largest 
Russian city famous for its beautiful landscapes, 
good environment, and universities.

I chose KFU because it's very famous. Many of 
my Chinese teachers recommended it to me. 
They were always telling me about KFU and its 
research areas.

I don't think that Russian is particularly difficult, 
but you really have to study it thoroughly.

In the future, I will come back to my country and 
take a state service exam, or stay in Russia, if I 
have such an opportunity.
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 vk.com/agni_asoi
 instagram.com/agni_asoi
 facebook.com/almetgosneft

Petroleum High School—
Almetyevsk State Oil Institute

3
FACULTIES

5
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

> 80
PARTNER ENTERPRISES

13
DEPARTMENTS

1
PHD PROGRAM

> 1,700
STUDENTS

9
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

10
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

6 %
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS

ASOI is the only multidisciplinary technical higher 
education institution in the Southeast of Tatarstan 
that trains specialists for the oil and gas industry of 
Tatarstan and Russia.

Founded in 1956.

FACULTIES

 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Power Mechanical Engineering
 • Economics and Humanities

 ASOI in 
Almetyevsk

 ASOI video Virtual lab tour

 Almetyevsk, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Tuition fees

Bachelor's programs 133,890—189,330 RUB
Master's programs 143,010—201,570 RUB

PhD programs 177,450 RUB
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Russian universities. ASOI

 Filtration 
research laboratory

 • Filtration research
 • Thermophysics research
 • Tomography research
 • Fracking fluids and acid 

compositions

RESEARCH EQUIPMENT SHARING CENTER

 • Engineering geology
 • Engineering geodesy
 • Oil field development control
 • Electric power engineering
 • Laboratory tests on crude oil
 • Automation in oil and gas industry

STUDENT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY

A two-time best student scientific society in the 
Republic of Tatarstan

 vk.com/snto_agni
 instagram.com/snto_agni

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 8553 31-00-21
 abiturient@agni-rt.ru

Degree level Bachelor's 
programs

Master's programs

Document submission

following the 
Unified State 
Exams results

June 20—July 29 (state-funded places)
August 18 (fee-paying places)

following the 
results of internal 
entrance exams

June 20—July 11 August 2

Entrance exams

July 12–29 August 3–16

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

A reminder for 
applicants.pdf

Migration and visa

Pre-departure checklist

Tips for first-year 
students

AGNIBOT is a Telegram bot for international 
applicants. It will help them get information 
about study programs, entrance exams, 
scholarship programs, tuition fees. It also gives 
the answers to frequently asked questions.

 t.me/okayAGNI_bot

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH CENTER

INFORMATION
for international students

1. Before you go to Russia, you must fill out the 
application form on the Public Services Portal 
of the Russian Federation gosuslugi.ru in the 
Registration of People Arriving in the Russian 
Federation section

2. Within three days after you arrive in Russia, you 
must take a PCR test for COVID-19 and place 
the information about its result on the Public 
Services Portal of the Russian Federation

3. You will be isolated at 41a, Tukay street for 
14 days

4. You must retake a PCR test for COVID-19 on the 
10-12th day after you arrive

5. If you have any health problems within 14 days 
after you arrive, seek medical attention 
immediately without going to the hospital
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FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Electric Power and Electrical Engineering
 • Heat Power Engineering and Heat Engineering
 • Engineering and Technological Support of 

Machine-Building Production
 • Technological Machines and Equipment
 • Automation of Technological Processes and 

Production
 • Economics
 • Management
 • Geology, Exploration and Resource Development

By order of the largest enterprises in the 
republic, the institute launched new unique 
majors within Master's programs:
 • Hydrocarbon Field Development Modeling and 

Management
 • Hydraulic Fracturing
 • HR Analytics
 • Innovative Oil and Gas Resource Management

SCHOLARSHIPS

 • Tatneft Scholarship Program
 • Special scholarships from the Tatarstan Republic 

President, the Academy of Sciences, the Head 
of Almetyevsk Municipal Region, ASOI Academic 
Council

 • Scholarships from companies JSC Hewlett-
Packard and Yokogawa Electric CIS

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT

Head
Alena Shumetova

 +7 8553 31-00-84
 id@agni-rt.ru

UNILAB INTERNATIONAL PROJECT

From University to Labor Market in the 21st 
Century: a Step Forward in Work-based Placements.
 • Improvement of the graduates' level of 

qualification and ensuring the effective transition 
of graduates from university to the enterprise

 • Expanding students' possibility to acquire the 
necessary competencies and work experience 
during their studies

 • Development of an effective model to facilitate 
the recruitment of university graduates 

Partners: universities of  Russia,  Belarus, 
 Azerbaijan,  Spain,  Austria,  France.

Vice-Rector for Organizational Development
Enze Idiatullina

 ienze@mail.ru

ALMETYEVSK

 • The fourth place in Tatarstan in terms of 
population

 • A bus station, a railway station, Russia's unique 
cycling transport infrastructure

 • Plenty of sights, including mosques and churches, 
museums, theaters, cultural centers, monuments, 
squares, parks
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FOREIGN PARTNERS

 Belgium   Iran   Kazakhstan 
 Kyrgyzstan   Panama   Slovakia   USA 

 Uzbekistan   Finland

CAREER GUIDANCE  
AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

 • Work placement and pre-graduation internships 
at enterprises

 • Career Days, job fairs—presentations, interviews 
with employers

Over 100 enterprises in Tatarstan, neighboring 
regions, Western Siberia, Eastern Siberia take part 
in the assignment of graduates.

Among ASOI graduates are executives of major 
oil companies, Honored Workers of Oil and Gas 
Industry of Russia, Honored Oil Workers of the 
republic, members of the International Academy of 
Ecology and Life Protection Sciences, the Academy 
of Mining Sciences, the Russian Academy of Natural 
Sciences, Doctors of Sciences, laureates of various 
government awards.

Head
Elena Shvetsova

 +7 8553 31-00-52
 cpirk.agni@mail.ru

EMPLOYMENT

65-75 % of graduates every year start their 
career at Tatarstan enterprises such as Tatneft, 
Gazprom Transgaz Kazan, the ALNAS plant, service 
companies.

15-20 % of graduates find employment at oil and 
gas enterprises outside Tatarstan in over 25 regions 
of Russia.

10 % of graduates pursue their Master's and PhD 
degrees.

Some graduates find employment abroad.

A tour to the Nurlatneft Oil and Gas Production Division facilities

ASOI is one of Russia's long-time leaders by 
the demand for graduates

KEY PARTNERS
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ASOI SPE STUDENT CHAPTER

The student chapter of the International Society of 
Petroleum Engineers.
 • Active participation in international educational 

programs 
 • Participation in international forums in Malaysia, 

Dubai, Qatar, China, UAE, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, 
and Russia

 • SPE Gold Standard Award, Presidential Award 
for Outstanding Student Chapter (the highest 
award of the International Society of Petroleum 
Engineers)

 vk.com/club_asoi_spe

STUDENT LIFE

 • MIX International Youth Student Club 
 • Shtativ media center
 • Volunteer center
 • The sports center has two gyms with modern 

fitness and sports equipment
 • The leisure and recreation center has 20 sports 

clubs, dance and theater clubs and studios

ASOI SPE Student Chapter

Vector adaptation workshop

Peoples' Friendship Festival

International Student Day

CAMPUS

 • 712 places in two dormitories
 • Two-person student rooms have everything you 

need for comfortable living 
 • Modern furniture, air conditioners, study 

preparation areas
 • Spacious kitchens equipped with microwave 

ovens, kettles, multicookers
 • Separate shower rooms, private laundry rooms, 

a buffet

 ASOI campus—
Dormitory
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Sultanbek Timerbaev, Kyrgyzstan

It was my father who told me about Almetyevsk 
State Oil Institute. I didn't plan to go to a foreign 
country, but my parents wanted me to study 
in Russia. I followed their advice and decided 
to send my documents to ASOI. I successfully 
passed my entrance exams and got a state-
funded place.

I like the city and ASOI dormitories very much. I 
feel safe in Almetyevsk!

Kamil Gabitov, Kyrgyzstan

There is a Tatar expat community in Bishkek. 
They told me about this institute. I decided to 
study in Russia when I was at school. 

The campus often holds various festivals and 
contests. They do everything we need to get 
acquainted and make friends with new people, 
learn about other cultures.

Jumanazar Kuliev, Kyrgyzstan

People often ask me why I chose Almetyevsk 
from all Russian cities. To be honest, the choice 
was obvious for me, because my friends studied 
in Almetyevsk. They spoke well of this city and 
ASOI. Local people are communicative. Besides, 
the region has a very convenient location for 
travel enthusiasts. It's the heart of Russia.
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Kazan State Academy
of Veterinary Medicine
named after N. E. Bauman

3
FACULTIES

1
SPECIALIST'S PROGRAM

> 2,000
STUDENTS, 
including 

> 160 international 
students

> 100
TEACHERS,

90 % of whom hold 
academic degrees

19
DEPARTMENTS

2
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

3
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

2
PHD PROGRAMS

Kazan SAVM is the oldest higher education 
institution for veterinary science in Russia. It trains 
veterinarians, veterinary food hygienists, livestock 
engineers, agricultural process engineers who 
have excellent skills in their profession and are 
familiar with related areas, ready for continuous 
professional development, social and professional 
mobility.

Founded in 1873.

An affiliated member of the European 
Association of Establishments for Veterinary 
Education (EAEVE).

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor's and Specialist's programs
77,500—155,000 RUB (full-time studies)

28,000 RUB (extramural studies)

 Kazan SAVM 
video

 Profession of 
veterinarian

FACULTIES

 • Veterinary Medicine
 • Biotechnology and Standardization
 • Additional Professional and Correspondence 

Education

7th place
Russian universities for veterinary science
According to the information and educational portal "Education in 
Russia"
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SCIENCE

Scientific schools of anatomy, forensic pathology, 
therapeutic medicine, surgery, obstetrics, 
physiology, epizootology, animal husbandry, 
veterinary hygiene, microbiology
> 400 textbooks, monographs and study guides on 
major subjects of veterinary medicine and animal 
science (some of them are translated into foreign 
languages)
> 30 names of drugs, diagnosticums and innovative 
technologies introduced into production

FIELDS OF STUDY AND MAJORS

 • Veterinary Medicine (Biology and Pathology of 
Bees, Biology and Pathology of Small Animals, 
Veterinary Pharmacy, Quality and Safety of Raw 
Foods and Food Products, Cynology, Diseases of 
Young Animals)

 • Veterinary and Sanitary Inspection
 • Animal Science
 • Technology of Production and Processing of 

Agricultural Products

Students are studying animal anatomy

Practical training at the Department of Surgery, Obstetrics, and Pathology of 
Small Animals

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 273-96-46, +7 843 273-96-27
 priemksavm@mail.ru
 vk.com/kgavm_official

  35, Sibirskiy Trakt, Kazan, 420029

Degree level Document 
submission

Entrance exams

Bachelor's and 
Specialist's 
programs

June 18—July 17 July 19–29

Master's 
programs

June 18—July 20

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

 • Application
 • Enrollment consent
 • Personal data processing consent
 • A copy of the document attesting to the 

foreign citizen's identity and citizenship 
in the Russian Federation

 • A copy of previous foreign education 
(with a certified translation into Russian, 
if necessary)
 • Photo

Applicant's Personal 
Account

ENTRANCE EXAMS

Biology: July 19

Russian language: July 20

Mathematics: July 21

Applicants take entrance exams online in 
the form of written tests on the academy's 
educational portal. After you submit all 
required documents, the academy will send 
you the instructions for getting access to its 
educational portal to take entrance exams.
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Kazan SAVM graduates

Kiril Todoroski, the winner of the republican award in the category of 
International Student of the Year in the Republic of Tatarstan

Students of the Pre-University Training Center (Sri Lanka, Egypt, Morocco, 
Algeria, Senegal, Cameroon), the 2019-2020 academic year

PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING CENTER 
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

Subjects: Russian as a foreign language, 
mathematics, biology, chemistry

Duration September—July

Tuition fee 78,000 RUB
Students who have successfully 
completed the course get the 
certificate.

 +7 843 273-97-84
 interdep-kgavm@mail.ru

Among graduates are eminent scientists, 
academicians, laureates of national awards, 
ministers, deputies, heads of municipalities and 
veterinary services of Russian regions.

OUTSTANDING ALUMNI

Georgy Skryabin—Soviet microbiologist and 
biochemist, Academician of the Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR and the All-Union Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences

Joseph Butore—Vice-President of the Republic of 
Burundi

Khairulla Abdullin—Soviet microbiologist and 
epizootologist, the founder of Kazan Veterinary 
Microbiology School, Doctor of Veterinary Sciences, 
Honored Science Worker of the Tatar ASSR, the 
RSFSR

Andrei Studentsov—Soviet scientist, a specialist 
in veterinary medicine, veterinary obstetrics, 
Corresponding Member of the All-Union Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences

Mikhail Tushnov—Russian microbiologist and 
pathophysiologist, Academician of the All-Union 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences

Vasily Mosin—abdominal surgeon, Doctor of 
Veterinary Sciences, Honored Science Worker of the 
Tatar ASSR, the RSFSR

Nikolai Balakirev—Soviet and Russian scientist, a 
specialist in fur farming, Academician of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences
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Pre-graduation internship at Kazan Bakery № 3

Performing an ultrasound on a dog at the Therapeutic Consultative Center

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 Bulgaria
 Burundi
 Denmark

 Germany
 Israel
 Turkey

 • Internships and study and work placements 
at top European universities and research and 
education centers

 • Agricultural internship as part of APOLLO e.V. 
program at German farm enterprises

 • Participation in international congresses and 
conferences in Russia, CIS countries, and other 
countries

CENTER FOR THE PROMOTION 
OF TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT 

OF STUDENTS AND THE EMPLOYMENT 
OF GRADUATES

 • Advanced training for zoo veterinarians
 • Student internships at specialized 

enterprises
 • Job fairs and meetings with prospective 

employers

Head
Damir Khayrullin

 +7 843 273-97-74
 centr.ksavm@yandex.ru

WORK PLACEMENT AND PRE-GRADUATION 
INTERNSHIP

Partner companies: Agrosila grupp, Ak Bars Agro 
Holding company, Aksu Agro, Bitaman, Krasny 
Vostok Agro holding company, Chelny Broiler, 
Biryuli, Plemreproduktor, Niva, Kamsko-Ustinsky 
Agricultural Production Cooperative, Idel, Druzhba 
Farming Enterprise, the Yaratel poultry farm 
in Laishevo, Sviyaga, Tukash, Tatmit Agro, the 
Abdrakhmanov peasant farm enterprise, Navruz, 
Asyan, Shoybulaksky Stud Farm, Semenovsky Stud 
Farm, Agro Invest, and others.

Students also undertake their internships at the 
Therapeutic Consultative Center.

THERAPEUTIC CONSULTATIVE CENTER

 • Treatment of sick animals
 • Student internships and study and work 

placements: clinical examination of animals, 
sampling and analysis of various biological 
materials, establishing diagnosis using state-of-
the-art equipment (U/S, X-ray unit), creating and 
keeping ambulatory medical records, surgical 
treatment

Students use the knowledge gained during 
internships for their course papers and graduation 
theses.

 +7 843 273-97-24
 LKCKgavm@mail.ru
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT COMMITTEE

 • Peoples' Friendship Festival: students from 
various countries show their talents, culture, 
traditions, and cuisine

 • Turkmenistan Flag Day
 • Victory Day
 • Academic Sabantuy

Daria Frizen
 +7 953 498-19-90

STUDENT LIFE

 • The Sagadat vocal ensemble is the winner and 
laureate of numerous contests held in the city 
and republic

 • The VetaStudioDance team: classical dance, 
contemporary, hip hop, modern dance, folk 
dances. The participant of the Opening Ceremony 
of the 2013 Summer Universiade in Kazan

 • Classic theater, the Moroz po kozhe student pop 
sketch, the KVN (Club of the Funny and Inventive)

 • Volunteer team
 • Student media center
 • 12 sports clubs
 • Irbis Tourist Club is a two-time laureate of 

the republican award "Student of the Year of 
the Republic of Tatarstan" in the Best Social 
Organization category

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 4 dormitories
 • Specialized rooms and laboratories of technical 

training aids, occupational safety, water supply, 
machine milking, electric equipment, feed 
preparation, physiotherapy, orthopedics, X-ray 
radiography, electron microscopy, computer 
classrooms

 • Training and Quality Assurance Committee
 • Therapeutic Consultative Center
 • Animal Feed Additives Production Facility
 • Museums of forensic pathology, anatomy, 

parasitology, obstetrics, zoology, pharmacology

Irbis Tourist Club in the Urals Mountains

Two-time World Champion in belt wrestling, Academy student Alina 
Provorova

Peoples' Friendship Day

QUIZ for international students
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Israt Oyshi, Bangladesh. Pre-university 
Training Center student

My dream was to enter the university where I 
would study space science. Soviet spaceman 
Yuri Gagarin and Tereshkova, the first woman in 
space, inspired me.

I wanted to study in Russia, but I had to 
learn Russian. To be honest, it was hard for 
me. Russian is difficult. But if you have good 
teachers and friends around you, you can do 
everything.

I was looking for a place to study Russian for 
a long time. I was comparing conditions and 
tuition fees. I chose Kazan and this academy. 
I've never regretted opting for this Center. After 
completing the courses, I will apply to one of the 
Moscow universities.

Al Amin Umaru Beyki, Republic of Chad. 
Kazan SAVM graduate

I liked studying at the academy very much 
because it is one of the oldest and best Russian 
higher education institutions. It has highly 
qualified teachers. 

I came back home after graduation. I worked 
at a key veterinary laboratory, the vaccine 
production department. Then I moved to 
another department—the parasitology 
department. I really liked my work, and I 
decided to pursue a PhD degree. As I already 
knew how interesting it was to study at Kazan 
Veterinary Academy, I decided to continue my 
studies here. I recommend this academy to all 
my acquaintances and compatriots.

If you have any doubts about applying to the 
academy, put them off and apply. You won't 
regret it!

Matias Aouendo, Republic of Benin. Kazan SAVM graduate

A big hello from Africa to everyone! I work as a teacher at the University of Biotechnology and 
Management in Benin. Besides, I breed rabbits and snails. In 2018 I completed my PhD degree at 
Kazan SAVM, defended my PhD thesis, and became the Candidate of Veterinary Sciences in Veterinary 
Pharmacology and Toxicology. The academy has experienced, open-hearted and great staff that always 
helped and supported us.

I advise all applicants to choose Kazan Veterinary Academy to fulfill their dream.
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Kazan State
Agrarian University

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

30
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

9
PHD PROGRAMS

2
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

1
SPECIALIST'S PROGRAM

22
RESEARCH AREAS

> 5,000
STUDENTS, 

including 120 
international students

16
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

8
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

Kazan SAU is a university with huge traditions and 
cultural heritage. It trains specialists in agriculture, 
forestry, ecology, land management, and 
agricultural engineering, giving unique knowledge, 
widening the horizons, and giving confidence in the 
future.

Founded in 1922.

among Russian 
agrarian universities

INSTITUTES

 • Mechanization and Technical Service
 • Economics
 • Agricultural Biotechnology and Land 

Management

FACULTY

 • Forestry and Ecology

Tuition fees per year

CIS countries
Bachelor's and Specialist's programs 

89,000—105,500 RUB
Master's programs 97,000—124,000 RUB

PhD programs 166,790 RUB

other countries
Bachelor's and Specialist's programs 

130,590—150,100 RUB
Master's programs 140,260—159,820 RUB

PhD programs 174,140 RUB

 A movie about 
Kazan SAU

 About Kazan 
SAU

 Doors Open Day
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Admission of 
foreign citizens

ADVANTAGES

 • Modern technologies and innovative equipment
 • 70 % of the learning process spent on practice
 • Visual results of work

STUDENT RESEARCH

 • Around 30 scientific circles
 • 26 research areas
 • Student research conferences, contests of youth 

grants and awards, contests of research papers 
and youth projects, Olympiads, forums, the 
Beginner Farmer international business game

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT

Timur Gazizullin
 +7 843 567-46-13
 interdep@kazgau.com
 international.kazgau.ru

PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING FOR FOREIGN 
CITIZENS

Study areas:
 • Engineering: Russian language, mathematics, 

physics, computer science
 • Medicine and Biology: Russian language, 

mathematics, biology, chemistry
 • Economics: Russian language, mathematics, 

history, social science

Guzel Fassahova
 +7 843 567-46-30
 job-kazgau@mail.ru
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Environmental Studies and Natural 
Resources Management ✔

Technosphere Safety ✔

Land Management and Cadastres ✔ ✔

Operation of Transport and 
Technological Machines and 
Complexes

✔

Quality Management ✔

Forest Management ✔ ✔

Agricultural Chemistry and 
Agricultural Soil Science

✔ ✔

Agronomy ✔ ✔

Horticulture ✔

Agricultural Engineering ✔ ✔

Technology of Production and 
Processing of Agricultural Products

✔

Landscape Architecture ✔ ✔

Economics ✔ ✔ ✔

Management ✔ ✔

State and Municipal Management ✔ ✔

Professional Education (by branches) ✔

Biological Sciences ✔

Agriculture ✔

Forestry ✔

Technologies, Mechanical Equipment 
and Power Engineering Equipment in 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

✔

Land Transport Technology Specialist's program
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 Belarus   Brazil   Hungary 
 Germany   Kazakhstan   China 
 Cuba   Netherlands   Poland 

 Slovenia   USA   Turkey 
 Uzbekistan

 • Academic exchange
 • Agricultural internships and work placements: 

APOLLO, LOGO, PRAXX

MBA-AGRIBUSINESS  
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

 • 7 modules during two years in English and 
Russian

 • Interactive classes with the international team of 
teachers and specialists

 • Workshops, roundtable discussions, master 
classes from top industry experts, seminars, and 
case studies

 • Distance independent learning
 • One-to-one advice from teachers and specialists
 • Internship at European companies and firms 

(the  Netherlands,  Germany,  Belgium)
 • Business English and computer technology

PRE-UNIVERSITY EDUCATION AND 
GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT CENTER

 • Maintains employment collaboration 
with major agricultural companies (work 
placements and pre-graduation internships, 
job fairs, master classes, field classes, tours)

 • Provides methodological, psychological, 
organizational support for students and 
graduates

 • Offers complete and up-to-date information 
about employment on the university's official 
website

 +7 843 236-66-71, 567-46-30
 trud@kazgau.com

To promote employment, the 
university maintains close 
collaboration with the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food of the 
Republic of Tatarstan.

STUDENT BRIGADES

Over 20 % of full-time students undertake their 
work placement in student brigades
 • 11 brigades
 • > 1,500 students 
 • Average wage is 12,225 RUB
 • Areas of activity: mechanization, 

landscaping and infrastructure 
development, crop production, mechanical 
engineering, plant protection, volunteering

Zaschita student labor brigade
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PROFESSIONS OF THE FUTURE

 • Digital Economy: your path to large companies' 
modern management systems

 • Biotechnology: make new scientific discoveries 
in agriculture

 • Automation and Robotization: become an 
engineer of the future with a sought-after 
profession

OUTSTANDING ALUMNI

Rustam Minnikhanov—President of the Republic 
of Tatarstan

Mintimer Shaimiev—First President of the 
Republic of Tatarstan 

Marat Zyabbarov—Deputy Prime Minister of the 
Republic of Tatarstan—Minister of Agriculture and 
Food of the Republic of Tatarstan

Ilgizar Zaripov—First Deputy Minister of Forestry 
of the Republic of Tatarstan

Marat Zaripov—Executive Director of the State 
Housing Fund under the President of the Republic 
of Tatarstan

Dzhaudat Fayzrakhmanov—Doctor of Economic 
Sciences, Professor, Honored Science Worker 
of the Russian Federation and the Republic of 
Tatarstan, Full Member of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Republic of Tatarstan, Academician of 
the International Higher Education Academy of 
Sciences, Honored Worker of Higher Professional 
Education of the Russian Federation

The university can promise its graduates 
100 % employment with decent wages

Agricultural organizations and companies 
highly value the professional competencies of 
recent Kazan SAU graduates.

 • Rostselmash
 • Avgust Company
 • Bionovatik
 • Krasny Vostok Agro
 • Agrosila Holding
 • Promintel-Agro
 • Tatar Research Institute of 

Agriculture of the Russian Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences

 • Ak Bars Agro
 • KamAZ
 • Maysky greenhouse facility
 • EkoNiva-APK Holding

Jobs offered by 
major companies

PARTNERS

Customer Application Center

Landscape Design Center
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 Student life Dormitories

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

 • Theater
 • 1А and 1Б Dormitory Council
 • VMESTE club
 • Security service
 • Iskorka volunteer movement
 • LOOK media center

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • Modern and comfortable dormitories, canteens, 
buffets, cafés

 • Research library
 • Production and Training Center
 • Customer Application Center
 • History Museum
 • Landscape Design Center
 • Agroecology Research Center
 • Cadastre and Land Management Center
 • Research laboratory of biotechnologies and 

molecular genetics of animals and plants
 • Pomological garden
 • Small innovative enterprises: Agrobiotechnopark, 

Resurs, Intehagro

DORMITORIES

 • Comfortable living conditions
 • Individual study room equipped with computers
 • Dancing rooms and gyms
 • Security is ensured by the professional guard 

service

Landscape Design Center

International students

Turgai folk student theater

Russian as a Foreign Language Olympiad
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Zevdie Abigail Endalkachev, Ethiopia

My university is a place where I became an 
adult. Kazan SAU is not only the university where 
I got my education but also my second home. 
I met a lot of great teachers, professors, and 
fellow students here.

I am grateful to the university for my upbringing 
and excellent education. Here I realized who I 
was.

I like everything about my university, including 
the rich history of my faculty. I am proud to be a 
graduate of this great university.

I am so happy to have chosen Kazan SAU.

Abdullahi Mohamed Ibrahim, Somalia

I've been pursuing my Master's degree at Kazan 
State Agrarian University for almost a year. 
I am majoring in Agricultural Mechanization 
Technology and Equipment.

My teachers are friendly, the quality of 
education is excellent. I like the practical side of 
university study most of all. After completing my 
Master's degree, I plan to pursue a PhD degree.

Ilnur Nasyrov, Kazakhstan

I like Kazan very much. This city is friendly, safe, 
and full of cultural attractions. Kazan SAU gives 
us state-of-the-art and practical knowledge. 
The dormitory I live in is comfortable and well-
furnished. We have Wi-Fi and can do sports here. 
Each educational building has a café offering 
quite affordable prices.

I am satisfied with my choice and very happy to 
progress and rise to the top with Kazan SAU!

Kemran Makhtumov, Turkmenistan

I like that our teachers treat students with 
respect and try to help us, though we have some 
troubles with the Russian language. We gain 
state-of-the-art knowledge. I am sure that I will 
easily find a job and start a successful career 
with the Kazan SAU diploma!
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Kazan State 
University 
of Architecture 
and Engineering

19
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

5
INSTITUTES

5,550
STUDENTS

255
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS

15
PHD PROGRAMS

1
SPECIALIST'S PROGRAM

50
DOCTORS OF SCIENCES 

AND PROFESSORS

2
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

20
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

250
CANDIDATES 
OF SCIENCES 

AND ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSORS

1
DISSERTATION 

COUNCIL

KSUAE is a modern center for education, research 
and innovation with high creative potential. It trains 
highly qualified specialists for architecture and civil 
engineering, the housing and utility sector, and the 
road transport industry of the Republic of Tatarstan 
and the Volga Region.

Founded in 1930.

The university only trains specialists in 
specialized fields of study.

Tuition fees per year

full-time study
Bachelor's programs ≥ 130,000 RUB
Master's programs ≥ 137,900 RUB
Specialist's programs 147,900 RUB

extramural study
Bachelor's programs ≥ 83, 200 RUB
Master's programs ≥ 127,400 RUB

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia
Top 5 in Russia
Civil Engineering and Architecture

INSTITUTES

 • Architecture and Design
 • Civil Engineering
 • Building Technology, Engineering and Ecology 

Systems
 • Transport Structures
 • Economics and Construction Industry 

Management
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KEY RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTERS

 • Center for Testing and Designing Building 
Structures "Strength"

 • Architecture and Education Space "BFFT.space"
 • Center for Engineering Systems in Construction 

"Systems"
 • Center for Building Materials and Technologies 

"Technology"
 • Road and Transport Construction Center "Roads"
 • Urban Development Center "URBAN PLANNING"
 • Center for Information Systems in Construction 

"Digital"
 • Center for Reconstruction and Restoration of 

Architectural Heritage "Heritage"

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 510-46-50
 priem@kgasu.ru

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS DEPARTMENT

 +7 843 526-93-17
 interksaba@mail.ru

PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING CENTER 
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

Russian as a Foreign Language course
Duration October–May
Tuition fee 100,000 RUB

FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Architecture
 • Reconstruction and Restoration of Architectural 

Heritage
 • Design of Architectural Environment
 • Urban Planning
 • Design
 • Civil Engineering
 • Information Systems and Technologies
 • Technosphere Safety
 • Land Management and Cadastres
 • Technology of Transport Processes
 • Land Transportation and Technological 

Complexes
 • Management
 • Housing and Facilities Infrastructure
 • Construction of Unique Buildings and Structures

More information about 
fields of study and majors

Fields of study State-funded places Fee-paying places

Architecture Mathematics, Russian 
language, creativity 
exams—natural 
light-tone drawing, 
composition of 
geometric bodies 
(partially inserted, 
"cut" into each other), 
technical drawing, 
composition

Russian language, 
natural light-tone 
drawing, composition 
of geometric bodies 
(partially inserted, "cut" 
into each other)

Civil Engineering Mathematics, Russian 
language, elective exam 
(computer science 
and ICT, physics, or 
chemistry)

Russian language

Economics Mathematics, Russian 
language, elective exam 
(computer science 
and ICT, social science, 
history, or English 
language)

Russian language

Those applying for state-funded places must 
arrive in Kazan to take entrance exams.

Those applying for fee-paying places will take 
their entrance exams online using Zoom.

You must have WhatsApp installed on your 
phone (the number you specified in your 
application).

ENTRANCE EXAMS
for foreign citizens
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TEN DAYS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL IN KAZAN

 • Send a copy of the document you need to enter 
Russia, inform the university about your arrival 
date and border crossing point (name of the 
airport, or crossing point when traveling by train 
or by road)

 • In Russia, you must retake a PCR test within 
72 hours (you can do it at the airport). After 
submitting the results of two negative PCR tests, 
you will be allowed to take entrance exams

UPON ARRIVAL IN KAZAN,  
YOU MUST SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING

 • Medical certificate with a notarized translation 
into Russian

 • Results of fresh blood tests and fluorography 
examination

 • Vaccination certificate
 • Certificate of negative Covid-19 test (PCR test) 

taken at least 72 hours before you arrive in 
Russia

 • 6 photos (3×4 cm)

CAMPUS

Cozy European-style campus in the city center
 • Comfortable dormitories: rooms accommodate 

two or three persons, shower and toilet rooms 
are located in blocks, the kitchen is on the floor

 • Modern research and education centers
 • The KSUAE multifaceted sports center is the 2013 

Summer Universiade facility
 • The Mesha sports and recreation camp
 • The canteen is one of the coziest places in the 

university, where you can have tasty and cheap 
meal

 • Comfortable, light, and spacious assembly hall for 
student events

 • A parking lot for students and staff

DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAM

Russia's unique international project in Architecture 
and Civil Engineering.

Bachelor's programs (BSc Courses)
Architecture, Civil Engineering, Building Design, 
and Information Systems in Architecture and Civil 
Engineering
 • University of East London (UEL), Great Britain 

ITALIAN CENTER FOR 
EDUCATION AND CULTURE IN 
THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN

It aims to promote Italian culture and the 
Italian language in Tatarstan, establish 
partnership relations among the universities, 
cultural workers, organize staff and student 
exchange between the universities of Tatarstan 
and Italy.

It was established at the 
International Relations 
Department.
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FOREIGN PARTNERS

 Great Britain   Italy   Germany 
 Portugal   Greece   South Korea 
 Egypt   Kyrgyzstan   Azerbaijan 

 Tajikistan   Uzbekistan   Armenia

All KSUAE graduates have general civil 
engineering skills. They can successfully work 
with geodetic equipment, know the basics of 
architectural design and structural analysis, 
can use construction industry technologies, 
which adds to the diversity of their future 
employment opportunities.

KSUAE GRADUATES

93 % 
HAVE A JOB

90 % 
RECEIVE SPECIALIST TRAINING 

APPLICATIONS FROM 
ENTERPRISES

WORK PLACEMENT

For effective practical training, KSUAE assigns 
responsible supervisors for all institutes and 
departments of the university.
 • Self-presentation and career guidance advice 
 • Informing students about the job market 

situation

EMPLOYMENT AND INTERNSHIP CENTER

The staff members will help you make a 
resume, give you recommendations on how 
to pass an interview, and inform you about 
employment opportunities, taking into account 
your education.

Head
Anna Zaripova

 +7 927 243-75-26
 zaripovaan@yandex.ru

Active members of KSUAE's Association of Foreign Students visited the Bolgar 
Historical and Architectural Complex

Peoples' Friendship Parade
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GRADUATES AND STUDENTS' WORKS

 • Kul Sharif Mosque 
 • The Lazurnye Nebesa (Blue Skies) residential 

estate
 • The Korston hotel, shopping and entertainment 

center 
 • The Basket Hall sports center
 • The GUM shopping center in Kazan
 • Improvement of the garden square near the Civil 

Acts Registration Office in the Kirovsky District as 
part of the 100 Garden Squares program

 • Examination of the Kazan Arena stadium 
foundation

 • Designing building structures of the Kazan 
international airport terminal

 • Designing reinforced concrete rings for building 
the Kazan metro

 • Designing the Mordovia Arena stadium stands for 
the FIFA World Cup

 • Design of the temporary roof of the Kazan Arena 
stadium for the 16th FINA World Championships

 • Installation of polymer composite reinforcement 
at the Kazan airport ramp

 • Restoration of Merchant Sergei Zemlyanov House
 • Restoration of the Pentecost Church in 

Sukonnaya Sloboda (Cloth Settlement) in Kazan

ASSOCIATION OF FOREIGN STUDENTS

 • Assistance in social adaptation to Russia
 • Legal and social support
 • Cultural and sports events

SPORTS

 • KSUAE students are winners of the University 
Spartakiad that includes 31 sports, international 
competitions

 • The Tozuche sports center includes a hall for 
sports games, a wrestling hall, a strength sports 
gym, a boxing hall, an aerobics hall, a table tennis 
hall

First-Year Student Day

Education space 15

The Tozuche sports center

URBAN PLANNING Center
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Promoted content

Fanila Miguel, Mozambique

It was strange for me to find myself in cold and 
snowy Russia after the warm climate of the 
Indian Ocean and its warm breezes. But I fell 
in love with this country with all my heart: the 
climate, the seasons, and the country with lots 
of cities, traditions, and, above all, hospitable, 
good-natured people.

Needless to say, it was difficult to memorize 
Russian verbs, the complex grammatical system 
of nouns, get accustomed to and understand 
fluent speech. To cope with the difficulties of the 
Russian language, I read a lot, listen to music by 
Russian composers, watch Russian movies.

I haven't decided yet whether I'll stay and work 
in Russia or not. I feel homesick. But with every 
passing day, I become more and more attached 
to my university, teachers, the most beautiful 
Russian city—Kazan. I am so happy to study at 
one of the top universities—KSUAE and live in 
the third capital of Russia.

José Sílvio Camutenya, Angola

I've been living and studying in Russia for two 
years already. I see no difficulty in studying 
Russian because I have great teachers. They play 
a key role in international students' life because 
they lay the groundwork for the perception of 
the Russian culture.

The Internet is of great help to me when I 
prepare for my classes. You can find various 
textbooks, study aids, tests on the Web. Actually, 
I enjoy studying the materials from different 
Russian sources.

The most difficult thing about learning 
Russian is the fear of making a mistake when 
communicating with Russians. If you overcome 
this fear, you will succeed.

I really like taking part in the university's social 
life. Sometimes I feel homesick. But I have great 
friends, fellow students, those who are always 
ready to help me.

I am very fond of Russian classical literature 
and often read poems by Alexander Pushkin and 
learn them by heart. Wherever I am, whatever 
the future holds for me, I will always love 
Russian culture and literature.
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Kazan State 
Institute of Culture

Kazan State Institute of Culture is a leading regional 
center for culture, science, education, and arts that 
combines classical traditions of higher education 
with state-of-the-art educational technologies.

Founded in 1969.

The institute shows high young people's activity 
and ranks second in youth policy among Kazan 
universities.

4
FACULTIES

7
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

> 1,600
STUDENTS, 
including 

> 60 international 
students

18
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

4
PHD PROGRAMS

9
SPECIALIST’S 
PROGRAMS

4
APPRENTICESHIP 

PROGRAMS

 vk.com/kazgik
 instagram.com/kazgik_official
 facebook.com/KazSICofficial

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

FACULTIES

 • Socio-cultural Technologies and Intelligent 
Systems

 • Higher School of Art
 • Innovations and Traditions of National Art Culture
 • Theater, Cinema and Television

Tuition fees per year

Full-time study
Bachelor’s and Specialist’s programs 

123,330—246,530 RUB
Master’s programs 132,470—135,470 RUB

Part-time study
Bachelor’s and Specialist’s programs 

121,750 RUB
Master’s programs 131,950 RUB

Extramural study
Bachelor’s and Specialist’s programs 

51,600—66,200 RUB
Master’s programs 41,400—64,600 RUB

 Doors Open 
Day 2021

 Video about the 
institute

For foreign citizens
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5
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

10
RESEARCH AREAS

3
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 277-59-17
 priem@kazgik.ru

POPULAR FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Tourism
 • Pedagogical Education
 • Archives and Records Management. Library and 

Information Activity
 • Arts and Humanities. Theory and History of Arts
 • Cultural Studies
 • National Art Culture. Socio-cultural Activity
 • Acting. Dramatic Art
 • Instrumental Performance. Musicology and 

Musical Applied Arts. Folk Singing
 • Choreography
 • Theater Directing. Film and TV Directing. Film 

Photography. Producer Business
 • Decorative and Applied Arts and Crafts. 

Monumental Arts. Painting. Design

The programs are taught in Russian.

PREPARATORY COURSES

Duration: June 30—July 10, 2021

Tuition fee: 8,800—16,500 RUB

INTERNATIONAL MOTHER  
LANGUAGE DAY

 • Russian Language Olympiad
 • Intellectual game "The World of Russian 

Phraseology"
 • Literary lounge: participants recite poems in their 

mother languages and Russian and Tatar poetic 
masterpieces

SCIENCE

Kazan State Institute of Culture is a leading scientific 
center of the Middle Volga region that conducts 
research on the development of world culture, 
national cultures of the Volga region's people, 
library studies, socio-cultural activity, folklore, 
performing arts, musical art, choreography, and 
visual arts.

Degree level
Bachelor’s and Specialist’s programs Master’s programs

full-time part-time and extramural full-time, part-time and extramural

Document submission

June 19—July 14
for those taking internal exams

June 19—July 29
for those taking the Unified State 
Exams

June 19—July 21
for those taking internal exams

June 19—July 29
for those taking the Unified State 
Exams

June 19—July 24

Entrance exams July 15—July 29 July 23—July 29 July 25—July 29

International student meeting
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INFRASTRUCTURE

 • Dormitory
 • Innovative educational centers for knowledge 

transmission
 • Library with an electronic reading room and a 

periodicals room
 • Learning laboratories
 • A large concert hall, an educational theater, 

dance halls
 • Museum of History of Kazan State Institute of 

Culture
 • Two sound recording studios, a TV studio, a stage, 

a cinema and photo laboratory
 • Workshops for classes and creativity in the field 

of decorative and applied arts, fine arts, visual 
arts, classrooms for vocal and instrumental 
training

 • Itil Sports Center
 • Medical center

ENGINEERING CENTER

 • Three research and testing laboratories:
 – fashion design
 – artistic wood processing
 – art pottery

 • Designing and automating industry-specific 
business processes

 • Conducting research and developing a database
 • Creating new designs and manufacturing 

technologies for modern clothing with national 
elements

 • Developing and introducing intellectual products
 • Providing engineering services using a virtual 

simulator

DEPARTMENT OF CREATIVE, PROJECT 
AND INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY

Rafael Khayrullin
 +7 843 277-53-50
 artotd@kazgik.ru

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
> 30 foreign partners

 • Academic exchange with partner universities of 
Kazakhstan 

 • Joint projects with Alliance Française in the field 
of cinematography, choreography, and musical 
art

 • Cooperation with the Islamic Republic of 
Iran   in the field of cinema and photographic 
art, protection of cultural heritage, and book 
publishing

 • Master classes from teachers and students in 
Hungary  , Senegal  , South Africa 

 • Cooperation with representatives of Vietnam   
and Indonesia   as part of the WorldSkills 
world championship

Museum of History of Kazan State Institute of Culture

Classroom

Meeting the guests
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Graduates work in various areas of culture, 
professional art, at social and government agencies, 
libraries and museums, theaters and clubs of 
Tatarstan, the Volga region, and Russia. Many of 
them have prestigious awards for their professional 
achievements. Among them are honored members 
of the creative community, People's Artists, 
scientists, educators, and eminent figures in other 
important areas of humanities, laureates of Russian 
and international contests.

INTERNSHIPS AND EMPLOYMENT

 • Students undertake internships and work 
placement with subsequent employment at 
theaters, museums, philharmonics, libraries, 
archives, children's music schools and art schools, 
youth centers, culture and leisure centers, travel 
agencies, TV and radio companies, motion picture 
companies, unions of theater workers and 
composers of the Republic of Tatarstan

 • Every year, the institute holds a single career 
day with the participation of employers from 
Tatarstan and neighboring republics who present 
current job openings

 • Employers take part in the learning process, final 
state certification, exams

CENTER FOR LIFELONG EDUCATION AND 
ADVANCED TRAINING OF CREATIVE AND 

MANAGERIAL PERSONNEL IN THE SPHERE OF 
CULTURE

 • 15 professional retraining programs
 • 22 advanced training programs

The center provides training as part of the 
Creative People federal project of the Culture 
national project involving leading specialists in 
culture and arts, socio-cultural sphere, cinema, 
museum and library studies.

Classes are conducted offline and online.

Elina Tuganova
 +7 843 277-55-70
 npkultura_kazgik@mail.ru

The folk choir of Kazan State Institute of Culture

In beat of jazz

Student internship
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EVENTS

 • International, all-Russian contests and festivals
 • Research and practice conferences, webinars, 

intellectual competitions
 • Concert programs and programs adapted for 

the stage, exhibitions of the degree-granting art 
departments' creative works

 • Film festivals, photo exhibitions
 • Science education lectures "Famous Scientists for 

Young People"
 • Meet-the-Artist Events as part of the Life of 

Outstanding People project

ADAPTATION

The Psychosocial Service offers successful 
workshops to adapt students to a new learning 
environment at the university. It develops 
communication and confidence behavior skills, 
ensures students’ unity and their closer interaction.
 • Stress management
 • Communicative competence
 • Preparation for exams
 • Effective self-presentation
 • Goal-setting
 • Leadership qualities
 • Time management
 • How to pass an interview
 • Creativity and me
 • Self-fulfillment in creativity
 • Find a common language with fellow students
 • We belong together

International Student DayAdaptation workshop for international students

The bayan ensemble. The concert dedicated to the 100th anniversary of the 
Tatar ASSR

The dance ensemble. Student Spring 2021

Folk games. Nowruz
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Akhmajon Oev, Tajikistan

Was it difficult for me to enter a Russian 
university? I didn't have a lot of difficulties, 
but I was scared. After all, Russia was quite 
a different country. I was very nervous about 
whether I’ll be able to live and study here. I had 
come two months before the exams started, and 
I almost didn’t know Russian. My adaptation 
went well, but I had a language barrier. Russians 
differ from my compatriots. They are very 
serious. I think it’s because of the cold.

Now I am studying at the Faculty of Theater, 
Cinema, and Television. My major is Television 
Producing. I take part in international film 
festivals, events held by the Assembly and 
Tatarstan Peoples' Friendship Center.

Bakhtierzoda Shakhzod Bakhtier, 
Tajikistan

Preparing for my university entrance exams, I 
was working hard and was nervous. And finally, 
I got a quota in Kazan. I had some difficulties, 
but I got over them. I adapted very well. I 
improved my Russian, got acquainted with 
quite a different culture and life. Russians are 
substantially different from my compatriots. For 
the most part, these differences are related to 
religious confessions. But I like living here.

Kevin D’arc, Brazil

Before entering a Russian university, I had been 
trying my hand in different professions and 
changed three faculties: political studies, visual 
art, IT. But my life is inextricably linked with 
cinema. I've been shooting since I was four years 
old. In 2018 I won a grant for studying in Russia.

Why did I decide to come here? I don’t know. I 
just took an interest in it. In the beginning, I had 
some difficulties and was cold. When I came to 
Russia, I only knew one word "privet". Russian 
is very difficult, but I speak it, as you can see. 
Local people are gloomy, but only at first glance. 
If you get on well with Russians, you’ll see that 
they are kind and sympathetic.
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 vk.com/kazangmu
 instagram.com/studmedunion
 facebook.com/kazangmu

6

801-1000

Kazan State
Medical University

8
FACULTIES

58
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

> 1,800
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS 
from 53 countries

4
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

> 6,000 
STUDENTS AND 

RESIDENTS

65
DEPARTMENTS

7
SPECIALIST’S 
PROGRAMS

48
RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

2
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

39
PHD PROGRAMS

> 1,500 
STAFF MEMBERS

Doors Open Day 
2021

 Virtual Doors 
Open Day

Answers to 
applicants’ 
questions

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Kazan SMU is the Russian medical science and 
medical education leader, the center for the 
development of new medical, pharmaceutical and 
social technologies of the 21st century.
Among the graduates of Kazan Medical School are 
over 30 Academicians and Corresponding Members 
of the Academy of Sciences and the Academy of 
Medical Sciences of Russia.
Kazan SMU is an open university: every fifth student 
is a foreign citizen.
Founded in 1814.

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor’s programs ≥ 126,890 RUB
Specialist’s programs ≥ 200,000 RUB

Top 10 Top 50
Overall ranking Overall rankingOverall ranking

Medicine and 
Healthcare

Good Health and 
Well-being

4–8 in Russia

OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

 • Institute of Pharmacy
 • Medical and Pharmaceutical College
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For international 
applicants

FACULTIES

 • General Medicine
 • Pediatrics
 • Preventive Medicine
 • Dentistry
 • Medicine and Biology
 • Social Work and Higher Nursing Studies
 • International Students
 • Advanced Training and Professional Retraining of 

Specialists

Admission of 
foreign citizens

FACULTY OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Dean
Elena Koshpaeva

 +7 843 236 05 43
 inter.edu@kazangmu.ru

DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION

 +7 843 236-77-44
 oia_ksmu@mail.ru

June 18—September 17 document submission

June 18—September 31 enrollment in the preparatory 
department

August 25—October 23 entrance exams

Enrollment deadline November 1

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT 
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

Subjects: Russian as a foreign language, physics, 
mathematics, chemistry, biology

Start October 1

Duration 9 months

Tuition fee 130,000 RUB

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

 • Double degree program in General Medicine 
Tashkent Medical Academy, Uzbekistan 

 • Academic exchange programs  
Karaganda State Medical University, 
Kazakhstan 

 • Clinical student and staff internships as part of 
the Global Health program:
 – University of Vermont, USA 
 – Western Connecticut Health Network, USA 
 – Makerere University, Uganda 
 – Ibero-American University, Dominican 
Republic 

 • The Algarysh grant from the Tatarstan Republic 
Government provides training, retraining, and 
internships at Russian and foreign educational 
and scientific institutions

 • International internships TaMSA-IFMSA

ENGLISH-TAUGHT PROGRAMS 

 • General Medicine
 • Dentistry
 • Pharmacy

RESIDENCY PROGRAM

Kazan SMU offers a residency program in Internal 
Diseases according to CanMEDS standards. The 
best clinics in Kazan provide clinical training.

Duration 4 years

Kazan SMU is a satellite university of Innopolis 
University in Digital Health
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC BOARD 
OF KAZAN SMU

 • Expands cooperation in science, education and 
innovation with foreign scientific and educational 
institutions, clinical medical centers

 • Enhances Kazan SMU's authority and boosts 
its ranking positions in the global research and 
education space

 • Recruits the best teachers, researchers, clinical 
physicians, students for Kazan SMU

Among the board members are eminent foreign 
medical scientists, world-famous doctors and 
medical education experts.

Kazan SMU is the only member of the Royal 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada 
in Russia and Eastern Europe and the first 
Russian university to undergo international 
accreditation according to the World Federation 
of Medical Education (WFME) standards.

FOREIGN PARTNERS

 Italy   USA   Uganda   Kazakhstan 
 Kyrgyzstan   Uzbekistan   Belarus 

 Lithuania   India   Dominican Republic 
 China   Iran   Ireland   Japan 

 Spain   Turkey   Armenia   Canada 
 Hungary   Vietnam   Germany

Research activities

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 4 educational and laboratory buildings
 • 5 dormitories: libraries, Internet, recreation 

rooms, gyms, a shower, laundry and ironing 
rooms

 • Research library
 • Central research laboratory
 • Stem cell bank
 • Research and education centers: Molecular 

and Cellular Medicine, Basic and Applied 
Neurophysiology, Development of New Drug 
Products and Drug Delivery Systems

 • UNESCO Chair in Bioethics
 • Kazan SMU History Museum
 • Anatomical theater
 • Health law clinic, dental clinic
 • Medical and Pharmaceutical College
 • Department of Innovative Projects and Programs
 • The Pharmexpert regional research and test 

center
 • Medical Education Research Center

For first-year 
students.pdf

Information for 
international 

students

Anatomical theater

International students in the research library
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OUTSTANDING ALUMNI

Nikolai Semashko—doctor, the Soviet public 
health promoter
Zinovy Soloviev—one of the Soviet public health 
promoters, Deputy People's Commissar for Health 
of the RSFSR
Sergei Kurashov—Soviet public health worker 
and public figure, Corresponding Member of the 
Academy of Medical Sciences of the USSR, Minister 
of Health of the USSR
Alexander Tsaregorodtsev—Soviet and Russian 
pediatric physician and statesman. Doctor of 
Medical Sciences, Professor. Honored Physician of 
the Russian Federation. Minister of Health of the 
Tatar ASS
Alexander Baranov—Soviet and Russian pediatric 
physician, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Professor. 
Full member of the Russian Academy of Medical 
Sciences and the Russian Academy of Sciences, the 
RAS Presidium Member
Ayrat Farrakhov, Boris Mendelevich, Sergei 
Kazankov—Deputies of the State Duma of the 
Russian Federation
Zaza Bohua—Rector of Tbilisi State Institute for 
Advanced Medical Education, former Minister of 
Health of Georgia
Leonid Osipov—deputy speaker of Israeli Knesset
Vasily Mosin—Olympic double trap medalist

International students of Kazan SMU

Work placement

WORK PLACEMENT

Specialties: general medicine, pediatrics, 
preventive medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, 
social work and higher nursing studies, medical 
biophysics, medical biochemistry.

Partners from the Tatarstan Republic: the 
Ministry of Health, the Federal Service for 
Surveillance on Consumer Rights Protection and 
Human Wellbeing, the Pharmacy Administration, 
the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection, the 
Ministry of Youth Affairs, Sports and Tourism, the 
Head Bureau of Medical and Social Assessment, the 
regional office of the Pension Fund of the Russian 
Federation.

Partners from the Mari El Republic and other 
regions of Russia.

PROFESSIONAL CAREER CENTER

 +7 843 236-06-13
 job@kazangmu.ru

DEPARTMENT OF INNOVATIVE PROJECTS 
AND PROGRAMS

 • 25 contract research partner organizations all 
over the world, including Parexel, Worldwide 
Clinical Trials (USA), F. Hoffmann-La Roche 
(Switzerland), Quintiles GmbH (Austria)

 • 60 studies in various areas every year
 • Accredited clinical facilities, state-of-the-art 

diagnostic and laboratory equipment

IRINA STUDENTSOVA STUDENT 
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

 • 60 student scientific circles
 • International Youth Scientific Medical Forum 

"White Flowers"
 • Science fairs aimed to familiarize students with 

research at a medical university
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INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP CLUB

International students take part in festivals of 
national cultures, visiting sessions of the club, 
and other events, visit theaters, get acquainted 
with the culture and history of Tatarstan and 
Russia.

IFC Head, supervisor of groups of 
international students studying in English
Aislu Gayfullina

 aislu-gg@yandex.ru

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR QUALITY 
OF EDUCATION

Tutors
Tutors help first-year students adapt to the student 
environment.

 vk.com/tutor_ksmu

Mentors
Mentors help applicants gain insight into the 
enrollment campaign and aspects of studying at 
Kazan SMU.

 vk.com/abiturkgmu

STUDENT LIFE

 • The Student Club comprises the Grom theater 
studio, the Astra dance studio, the vocal studio, 
the Adrenalin cheerleading and aerobics teams, 
the MDFamily dance studio

 • Debate and elocution club
 • Brain club
 • The Sports Club comprises 16 clubs, the 

Adrenalin cheerleading squad, the Tulpar 
aeronautical club, the Bentos diving club

 • Student media center
 • Volunteer movement
 • Aesculapius Student Brigades Office

SECURITY SERVICE

 • Ensures safety and security in the dormitories 
and during mass cultural events in the republic 
and at the university

 • Holds military-patriotic events and takes 
counterterrorism measures

 vk.com/ssbksmu

International graduates

International students on a tour to Bolgar (Tatarstan)

Delegation of Kazan SMU international students at the 6th BRICS Youth 
Summit in Ulyanovsk
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Career management and employment 
promotion portal of Kazan SMU Useful information for graduates

Promoted content

Farima Behbudi, Iran

I am studying Russian online at Kazan Medical 
University. Our teacher teaches us to speak, 
read and write in Russian, tells us about famous 
scientists (Newton, Lomonosov), composers 
(Tchaikovsky, Beethoven), painters (Shishkin, 
Repin), hero Shavarsh Karapetian. She teaches 
us to be kind and hard-working.

I believe that we really need such psychological 
support during the pandemic when students 
can’t come to Russia to immerse themselves in 
the cultural and linguistic environment. Studying 
at the preparatory department of Kazan SMU, I 
felt like a scientist. Under the supervision of my 
teacher Leisan Galiakhmatovna Ibragimova, I 
took part in five language Olympiads, literature 
and poetry contests, the university student 
conference.

In this academic year, I've learned how to speak 
at conferences, make presentations, set goals 
and objectives in my research paper. I've also 
realized that I like to be a winner and leader. I 
will need this experience when I study at Kazan 
SMU's Faculty of General Medicine.

I am also studying mathematics, physics, 
chemistry, and biology.

Ishara De Silva, Sri Lanka

I am studying at the preparatory faculty to 
learn Russian for my future life in Russia and to 
prepare for a degree program. I want to enter 
Kazan SMU to study medicine and become a 
surgeon.

I studied Russian at the Faculty of International 
Students, so I took part in language Olympiads, 
the Total Dictation—2021, the essay contest 
dedicated to the International Mother Language 
Day, and other contests. I managed to win prizes 
and get the winner's certificates. University 
education is a research experience that I will 
need when I study at the Faculty of General 
Medicine.

Russian language teacher Leisan 
Galiakhmatovna helped me prepare for the 
student conference organized by the university. I 
took first place.

I'd like to say many thanks to all my teachers, 
especially the Department of Russian and Tatar 
Languages, for the excellent language courses 
and home-like environment in our group. I am 
so happy to study at the preparatory faculty of 
the well-known Russian university because it’s a 
new experience for me.
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Kazan State 
Power Engineering
University

4
INSTITUTES

1
CAMPUS

3
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

> 150
ACADEMIC 

AND RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES AND 

CENTERS

11
PHD PROGRAMS

96
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS

> 10,000 
STUDENTS, 

including 330 international 
students from 
> 40 countries

33
DEPARTMENTS

4
DORMITORIES

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

KSPEU is a leading specialized power engineering 
university in Russia. It has been training specialists 
for power engineering and industry of Russia, CIS 
countries, and other foreign countries for over 50 
years. It is a member of the Power Engineering 
Educational Consortium.

Founded in 1968.

Tuition fees per year
113,600—171,100 RUB

Responsible 
Consumption and 

Production

Partnership for the 
Goals

among 503 among 1154 Best Russian 
universitiesInformation for 

applicants

 ENGLISH-TAUGHT MASTER'S PROGRAM 
IN SMART ENERGY SYSTEMS

The program is delivered as part of the Establishing 
Smart Energy System Curriculum at Russian and 
Vietnamese Universities (ESSENCE) project under 
Erasmus +.

Top 601-800
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Admission Office Admission of 
foreign citizens

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 519-42-42

Executive secretary
Anna Derbeneva

 +7 843 519-42-23
 postupi.kgeu.ru
 pk@kgeu.ru

  51, Krasnoselskaya Street, Bld. В, Room 
100 (Kozya Sloboda metro station), Kazan, 
420066

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

Degree level
Bachelor's programs Master's programs

state-funded places fee-paying places state-funded places fee-paying places

KSPEU starts accepting documents June 1

Document submission deadline July 20 August 26 July 20 August 26

Entrance exams deadline July 29 August 27 July 23 August 27

Enrollment consent submission 
deadline August 11 August 27 July 26 July 27

Enrollment orders August 17 August 30 July 28 August 27

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT

 • Migration registration
 • Adaptation activities
 • Advice during studies

Regina Arslanova
 +7 843 519-43-73
 r.a_arslanova@mail.ru, cio_kgeu@mail.ru

DEPARTMENT OF PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING 
OF FOREIGN NATIONALS

Subjects: Russian as a foreign language, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, informatics (and 
biology, if a sufficient number of students are 
enrolled to make a group).

 • Special Russian language study program
 • High-quality teaching
 • Positive student testimonials
 • Guaranteed accommodation on the university 

campus
 • Familiarization with the Russian education 

system
 • Adaptation programs

Duration 10 months (October–July)

Tuition fee 89,700 RUB

Director
Radik Zaynullin

 +7 843 519-42-24
 z_guzel_cdo@mail.ru

International graduates
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Dormitory virtual 
tour

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 6 educational and laboratory buildings
 • 4 comfortable high-rise dormitories within 

walking distance of the educational buildings
 • The library with a complete literature stock
 • Technology park: the engineering center 

"Computer Simulation and Engineering in Power 
Engineering and Power Engineering Industry"

 • Unique training and production ranges: 
110/10 kV Substation, 0.4–10 kV Distribution 
Network, Heating Supply Range of the Housing 
and Utility Sector

 • Danfoss Multidisciplinary Science and Technology 
Center and Evan Research and Education Center

 • ElectroSkills Applied Competencies Center 
established with support from Shneider Electric 

 • Energy Efficiency Technology and Competency 
Center

 • Schneider Electric, Bosch, Siemens, Maxim 
classrooms and laboratories, a physical and 
chemical testing laboratory

 • VOMM, SARAD engineering centers
 • Youth Business Incubator
 • Energy Youth Innovation Center
 • Interactive museum: backlighting, an audio guide 

in three languages, a film demonstration panel
 • The Shelanga sports and recreation camp 

 vk.com/shelangakgeu

INSTITUTES

 • Electric Power Engineering and Electronics
 • Heat Power Engineering
 • Economics and Information Technologies
 • Continuing Professional Education

SCIENCE

KSPEU is a university that is dynamically developing 
in the field of science and innovations. The 
strategic priorities of KSPEU's research are aimed 
to implement the priority areas of the science and 
technology development strategies of Russia and 
foreign countries:
 • Transfer to advanced digital smart manufacturing 

technologies, robot systems, new materials and 
design methods

 • Transfer to environmentally-friendly and 
resource-saving power engineering, efficiency 
improvement of production and deep conversion 
of raw hydrocarbons, development of new energy 
sources, energy transportation and storage 
methods

 • Transfer to highly productive and 
environmentally-friendly agricultural and aquatic 
enterprises

 • Combating anthropogenic, biogenic, socio-
cultural threats, terrorism, ideological extremism, 
cyber threats, and other threats for the society, 
economy, and state

 • Territorial connectivity of Russia due to the 
development of smart transportation and 
telecommunication systems
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

KSPEU maintains cooperation in education, science 
and innovation with 40 top universities and 
companies from various countries

 Austria   Azerbaijan 
 Armenia   Belarus 
 Vietnam   Germany 
 Greece   Denmark   Italy 
 Kazakhstan   Kyrgyzstan 
 Latvia   Romania 
 Slovakia   Tajikistan 
 Turkmenistan   Finland 
 France   Japan

 • Academic exchange programs
 • Double degree programs
 • Invitation of teachers from abroad

KSPEU graduates have made an enormous 
contribution to the development of industry 
and power engineering in Russia. Among 
them are outstanding scientists and practical 
workers, heads of top enterprises in Tatarstan 
and Russia.

CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

 • Student internships and work placements, 
enterprise tours

 • Student and graduate employment promotion
 • Recruiting events, master classes, presentations, 

business games, workshops, and seminars at the 
university and employer companies

 +7 843 527-92-59
 kgeu_ocpt@mail.ru
 kgeu.ru/Home/About/136

Students undertake their internships at power 
engineering enterprises in Kazan, the Republic of 
Tatarstan, and the Volga region: Tatenergo, TGK-
16, Nizhnekamsk Thermal Power Plant, Setevaya 
Companiya, Tatenergosbyt, and many others.

Employment of 
foreign citizens

Job openings

KSPEU is taking part in the 7th National Championship "Young Professionals" 
(WorldSkills Russia) held at Kazan Expo

Training lessons at the 110/10 kV substation on campus

The Tatarstan Republic President is opening the Energy Efficiency Technology 
and Competency Center with the participation of Russian Energy Minister 
Alexander Novak
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KSPEU UNION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
AND PHD STUDENTS

Adaptation and socialization at the university, 
psychosocial, academic, and linguistic and cultural 
support

 • Annual Wreath-Laying Ceremony at the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier

 • Participation in Peoples' Friendship Parade
 • The Prism of Cultures contest festival
 • The Sumptuous Feast contest
 • Africa Day
 • Vietnamese Culture Day, and others

Chairman Izzatjon Muhamadiyarov
 vk.com/club160698127

INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP CLUB

The Club holds events showing peoples' national 
characteristics, culture, customs, and traditions, 
develops students' creative and intellectual abilities, 
familiarizes Russian students with cultural values of 
various countries, and international students with 
the culture of Russia's peoples.

 vk.com/public193974429

STUDMEDIA STUDENT MEDIA CENTER

The up-to-date and interesting information 
about all aspects of student life and events.

 vk.com/studmediakspeu

Prism of CulturesFootball Winter Cup

Daniel Paluku Lwanzo, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. The holder of the 
Russian Government and the Russian 
President scholarships, the winner of the 
All-Russian RFL Olympiad for International 
Students

I finished school with flying colors and found out 
that there was a chance to study in Russia for 
free and get a scholarship. I took the test and 
passed the competitive selection. I chose Kazan 
because life in Kazan is half as expensive as in 
Moscow.

I had to put a lot of effort into learning Russian. 
But now I have an excellent command of it. 
I do research, speak at conferences, which 
is impossible without good knowledge of the 
language. I have to write articles in Russian.

I've spent four years in Russia and never came 
back home because the flight is very expensive. 
But I don't regret studying in Kazan. I chose 
Russia myself, and I like living here. After 
graduation, I plan to come back home.
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Duslyk Folk Dance Studio

Salomão Jeurisio Bonde, Angola. Student of 
Institute of Electric Power Engineering and 
Electronics. The winner of the contest for 
international students in the Author Song 
category

A year after I had entered the university in my 
country, my school principal called me and told 
me that there was an opportunity for me to 
study abroad. I had to choose from Portugal, 
Morocco, and Russia. I didn't think twice and 
chose Russia at once!

I liked everything at KSPEU: the way students 
are assessed, grade books, the system of 
accumulating the scores you need to be allowed 
to take exams. What is particularly convenient is 
that you can see your scores and all news about 
student life on the university's official website 
and in your account.

Teachers treat students as equals. You can 
contact them after classes to ask some 
questions or share opinions. But I prefer 
laboratory and practical classes to lectures. You 
can see the result of your work immediately.

I take part in all festivals and contests held by 
KSPEU, write songs in Russian and sing them to 
guitar. I also do photography and handball.

The only thing I still can't get accustomed to is 
the snowy winter in Russia. In Angola, we think 
that it's cold outside when we have +18 °C.

Now I am pursuing my Master's degree. I am 
sure that I'll find a good job after graduation 
because the Russian diploma is worth its weight 
in gold in my country.

Ahmed Mohamed, Egypt. Student majoring 
in Renewable Energy Sources

I came to study in Russia because Egypt and 
Russia always were good friends. Tuition fees 
in Russia are lower compared to Western 
countries.

I like Kazan very much. It's the third largest 
city in Russia. It is famous for its beautiful 
landscapes, good urban environment, and 
universities.

I chose KSPEU because it's very famous. Many of 
my teachers in Egypt recommended it to me.

I don't think that Russian is particularly difficult, 
but you should work hard to learn it.

In the future, I'll come back home and find a job 
at one of the top power engineering companies. 
Maybe, I'll stay in Russia if I have such an 
opportunity.
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 vk.com/kaiknitu
 instagram.com/knitu_kai
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17-48

11-13

23-37

40

Kazan National
Research Technical
University named
after A. N. Tupolev—KAI

6
INSTITUTES

45
DEPARTMENTS

5
SPECIALIST’S 
PROGRAMS

9
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

2
COLLEGES

34
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

13
PHD PROGRAMS

> 100,000
GRADUATES

9
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

27
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

15,000
STUDENTS

KNRTU-KAI is one of the largest technical 
universities in Russia, modern Russian and global 
highly reputed education and research center that 
represents a combination of classical university 
traditions with state-of-the-art educational 
technologies.

Founded in 1932.

KNRTU-KAI today  Virtual Doors 
Open Day

Video tours around 
KNRTU-KAI

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Overall ranking in Russia

Physical Sciences

Engineering

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor’s programs 116,530—164,420 RUB
Specialist’s programs 134,490—300,820 RUB

Master’s programs 124,870—175,680 RUB
PhD programs 149,150—180,40 RUB
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3
RESEARCH INSTITUTES

> 20
RESEARCH AREAS

11
RESEARCH AND 

EDUCATION CENTERS

46
LABORATORIES

13
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

7
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

INSTITUTES AND FACULTY

 • Institute for Aviation, Land Transportation and 
Power Engineering

 • Institute for Automation and Electronic 
Instrumentation

 • Institute for Radio-Electronics and 
Telecommunications

 • Institute for Computer Technologies and 
Information Protection

 • Institute for Economics, Management and Social 
Technologies

 • German-Russian Institute of Advanced 
Technologies

 • Faculty of Physics and Mathematics

SCIENCESCIENCE AND INNOVATION

 • Aircraft Engineering
 • Power Engineering
 • Mechanical Engineering
 • Applied R&D in priority science and technology 

areas
 • Support and development of scientific 

communications and the science popularization 
system

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 231-00-27, 231-00-90
 +7 927 457-73-53 
 pk@kai.ru, priem@kai.ru
 vk.com/abiturientkai

Student scientific 
societies

Information for 
foreign citizens

ALBATROS EDUCATION CENTER
Preparatory department for foreign citizens

Study areas: engineering, natural sciences, 
economics, medicine and biology

Subjects: Russian as a foreign language, physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, informatics

Visits to museums and theaters of Kazan, 
historic and cultural sightseeing tours, traditional 
festivals, concerts.

Duration: 6, 12, 18 months

Tuition fee 110,000 RUB

Accommodation fee 12,000 RUB per year
Health insurance 4,500 RUB per year
Food 9,000 RUB per month

 +7 843 236-55-53
 IAVoronina@kai.ru

KUKA robotic arm
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Doors Open Day

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

 • Recruitment and Professional Orientation 
Department

 • Adaptation and Educational Work Department
 • Visa Support Department

Director
Kadria Sibgatova

 +7 843 231-01-58
 KISibgatova@kai.ru, international@kai.ru
 international.kai.ru

Hotline for foreign citizens
 +7 999 163-44-10
 +7 960 040-71-13 WhatsApp

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 • International grant programs and projects 
 • Academic mobility

Internationalization of Master’s programs in Electric 
Engineering in Russia and China. Ten universities 
from  France,  Germany,  Italy, 

 Russia, and  China.
 • 9 Master’s programs in Engineering
 • Double degrees from KNRTU-KAI and top 

German technical universities—Ilmenau and 
Kaiserslautern, Otto von Guericke University 
Magdeburg

 • Advanced engineering centers: Siemens and 
Kuka Robotics, Tatarstan—Thuringia, Keysight 
Technologies

 • High-quality education in English and additional 
German language program

 • Training at one of the German partner 
universities in the third semester

 • Employment at top engineering companies in 
Tatarstan, Russia, and the world after graduation

German-Russian Institute of 
Advanced Technologies (GRIAT)

GRIAT SUMMER SCHOOLS

 • The Future of Smart Cities in Russia
 • IT-Preneurship—Turning your IT Ideas into 

Business
 • Wings for Life

ERASMUS+ INSPIRE 
EDUCATIONAL PROJECT
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Sever student construction brigade

FOREIGN PARTNERS

 Belarus   Bulgaria   Brazil 
 Great Britain   Germany   Indonesia 

 Ireland   Spain   Italy   Kazakhstan 
 Cyprus   Kyrgyzstan   China 

 Latvia   Lithuania   Peru   Poland 
 Syria   Slovakia   Ukraine   Finland 

 France   Sweden

OUTSTANDING ALUMNI

Boris Gubanov—chief designer of the Energy—
Buran rocket and space system

Vladimir Sadovnikov—director of the plant 
manufacturing the Pioneer and Topol mobile 
guided missiles

Mikhail Simonov—SU-24 and SU-27 aircraft 
designer

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

 • Work placements and internships at partner 
enterprises

 • Presentations of enterprises and 
organizations for senior students

 • Webinars and online meetings with 
graduates in each degree field (major)

 • Job Fair Youth Forum (AUTUMN, SPRING)

Head
Veronika Laskova

 +7 843 231-59-52
 VMLaskova@kai.ru, opark@kai.ru

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

KNRTU-KAI ADVANTAGES

 • Advanced developments and Innovative 
technology in education

 • Highly competitive prestigious education with 
state-of-the-art research facilities

 • Eventful sports and cultural life

KEY COMPANIES

 • Major companies, research institutes, centers, 
laboratories

 • Mechanical engineering, 
mechanical, electromechanical, 
instrument engineering, aircraft 
repair, radio manufacturing 
plants

 • Experimental design offices

STUDENT LABOR BRIGADES

 • Sever construction brigade
 • Intellekt and Iskra teaching brigades
 • Zilant and Eshelon conductor brigades 
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INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 8 campuses, 7 dormitories
 • N. G. Chetaev science and research library
 • Interactive museum based on Tu-144 supersonic 

aircraft
 • Shipbuilding center
 • Centers for additive technologies, engineering 

simulation
 • Engineering centers, including those established 

jointly with Siemens AG and Kuka Robotics
 • Joint Russian-Chinese Scientific Laboratory 

"Fractal Dynamics and Signal Processing"
 • Business incubator
 • Military training center
 • The university sports center, an indoor swimming 

pool, and the KAI-OLYMP football stadium
 • The Ikar student recreation camp

DORMITORIES

 • Rooms accommodate two, three, or four persons
 • Reading and computer rooms, recreation rooms 

with tennis tables, gyms
 • Laundry rooms with washing machines
 • The health center with state-of-the-art medical 

equipment
 • Student security service and private security firm

ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS

 • Protects and represents international 
students' interests

 • Assists in social adaptation
 • Strengthens peoples' friendship

 vk.com/aiskai

CENTER FOR VOLUNTEERING  
AND YOUTH PROJECT

Sports events—participation as volunteers at 
Olympics and Paralympics, the Universiade, 
championships of the republic, Russia, and the 
world.
Environmental and healthy lifestyle 
events—Car Free Day, urban greening 
promotion, No Tobacco Day, and other events.
Social events—projects aimed to work with 
socially vulnerable groups, including children 
with disabilities and older adults.
Mass cultural events—First-Year Student 
Day, Student Spring, the Ikariada variety show 
festival, Miss KAI, Theater Day, and many 
others.

 vk.com/volunteerkai

Russia Day Futsal
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Abdelatif Moumed, Algeria

My first year in Russia was 
one of the best in my life. 
I learned one of the most 
popular languages in the 
world thanks to the intensive 
training program and the teachers who took 
care of our studies, health, living conditions. 
They were like a second family to us.

Thanks to the tours held by the university, I 
got acquainted with one of the most beautiful 
places in Russia—Kazan city. This city is really 
worth visiting because of its natural beauty, 
ancient history, and cultural diversity. Besides, I 
got acquainted and made friends with students 
from different countries, learned about different 
mentalities, cultures, and ideas.

Joana Berova, Bulgaria

I already have one education 
that I got in Bulgaria, but I 
decided to get a second one. 
I found out that there was 
an opportunity to study in 
Russia, and I want to thank the Russian Culture 
and Information Center in the city of Sofia for 
this chance. As I have Russian roots, I decided to 
try, and KNRTU-KAI chose me. I am proud to be 
one of the KAI students. I hope that KAI will also 
be proud of me someday.

Sinan Atmaja, Turkey

The preparatory faculty was a 
surprise to me. When I came 
for the first time, I thought 
I would study the language 
only. But we visited museums 
and theaters. We got so interested that we fell 
in love with Russian culture. We learned a lot, 
saw and got to know a lot of things. KNRTU-KAI 
offers excellent education. Thank you for that!

Giuseppe Giannino, 
POLIBA University, Italy. 
Exchange student

When I was leaving Italy, I 
knew nothing about Kazan. 
But when I got to know the 
city better, I liked it very much. I managed to 
see and do a lot of things during four months 
of my study placement, I learned a lot of new 
things about science, and I am so grateful to the 
university for this opportunity.

KAI always helped us, and we had no problems 
with courses and visas. We lacked nothing—
everything was at its best. I advise international 
students to take a study placement at KAI 
because you won't feel lonely there and this 
university will give you the knowledge you 
won't gain at home. Local people are good, the 
university and teachers welcomed us. Russia has 
a different culture, but you shouldn’t be afraid 
of it.
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 vk.com/knitu
 instagram.com/knitu_priem

801-1000

158

300+ 1

Kazan National Research
Technological University

17
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

46
PHD PROGRAMS

> 23,000 
STUDENTS AND 
PHD STUDENTS

130
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

12
EDUCATIONAL AND 

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

> 2,000
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS 
from 45 countries

148
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

15
FACULTIES

KNRTU is the best Russian university in chemical 
engineering—petrochemical industry, polymer 
chemistry, biotechnology, nanotechnology, energy-
efficient technology, pharmacy.

Founded in 1890.

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Tuition fees per semester

Secondary vocational education programs 
≥ 31,500 RUB ≈ ≥ 430 USD

Bachelor’s programs  
≥ 71,500 RUB ≈ ≥ 970 USD

Master’s programs  
≥ 77,000 RUB ≈ ≥ 1,045 USD

PhD programs ≥ 91,300 RUB ≈ ≥ 1,240 USDINTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

among Russian 
technological 
universities

526 in the world
24 in Russia
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ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 236-78-33
 priem@kstu.ru

  68, K. Marx Street (L. 
Tolstogo Street stop), 
bld. A, Kazan, 420015

FACULTY OF INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Dean
Svetlana Matveeva

 +7 843 231-42-63
 +7 843 231-43-82
 fmop@kstu.ru

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Head
Anna Ebel

 +7 843 231-43-19
 inter@kstu.ru

PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING  
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

Russian as a Foreign Language

Study areas
 • Engineering and Technology
 • Economics
 • Medicine and Biology
 • Humanities

Duration
1 year—September–August
1.5 years—January–July

Tuition fee
120,000 RUB ≈ 1,623 USD

Degree level Document 
submission

Entrance exams

Bachelor’s 
programs

June 20—July 14
state-funded places

June 20—August 23
fee-paying places

from July 15

Master’s 
programs

June 20—August 10
state-funded places

June 20—August 15
fee-paying places

July 26–31
the first wave

August 11–17
the second wave

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

Foreign citizens may enter KNRTU:

 • within the Russian Government quota
 • under the compatriots abroad support program
 • on a fee-paying (contract) basis

ENGLISH-TAUGHT PROGRAM
SMART MATERIALS

Master’s program
 • Chemical Engineering

Application deadline: 
August 10, 2021

BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

Bachelor’s programs
 • Chemical Engineering of Natural Fuels and 

Carbon Materials
 • Innovative Technologies of International Oil and 

Gas Corporations
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 • 120 international partners from 32 countries 
 • Academic mobility
 • Double degree programs
 • Erasmus+, Fulbright, DAAD, Henri Poincaré 

projects
 • Invitation of leading foreign scientists

Exchange and joint programs  
with universities

 • Technical University of Ostrava, 
Czech Republic 

 • Jan Evangelista Purkyně University in Uzti-nad-
labem, Czech Republic 

 • University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy 
in Sofia, Bulgaria 

 • Southwest Petroleum University in Sichuan, 
China 

 • Beijing University of Chemical Technology, 
China 

 • Merseburg University of Applied Sciences, 
Germany 

 • Indian Institute of Management Raipur, India 
 • Technical University of Denmark, Copenhagen, 

Denmark 

FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Power Engineering of Heat Technologies
 • Oil and Gas Processing Equipment
 • Gems and Metals Processing Technology
 • Logistics Systems and Technologies
 • Business Statistics and Forecasting
 • Corporate Management
 • Crisis Management
 • Multimedia Technologies
 • Innovative Technologies of International Oil and 

Gas Corporations
 • Chemical Engineering of Natural Fuels and 

Carbon Materials
 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Quality Management
 • Technosphere Safety
 • Nanoengineering
 • Information Systems and Databases
 • Applied Mathematics and Informatics
 • Medical Devices
 • Biomedical Engineering Practice
 • Service in Fashion and Beauty Industry
 • Information Systems and Technologies
 • Industrial Design and Art Work Materials
 • Electric Power and Electrical Engineering
 • System Analysis and Management
 • Biotechnology
 • Industrial and Environmental Biotechnology
 • Meat and Meat Products Technology
 • Small Enterprise Food Engineering
 • Pharmaceutical Biotechnology
 • Polymer Technology and Processing
 • Innovation Studies

KNRTU virtual tour

European Diploma Supplement
After graduation, students have an 
opportunity to obtain a European Diploma 
Supplement that will simplify the recognition 
of their KNRTU degree by foreign educational 
institutions and employers.

In KNRTU laboratory
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State-funded students get monthly 
scholarships, are eligible for the Russian 
President Scholarship, a special state 
scholarship of the Republic of Tatarstan, 
Vladimir Potanin Scholarship, the Award of the 
Academy of Sciences of the republic for Asian 
students.

The TechnoStart PhD research projects 
contest winners get 300,000 RUB from the 
university and 300,000 RUB from the partner 
enterprise.

Russian universities. KNRTU

Graduates hold key positions at defense, light, and 
food industry enterprises, in state and municipal 
management, the social sphere. They can work as 
engineers, process engineers, chemists at chemical 
and petrochemical enterprises and do research.

STUDENT INTERNSHIPS,  
WORK PLACEMENTS, PROJECTS

 • Work placements and pre-graduation internships 
at the top specialized enterprises in Tatarstan 
and Russia

 • Participation in the implementation of 
enterprises' cases and projects, which allows 
students to do real-world production tasks 
during their studies and ensure their subsequent 
employment

 • Student internships abroad at foreign partner 
educational institutions

Le Fyok Kyong, Vietnam
Da Nang University of Technology research team leader

Candidate of Chemical Sciences, completed his PhD degree in Ecology 
(Chemistry) at KNRTU. After finishing his studies, he returned to 
Vietnam and started teaching chemistry. Now Kyong is the leader of 
the Da Nang University of Technology research team working in the 
field of nature protection. He conducts green chemistry research.

Buy Din Nyi, Vietnam
KNRTU graduate, Head of the Department of Biotechnology and 
Ecology of Viet Tri University of Industry

Candidate of Chemical Sciences, defended his PhD thesis in Kinetics 
and Catalysis at KNRTU in 2013. After returning to Vietnam, Nyi was 
invited to teach chemistry at Viet Tri University of Industry. Now Buy 
Din Nyi is the Head of the Department of Biotechnology and Ecology, 
works as a manager at the KNITU's representative office in Vietnam.

SUCCESS STORIES
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ADAPTATION

The Faculty of International Educational Programs 
offers advice on studying, accommodation, 
documents, further higher education programs, 
medical care, transportation in the city.

EVENTS

 • The Volga Region Interuniversity Peoples’ 
Friendship Festival. Development of the dialogue, 
cultural relations among students representing 
different nations

 • The Festival "Houses of Students and PhD 
Students are a Territory of Creativity." 
Presentation of nationalities of students living in 
KNRTU students and PhD students' houses

 • 1 day travel—one-day activist school for 
international students

 • National cuisines—acquaintance with other 
peoples' national traditions

 • The Welcome to Russia Culture Week
 – familiarization with culture and history
 – familiarization with the Constitution
 – familiarization with the representatives of 
the International Student Union and Peoples’ 
Friendship Club

 – round table discussion "Migration Law Basics"
 – meetings with the Ministry of Internal Affairs 
representatives

 • The Foreigner in Russia business game is a quest 
game familiarizing international students with 
the situations where they must know migration 
regulations: hotel check-in, returning from 
abroad, living in the apartment, etc.

 • What? Where? When? on the topic "Tanyshygyz" 
(Let's get acquainted). International students 
actively communicate in their non-native 
(Russian) language

 • Nowruz—familiarization with the national festival

Senior international students meet first-year 
students at the airport and help them settle 
down before they start studying in groups.

Peoples’ Friendship Festival

Peoples’ Friendship Festival

Graduation ceremony for the best KNRTU graduates
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Zhang Dali, China. KNRTU graduate, 
Director of Ki-RO Trading House

Kazan National Research Technological 
University is my second home. My KNRTU 
teachers gave me the necessary knowledge and 
skills and made me feel at home.

KNRTU helped me learn and introduce new 
technologies into my work. KNRTU is a platform 
that united China and Russia, strengthening 
relations between them.

Ntsumu Ryut Shelton, Congo. KNRTU PhD 
student

I've been doing research for a long time, so I 
decided to pursue a PhD degree. I made this 
decision for one more reason: I'd like to become 
a politician in the future. In my country, it's 
desirable to have a PhD degree.

I won the TechnoStart contest and a scholarship 
from the university and enterprise in Congo. My 
project in this contest is related to the theme 
of my thesis that I defended at Kazan National 
Research Technological University.

Now I publish articles and take part in research 
conferences.

Nazar Atdaev, Turkmenistan. KNRTU 
student

I was so lucky to study at such a friendly and 
modern university as KNRTU. The university 
offers a wide array of programs and events for 
active students. I'd like to say that university 
student life is eventful and exciting. You can 
easily make friends here, especially if you are as 
communicative as I am.
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 tatngpi.ru
 vk.com/tatngpu
 instagram.com/ngpu_nch

Naberezhnye Chelny
State Pedagogical
University

7
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

2
PHD PROGRAMS

6
FACULTIES

37
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

4,000
STUDENTS, 
including 

> 320 international 
students

14
DEPARTMENTS

8
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

NCSPU is a classical pedagogical university, one of 
the largest centers in the Volga-Kama region for 
education and research guidance. It has a high 
scientific and pedagogical potential. In their first 
year, students start studying the methodology of 
teaching the subjects they chose.

The university has all facilities and resources 
necessary for high-quality education, including 
three educational buildings, dormitories, state-
of-the-art classrooms and laboratories, computer 
classrooms, the sports center, a canteen, and many 
other facilities.

Founded in 1990.

A movie about 
NCSPU

 Virtual tours  Doors Open Day

 Naberezhnye Chelny, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

Tuition fees per year

Full-time study
Bachelor’s programs 120,030 RUB
Master’s programs 128,230 RUB

PhD programs 151,810 RUB

Extramural study
Bachelor’s programs 30,680 RUB
Master’s programs 31,200 RUB

PhD programs 36,400 RUB
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Enrollment 
campaign—2021

For international 
applicants

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 8552 46-97-74, 74-79-40, ext. 130
 pk@tatngpi.ru

STATE-FUNDED PLACES
for the 2021/22 academic year

Faculty of Pedagogy and Psychology .....................210
Faculty of Philology ..................................................120
Faculty of Mathematics and Information 
Technology................................................................107
Faculty of History and Geography ...........................96
Faculty of Physical Training and Sports...................75
Faculty of Arts and Design ........................................40
Industrial and Pedagogical College ........................115

Degree level Bachelor’s 
programs

Master’s programs

Document 
submission

June 19—July 29
priority enrollment stage

August 23

June 19—July 20
state-funded places

August 26
fee-paying places

Entrance exams 
deadline July 29 August 3

Enrollment 
orders August 24–31

August 18
state-funded places

August 27
fee-paying places

FOR INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS

 • Procedure of arriving at the university 
 • Required documents
 • Faculties and academic programs

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT  
FOR FOREIGNERS

Preparation for the first year of Bachelor’s, 
Master’s, PhD degree programs.

Study areas:
 • Engineering and Technology

 – Russian language
 – Physics
 – Mathematics

 • Medicine and Biology
 – Russian language
 – Chemistry
 – Biology

Russian as a Foreign Language course  
(Russian Language and Culture of Speech)
 • Elementary course
 • Basic course
 • First Certificate level course

Duration 1 or 1.5 academic years, depending on 
the foreign citizen’s arrival date.

Tuition fees 60,000—100,000 RUB

Classes are conducted offline and online.

Head
Radik Galiullin

 +7 8552 74-79-40
 po@tatngpi.ru
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STUDENT SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

A platform for creative and ambitious students 
wishing to do research, improve their knowledge 
and managerial skills, work in a close-knit team, 
travel, refine themselves, meet new people.

Research areas: humanities, natural sciences, 
exact sciences, arts.

 vk.com/naukangpu

Antigua archeology club

RESEARCH AREAS

 • Education and Pedagogy
 • Developmental and Educational Psychology
 • Linguistics
 • Biology
 • Architecture
 • History
 • Interdisciplinary Research in Arts

KEY LABORATORIES

 • Physical and Chemical Research Laboratory
 • Spelestology and Kama Region Mining History 

Laboratory
 • Integrated Research Laboratory
 • Pedagogical Innovations Laboratory

Spelestology and Kama Region Mining History Laboratory

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Academic mobility, international educational 
programs and grants: Erasmus+, Assistant de Russe 
en France, DAAD, Fulbright, Mevlana, Algarysh.

Joint educational programs  
with foreign universities

 • K. Zhubanov Aktobe Regional University, 
Kazakhstan   
Russian language and literature

 • University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne, 
France   
English and French languages. Pre-school 
Education and Primary Education (in Russian 
and French) 
Digital Technologies in Education. French 
language (PhD program)

THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT QUOTA AT NCSPU

International students have the opportunity to 
study within the Russian Government quota. To 
apply for a quota place, you must register and apply 
on the website www.russia-edu.minobrnauki.gov.ru
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Recommendations 
for employers

Linguistic session at the Solnechny children’s health camp, Almetyevsk Camp counselor school

PROJECTS

 • The World for Everybody—social adaptation of 
children with special educational needs

 • INTEL.QUEST—development of intellectual 
potential and promotion of children and 
adolescents' employment in their free time

 • My city—My History—development of the city 
and KAMAZ's local history potential

 • SkillTrain project as part of WorldSkills 
movement—development of future primary 
school teachers' professional competencies

 • In the World of Russian Word. Kama Center for 
Russian Language and Slavic Culture: Russian as 
a foreign language program for foreign citizens 
who used to study Russian and can speak it

FOREIGN PARTNERS

 Austria   Azerbaijan   Algeria 
 Belarus   Bulgaria   Vietnam 

 Germany   Georgia   Egypt   Italy 
 Kazakhstan   Canada   Turkey 

 Uzbekistan   France

INTERNATIONAL CENTER  
FOR MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

In collaboration with French colleagues, the 
center develops and tests the digital teaching 
activity simulator for developing Bachelors and 
Masters’ professional decision-making skills during 
mathematics lessons.

 +7 8552 46-71-15
 kafmimp@yandex.ru

INTERNSHIP AND GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT 
PROMOTION SECTOR

Activities and events: regular analysis of the 
job market, graduates' surveys, meetings with 
employers—representatives of educational 
institutions.

Students undertake their internships at schools, 
including schools for children with disabilities, 
lyceums, gymnasiums, kindergartens, sports 
schools, children’s health camps, and other 
institutions.

Head
Elmira Akhmetova

 +7 8552 74-79-40, ext. 131
 praktika@tatngpi.ru

TESTING CENTER

State testing of foreign citizens in Russian language, 
history, and Russian law basics. Students, who 
successfully pass the exam, get:
 • Patent/work permit
 • Permanent residence permit
 • Temporary resident permit
 • Russian citizenship

Head
Zhamilia Galagudina

 +7 937 595-00-03, +7 8552 33-66-70
 336670@mail.ru
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 Dormitory virtual 
tour

DORMITORIES

NCSPU has two comfortable dormitories with 
everything students need for living, individual 
study, and recreation. All international students are 
accommodated in the dormitories.

Accommodation fee: 
600—3,200 RUB per month  
depending on the room.

NABEREZHNYE CHELNY

 • The second largest city in the Republic 
of Tatarstan after Kazan by population: 
540,000 residents

 • Located on the left bank of the Kama River and 
the Nizhnekamsk reservoir

 • Famous for KAMAZ, its large plant manufacturing 
heavy transporters

 • Begishevo International Airport, railway and bus 
stations 

 • Well-developed infrastructure and comfortable 
living conditions

ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS

 • Academic and socio-cultural adaptation 
 • Assistance in solving social, daily life and 

psychological problems and security issues
 • Intensification of academic and research 

work
 • Mass cultural and sports events and worthy 

causes
 • Sharing cultural experience of international 

students and students from Russia
 • Ensuring international interaction in student 

groups, at the faculty and university

Chairman Begench Jumaev
 +7 8552 46-97-26
 vk.com/club77322737

Student Sabantuy Tourist club of the Faculty of History and Geography

New Year Fairy Tale
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Dilfuza Kamalova, Turkmenistan. Graduate 
of the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Information Technology

I am very lucky to have chosen NCSPU. Five 
years ago, I entered it with ease. My brother 
used to study here at the Faculty of Physical 
Training and Sports. He also got his bachelor's 
degree in 2019 and currently has a great job in 
his degree field in his home country. It was he 
who advised me to enter NCSPU. 

I am a foreign national. Despite this, the 
management, teachers, the international 
department and the entire staff of the university 
treated me with respect and understanding 
during my whole stay in Russia. On behalf of all 
the Turkmen students I would like to express my 
special gratitude to the teachers for giving us all 
the necessary knowledge for us to become real 
professionals.

I am sure that the skills I have got at the 
university will help me succeed in the future. 
I have already decided to pursue my Master's 
degree and then go back to Turkmenistan and 
find a job according to my degree.

I would like to wish the NCSPU applicants to 
easily overcome any obstacle on their way to 
the goal. May your student life be interesting 
and full of events. Just know that NCSPU is a big 
family where anyone feels comfortable to study. 
I wish you new skills, success, kindness and 
happiness!

Lisa Maltin, France. Student of the 
University of Reims

My friends and I had a teaching internship 
at NCSPU. On arrival we were greeted by the 
international relations specialists. On the 
same day we met the NCSPU students who 
accompanied us during grocery shopping 
and then invited us to a cafe. We were 
accommodated in the rooms for international 
students at the dormitory. Russians are so 
hospitable!

Russia is so vast that everything seems much 
bigger than in France. We were shocked at 
the amount of snow but didn't feel that cold 
except for a few days when it was below -30 °C. 
We have tasted a lot of Tatar delicacies. For 
example, belesh—a turnover pie with beef, 
potato and onion filling. And the most famous 
dessert in the Tatar cuisine is chak-chak, an 
Oriental pastry made from dough and honey.

The NCSPU students have helped us to learn 
the Russian language. We have learned some 
greeting expressions such as "spasibo", 
"pozhaluysta", we know the names of colors, 
are able to describe weather and clothes in 
a few words. The most difficult for us in the 
Russian language is the alphabet, it differs from 
the Latin characters. Russia uses Cyrillic, so we 
struggle with the pronunciation. But despite all 
these difficulties, we had a great time trying to 
speak Russian.

This trip was the most useful experience in my 
life. I hope to come back here soon to get to 
know more and to see the people we used to be 
with again.
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University
of Management
"TISBI"

1
SPECIALIST’S PROGRAM

80
CONTINUING 

PROFESSIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

30,000
GRADUATES

7
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

7
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

8
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

14
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

2
PHD PROGRAMS

10,000
STUDENTS,
including 

137 international 
students

 University of 
Management 

"TISBI"

 Doors Open Day  Faculties’ Doors 
Open Days

 Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

The first private state-accredited university 
in the Republic of Tatarstan. It trains legal 
experts, software engineers, HoReCa specialists, 
economists, international cooperation specialists, 
managers, youth outreach specialists, educational 
psychologists, pre-school teachers. 

Founded in 1992.

The region's only university that persistently works 
with people with disabilities. Inclusive education is 
the university’s calling card.

Every year the university ranks 
among the Top 100 Russian 
universities according to the 
Ministry of Science and Higher 
Education of the Russian 
Federation.

Tuition fees per year

Specialist’s programs ≥ 92,000 RUB
Bachelor’s programs ≥ 87,400 RUB
Master’s programs ≥ 87,400 RUB
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FACULTIES

 • Economics
 • Law
 • Humanities
 • Management
 • Information Technologies

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 843 294-83-25
 abiturient@tisbi.ru

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

Head
Regina Khisamutdinova

 +7 843 294-83-07
 international@tisbi.ru

Admission of foreign citizens

The team "We are from Algeria" is the prize–winner of the City Olympiad 
in Russian as a Foreign Language "Russian Language: The Start in Your 
Profession"

The University of Management "TISBI" graduates The 4th All-Russian Congress of UNESCO Chairs, Kazan, 2019

DISTANCE LEARNING

The university has introduced an Integrated 
University Management System (ISU VUZ). The 
student does not need to go to the university 
to have lecture classes and tests. Access to 
educational and control materials, consultations 
with teachers, and participation in classes are 
available through personal accounts in the ISU VUZ.

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

 • Classrooms, common areas, and a number of 
training programs are adapted for students with 
disabilities. They have an unhindered access to 
the main campus and adjacent territory

 • The university actively implements and develops 
professional education programs for the deaf 
and hearing impaired. The technology of distance 
learning education for the deaf according to 
higher professional education programs was 
recognized as unique

TISBI is the only University in the world that 
participates in three international educational 
programs of UNESCO: 
 • UNITWIN—UNESCO Chairs
 • UNESCO Associated Schools Network
 • UNESCO—UNEVOC Center for Technical and 

Vocational Education and Training
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The University of Management "TISBI" 
provides fundamental training for IT 
specialists in the following areas: data 
transmission networks, cybersecurity, 
programming, system administration, Internet of 
Things.

Students of the Faculty of Information 
Technologies have a unique opportunity to study 
at CISCO Networking Academy for free and 
obtain an international certificate.

Rector Cup

The Model UN educational and business game supported by the UNESCO 
International Chair

Edouard Bizimana, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
Republic of Burundi, is visiting TISBI

The Student Creativity Center is receiving an award for its participation in the 
charity concert as part of the contest "Human is a Big Heart"

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
18 foreign universities, research and education 

centers and companies from 14 countries

 Moldova   Bulgaria   Belarus 

 Germany   Latvia   Finland   France 

 Mozambique   China   Namibia 

 South Korea   Uzbekistan   India 

 Burundi   USA   Kazakhstan

DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

 • Bachelor’s, Master’s programs 
University of the Potomac, USA 

 • Bachelor’s programs 
South-Eastern University of Applied Sciences 
XAMK, Finland 

ACADEMIC EXCHANGE

 • Korean/Russian as a Foreign Language 
Shinhan University, South Korea 

 • Russian/Chinese as a Foreign Language 
Chang Chun University, China 

 • Internships and study and work placements
 • Programs for international cooperation in 

education, science and culture
 • Participation in joint educational programs of 

ERASMUS, ERA NET Rus Plus
 • Cooperation with UNESCO and representation of 

interests of international organizations such as 
FISU

 • Semester, summer/winter schools
 • TOEFL ad IELTS preparation courses
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WorldSkills Championship in Kazan

TISBI graduates hold key positions at ministries 
and government agencies, major corporations, take 
an active part in the region's social and creative life, 
successfully run their business.

Young specialists work or continue their studies 
abroad:
 • Ruslan Kabirov, a graduate of the Faculty of 

Humanities, is Plenipotentiary Representative of 
the Republic of Tatarstan in Turkmenistan 

 • Sofia Nikolaeva, a graduate of the Faculty of 
Humanities, is a staff member at the aircraft 
maintenance services company in the UAE 

 • Petr Malakhaltsev, a graduate of the Faculty 
of IT, completed his Master’s degree at a 
Hungarian   university after finishing his 
Bachelor's degree in Kazan

 • Gusel Nurieva, a graduate of the Faculty of 
Humanities, completed the course of study under 
a grant program in Turkey 

TISBI RECRUITMENT AGENCY

 • Provides communication between graduates and 
employers, monitors the job market, and holds 
a number of career guidance events aimed to 
promote effective employment:
 – tours to the republic's enterprises and top 
organizations 

 – meetings with top managers and practical 
experts 

 – presentations and master classes from 
international companies

 • Gives individual consultations on personal 
development, career guidance, employment, 
and career development. Specially designed 
workshops help acquire job-seeking skills, 
develop a career growth strategy, overcome 
a psychological barrier while dealing with 
prospective employers
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INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 3 educational buildings in the center of Kazan, 
dormitories, TISBI hostel

 • Legal clinic
 • Volunteering center, charity fund
 • Psychosocial support center
 • Student creativity center
 • TISBUSINESS Student Enterpreneurship Center
 • TISBI Bars sports club
 • College

TISBI hostel is located in the quiet historic center 
of Kazan. The hostel building is surrounded by lots 
of architectural monuments and places of interest. 
Parks, garden squares, museums, cafés, and 
restaurants are within walking distance. You can get 
to any place in the city by metro, bus, trolleybus, or 
streetcar.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ADAPTATION

 • Academic, medical, psychosocial and socio-
cultural adaptation

 • Extracurricular activities
 • Required advisory support
 • Visa and migration support for international 

students

 +7 952 030-03-27
 artykova99@bk.ru

First-year Student Day Festival

Student Spring

Miss and Mister TISBI

Vesennyaya Kapel Festival
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Hamza Karim Mahmud Mustafa Refay, 
Egypt. First-year student

I am so happy to study at the University of 
Management "TISBI" as I had heard about it long 
before I came to Russia.

I like our university staff because they are very 
friendly. The dean's office members always help 
me.

Our group is very united. Such a great 
environment helps me do well in my studies in a 
foreign country.

Khaydar Mirov

I'd like to express my deepest gratitude to the 
International Department of the University of 
Management "TISBI" for cooperation and all 
possible help, for individual approach, and their 
professional competence. Thank you very much!

Aziza Jullieva, Turkmenistan. Fourth-year 
student

I am finishing my studies at the University of 
Management "TISBI," I'd like to say that our 
university teachers are kind and supportive, 
which is important nowadays.

When I was transferred to TISBI, I joined the 
best group in the whole batch. I used to study 
at two other universities and can say that I 
like TISBI best. In the beginning, the dress code 
was a great surprise to me and even made me 
angry. But then I realized that this dress code 
was a great advantage and kind of perk, on 
the contrary. Indeed, such "perks" educate and 
discipline students and even develop a taste for 
classic style!

I'm grateful to this university for everything, and 
I am moving forward with confidence!
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Migration registration
Dear friends, here's some more information about the aspects of 
international students' migration registration in different regions and 
universities of Russia. The KNRTU and KSUAE staff members will tell 
you how to get registration after entering a Kazan university and what 
to do in a difficult situation.

STUDENT VISA EXTENSION

At least 50 days before your valid visa expires, you 
must contact the university’s international dean’s 
office at the address: 68, K. Marx Street, Room 255, 
Kazan, and submit the following documents:
 • Passport and copies of its pages with photos and 

all visas available
 • Migration card and its copy
 • Registration certificate and its copy
 • One 3×4 cm photo
 • 1,600 RUB stamp duty payment receipt

FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

 • Copy of the enrollment contract (for fee-paying 
students) or the statement from the student HR 
department (for state-funded students)

 • Current health insurance policy
 • Students pursuing Master’s degree must submit 

a copy of their preparatory course completion 
certificate/copy of Bachelor's diploma

Kazan National Research Technological University
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MIGRATION REGISTRATION

Tatarstan has the same statutory regulations 
that the entire Russian Federation. For 
migration registration, international students 
have seven business days from the date 
of crossing the Russian Federation border, 
including the day of arrival, or from the date of 
arrival in Kazan—the arrival date is confirmed 
by the ticket.

Dormitory check-in

 • Students checking in and living in the 
dormitory are registered by the university

 • Students must contact the dean’s office 
of the Faculty of International Educational 
Programs (FIEP) within three days after 
entering Russia

 • You must submit your passport, 
migration card, current residential lease 
agreement, a statement from the student 
HR department, current health insurance 
policy

Registration in the apartment

 • Students living in the apartment are 
registered by the landlord

 • For this purpose, students get an 
application at the FIEP dean’s office if 
they have a statement from the student 
HR department and health insurance 
policy

 • With this application, statement, and 
student’s documents, the landlord 
contacts the regional office of the 
Directorate for Migration Affairs

Students living in the hostel/hotel are 
registered by the hostel/hotel staff

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF…

…I lost my way in the city and did not return in 
time?
The university dormitories ensure 24/7 access, but 
students under 18 must return until 10 p.m.

…I have been invited over to another region?
You must inform the academic and international 
dean’s offices of your departure five days before 
you leave Kazan. If you get registration in another 
region, you must get a new registration certificate 
on return at your place of residence.

…I have lost my documents?
You must contact the nearest police station 
and report the loss of your documents. Inform 
the university’s international dean’s office of 
your loss. After the police station gives you a 
statement confirming your passport loss, contact 
your country’s embassy to get a new passport or 
document for returning to your country.
If you apply for your passport in Russia, the 
international dean’s office helps you reissue your 
visa in your new passport.
If a new passport may be issued by your country 
only, you must get a transit visa by contacting the 
international dean’s office and return home to 
get a new passport. After getting a new passport, 
you must send a scan of your passport to the 
international dean’s office, get an invitation, apply 
for your visa at the Russian embassy, and come to 
study.

…the police have arrested me?
You must always have documents such as 
your passport, migration card, and registration 
certificate.

…I have been hospitalized for a few days?
You must inform the academic and international 
dean’s offices of the university. After discharge, 
get back your hospital registration certificate and 
submit it to the international dean’s office to get 
new registration at the dormitory address within 
three days. 
If you live in the apartment, you must get a new 
application and get registered at your place of 
residence. You must do it within seven business 
days.
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STUDENT VIDA EXTENSION

To extend their student visa, international students 
must submit their documents 40 days before the 
visa expires:
 • Copies of passport and all Russian visas, 

migration card and registration certificate (in two 
copies)

 • Copies of enrollment contract and dormitory 
accommodation agreement (in one copy)

 • One 3×4 cm photo
 • Also, you must pay 1,600 RUB stamp duty for visa 

extension

MIGRATION REGISTRATION

To get migration registration upon arrival in Russia, 
international students must contact the university’s 
International Relations Department (IRD) (Room 
1-49) and submit the following documents:
 • For former USSR countries—a passport copy, 

checkpoint marks, migration card, enrollment 
contract, dormitory accommodation agreement

 • For other foreign countries—passport copies 
and all Russian visas, migration card, dormitory 
accommodation agreement

If international students do not get migration 
registration, they are fined 2,000 RUB.

Kazan State University of Architecture and 
Engineering
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Migration. Supported by the Russian House

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO IF YOU HAVE LOST 
YOUR PASSPORT

 • You must immediately contact the nearest police 
station at the place of your passport loss or 
detection of loss, to get a statement confirming 
the incident

 • Inform the IRD of your passport loss (theft)
 • As soon as possible, contact your country's 

embassy or consulate in Russia to get a new 
passport instead of the lost one, or a temporary 
travel document to leave for your country 
(certificate of return)

 • Foreign citizens who arrived in Russia with a 
visa must contact the Directorate for Migration 
Affairs of the Ministry of Internal Affairs to get a 
duplicate copy of the lost (damaged) visa or to 
apply for a transit visa if you have to leave Russia 
with a temporary travel document

 • Submit your new passport and visa to the 
Registration and Visa Department for making 
changes in migration registration (if they are 
documented by your new passport in the 
territory of the Russian Federation) or leave 
Russia (if you have obtained a temporary travel 
document and transit visa)

WHAT TO DO IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION

 • If you lost your way in the city and did not return 
in time, contact the IRD staff

 • If you have been invited over to another region, 
inform the IRD of your departure in advance, 
telling the exact departure date and expected 
return date

 • If your passport, migration card, a detachable 
section of the notification form is damaged, lost, 
or stolen—immediately inform the Registration 
and Visa Department and take steps to have 
your documents reissued. If you do not, you will 
commit a misdemeanor

 • If you have been arrested by the police, tell them 
that you are an international student and contact 
the IRD

 • If you have been hospitalized, contact the IRD 
and tell them what hospital you are in

Kazan Airport named after Gabdulla Tukay
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 bgu.ru/eng
 vk.com/vkbaikalgu
 instagram.com/baikaluniversity
 twitter.com/BaikalGU
 t.me/abiturientBGU_bot

Baikal State
University

Are you planning to study in Russia? Do you want 
to become a top-notch manager, hold leadership 
positions at top Russian and foreign companies? Do 
you wish to live and study at a modern university—
in a warm multinational environment?

Choose BSU, one of the best educational 
institutions in Russia in the field of law, economics, 
and management, the center of attraction 
for international students, a key element of 
internationally oriented education.

117 
DEGREE PROGRAMS

29
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

2
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

13
STATE-OF-THE-ART 

LABORATORIES

11
PHD PROGRAMS

12
SECONDARY VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

5
SPECIALIST’S 
PROGRAMS

35
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

16,000
STUDENTS

and 300 PhD students

 ◄ Unique geographical 
location: the university 
is located in close 
proximity (60 km) to 
Lake Baikal which is the 
World Natural Heritage 
Site

 Irkutsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia

A movie about 
BSU in English A virtual tour 

Degree level

For CIS and other former 
USSR countries

For other foreign 
countries

full-time 
study

part-time and 
extramural study

full-time 
study

part-time and 
extramural study

Bachelor’s programs 1,350 680 1,480 680

Specialist’s programs 1,350 680 1,600 800

Master’s programs 1,520 790 1,650 1,000

TUITION FEES PER YEAR

 ▲ Fees in USD
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55
PREPARATORY 

FACULTY

90
HIGHER EDUCATION 

(Bachelor’s, Specialist’s, Master’s, 
PhD programs)

AREAS OF RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AT BSU

 • State revenue generation
 • Management of economic systems of different 

complexity levels
 • Branch and regional economy
 • Economy and entrepreneurship management
 • Industrial and infrastructure policy
 • Innovative development and information 

technology
 • Macroeconomic forecasting and management
 • Financial system, financial markets and 

stimulation of investment activity
 • Ecology of environmental management and 

environmental protection
 • Current issues of the global economy 

development
 • System analysis and information processing 

methods
 • Language categories and cognitions
 • New technologies of metallurgical and foundry 

production
 • New metallic and composite materials and their 

technology

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS

All international students enrolled in state-
funded places within the quotas of the Russian 
Government study at BSU for free, getting a 
monthly scholarship (during the entire period of 
study, no matter how much progress a candidate 
has been making).

 • BSU personal scholarships
 • Municipal, regional and federal scholarships
 • Grants from the Irkutsk Region Government, the 

Federal Agency for Youth Affairs (Rosmolodezh), 
the Baikal International Forum as well as the 
grants as part of the UMNIK and START programs 
of the Foundation for Assistance to Small 
Innovative Enterprises

ADMISSION OFFICE

Executive Secretary
Olga Penzina

 +7 3952 5-0000-5 (8 a.m.—10 p.m.)
 priem@bgu.ru
 priem.bgu.ru

  11, Lenin St., bld. 4, room 102, Irkutsk

THE NUMBER OF QUOTA PLACES  
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

BSU starts 
accepting 
documents

Document submission deadline

full-time and 
part-time study

extramural 
study

State-funded places
June 20

July 10 September 3

Fee-paying places August 30 September 30

ADMISSION REGULATIONS  
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

from CIS countries 
and other former 
USSR countries

from other foreign 
countries

Practical forensics class 
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DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

 Russian-Chinese Bachelor's programs
Linguistics, Economics, Commerce, Management
 • Shenyang Ligong University
 • University of International Business and 

Economics
 • Russian Language Institute of Manchuria

 Russian-Austrian program
Banking and Finance
 • University of Applied Sciences Technikum Wien

 Russian-French programs
World Economy, International Finance
 • University of Côte d'Azur

 English-taught programs
International Management, Banking and Finance

THE MOST SOUGHT-AFTER FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Economics
 • International Relations
 • Linguistics
 • Legal Studies
 • Tourism
 • Journalism
 • Commerce
 • Applied Informatics
 • Business Informatics
 • Management

BSU’s scientific lecture course "A door to entrepreneurship"

The Russian Tea event at the International Faculty

SCIENTIFIC LECTURE COURSES

 • Sherlock Holmes school
 • Around the world in 80 days
 • A door to entrepreneurship

Participants get acquainted with the future 
professions and the university while playing. 
Lecture courses are delivered by university teachers 
and sometimes by students themselves.

In the research library

PREPARATORY FACULTY

Comprehensive Russian language study program 
for foreign citizens with any level of Russian 
language proficiency.
 • Short-term programs: 4–6 months
 • Long-term programs: 1, 1.5, 2 years

Summer and winter Language schools "Russian 
lessons of Baikal State University".

The language of instruction is Russian. Classes 
are conducted by highly qualified teachers having 
many years' experience in teaching Russian to 
foreign citizens.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
> 40 universities

 Austria   Azerbaijan 
 Belarus   Germany 
 Canada   China 
 Mongolia   France 
 Czech Republic   Japan

BUSINESS PARTNERS

Russian and international employer companies, the 
Irkutsk Region Government, the customs service, 
the Ministries of Internal Affairs, Finance, Economic 
Development, Health, and others.

 • Career guidance and employment opportunities 
for university students and graduates

 • Development and implementation of projects 
and programs aimed to promote employment

 • Interaction with enterprises, organizations, 
institutions, employment service bodies, 
municipal authorities

 • Adaptation of young specialists
 • Employment effectiveness analysis

The center actively cooperates with the university's 
structural units. All incoming job openings are sent 
to the departments to inform students. All job 
openings are also placed on the center website, on 
VK and Instagram.

The center regularly holds various events, including 
workshops, guest lectures, online meetings with 
recruits.

1. Irkutsk Region Government
2. Customs Service
3. Ministry of Health
4. Federal Tax Service
5. Ministry of Finance of the Irkutsk Region

CAREER PROSPECTS

BSU graduates are in high demand in the Russian 
and international job markets. For many years, they 
have been successfully working for the region's 
top industrial enterprises, Russian insurance 
companies, banks, financial organizations.

1. Companies: Rosneft, Russian Railways, 
Rosgeologia, RUSAL

2. Enterprises: Gazprom dobycha Irkutsk, 
Irkutskenergo, Irkutsk Oil Company, Irkutsk 
Aviation Plant, a branch of Irkut Corporation, 
Vodokanal, Regional Business Appraisal Agency, 
Irkutsk International Airport

3. Insurance companies: SOGAZ, 
AlfaStrakhovanie, Sberbank strakhovanie zhizni, 
Ingostrakh, RESO-Garantia, Rosgosstrakh, VSK, 
Soglasie, Capital Life Strakhovanie Zhizni

4. Russian banks: Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank, 
ALFA BANK, Rosselkhozbank, Otkrytie, Raiffeisen 
Bank

5. Financial organizations: Mining Financial 
Company, A Investment Club, FINAM-Irkutsk, 
Finexpert, Irkutsk branch of BKS Premier, 
Otkrytie Broker

REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT 
PROMOTION CENTER
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INFRASTRUCTURE

 • The modern campus located in the historic
 • center of Irkutsk
 • 4 comfortable dormitories
 • The Khudozhestvenny movie theater and culture 

and leisure center
 • 10 scientific journals, a publishing house, a TV 

studio
 • The university library with a unique book stock 

(over 1 billion items)
 • The sports center

CREATIVITY CENTER

 • Orfeon and Nota Bene vocal ensembles
 • Expromt guitar ensemble
 • Drive Dance contemporary dance ensemble
 • Amateur song club, Kudesy folk ensemble, 

Flamenco Spanish dance studio
 • Alegea amateur song club
 • Dance Theater dance ensemble
 • Phoenix poetry fan club

PLACES OF INTEREST

 • 130th Quarter with dozens of city monuments of 
architecture and history

 • N. P. Okhlopkov Irkutsk Drama Theater
 • V. P. Sukachev Regional Art Museum 
 • Irkutsk Regional Museum of Local History
 • Moscow Gates
 • Upper and Lower Angara Embankments

BSU student campus comprises 
four well-furnished comfortable 
dormitories located in different 
city districts.

A movie about BSU 
dormitories

The Khudozhestvenny Movie Theater

Korean Culture Festival
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Qi Qi, China. Bachelor 
graduate of the BSU's 
International Faculty 
with a degree in Russian as a Foreign 
Language

Our group had 11 Chinese students majoring in 
Linguistics. All of them successfully graduated, 
four with an honors degree, including me.

In 2020, I won the International Student of 
the Year at BSU annual contest, and I am still 
delighted with it. It's a double achievement to 
become the best in a country with the culture, 
language, mindset, and traditions different from 
those in China.

I am so grateful to all teachers at the BSU’s 
International Faculty for the knowledge they 
gave us. All of us remember BSU and miss our 
student life in Irkutsk! We wish the university 
success and prosperity and want the teachers to 
be healthy and happy.

Ibrahima Sori Kamara, 
Guinea. Master 
graduate of the BSU's 
International Faculty with a degree in 
Theory and Methods of Teaching Russian 
as a Foreign Language

I came to Russia to pursue my Master's degree 
in Linguistics. First, I had to take a course at the 
preparatory faculty to learn Russian, and then I 
became a Master's student.

I chose Baikal State University, firstly, because it 
ranks high among Irkutsk universities. Secondly, 
the quality of university education at all levels 
impressed me greatly.

I am seriously considering pursuing a PhD 
degree, which will make me a unique top-ranked 
professional in my country!

Julia Kromp, Germany, University of Potsdam, Master's student. BSU 
trainee under the GoEast Scholarship program

In 2019, I came to Russia to continue my studies at Baikal State University, located 
in the beautiful city of Irkutsk. I chose BSU because I heard a lot of good comments about the city and 
university from my teachers in Germany. 

I wanted to improve my Russian, so I attended a lot of various lessons during the first semester, 
including the Russian language practical course, introduction to linguistics, and many other disciplines. 
The International Faculty and BSU have a great atmosphere: all students and teachers are friendly, 
open-hearted, and always ready to help with anything. I am so happy that I visited Russia, Siberia and 
studied the Russian language and culture with native speakers.
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Irkutsk 
National Research
Technical University

Are you looking for a modern university in Russia, 
where you can attend classes of lecturers from 
various countries worldwide, where you can get 
practical experience during your studies, where the 
friendly environment unites students from all over 
the world?

Apply to Irkutsk National Research Technical 
University (INRTU). Not only will you gain profound 
knowledge in your field, but you can also acquire 
necessary hard and soft skills that will give you an 
edge in your job search.

12
INSTITUTES

200
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS

800
TEACHERS 

from Russia, the USA, 
Australia, China, India

> 100
LEARNING AND 

RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES

80
FOREIGN PARTNER 

UNIVERSITIES

18,000
STUDENTS

14
ENGLISH-TAUGHT 

PROGRAMS

1,500
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS 
from 40 countries

2,800
STATE-FUNDED PLACES 

FOR CITIZENS OF CIS 
COUNTRIES

International 
students are talking 

about INRTU

Apply

 Irkutsk, Irkutsk Region, Russia

13 in Russia
389 in the world

APPLICATION DEADLINE

 • August 20 for English-taught programs and the 
foundation program

 • July 20 for Russian-taught programs

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF OLYMPIADS, WEBINARS, 
MASTER CLASSES AND QUIZZES

As part of the 2021 Enrollment campaign, INRTU 
organizes events for international applicants.

 instagram.com/admission_inrtu
 fb.com/inrtu.study.in.russia
 www.eng.istu.edu
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Degree level Bachelor’s and Specialist’s 
programs

Master’s programs PhD programs

Document submission

state-funded places June 19—July 14 June 19—August 9
June 19—August 10

fee-paying places June 19—September 24 June 19—September 28

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

ADMISSION OFFICE  
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

  +7 395 240-52-15
     +7 902 543-09-41 (Telegram, WhatsApp, Viber)

  admission@istu.edu
  Lermontova Street, 83, Room И-203, 

Irkutsk, 664074

FOUNDATION PROGRAM

Russian language course, 10 months
English language course, 10 months
Intensive Russian language course, 6 months

Tuition fees per year:
60,000—75,000 RUB

Entrance exams:
no

ENTRANCE EXAMS

Bachelor’s programs—Russian as a foreign 
language*

Master’s programs—major subject test
PhD programs—Russian language and major 
subject test

*To take part in the competition for state-funded 
places, you must take three exams (Russian 
language, mathematics, and major subject).

TUITION FEES PER YEAR

Russian-taught programs:
Bachelor’s programs 90,000—154,000 RUB
Master’s programs 102,000—209,000 RUB

PhD programs 113,000—214,000 RUB

English-taught programs:
Bachelor’s programs 200,000—220,000 RUB
Master’s programs 200,000—230,000 RUB

Discounts up to 80 %
for English-taught programs based 
on the results of entrance exams
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PROMISING FIELDS OF STUDY

Artificial intelligence is rapidly penetrating the 
business. There are over 300 potential uses 
of artificial intelligence in retail trade, finance, 
healthcare, production, logistics, and many 
other industries.

Graduates have excellent career prospects. 
They can hold positions of Data Scientist, 
machine learning engineer, artificial intelligence 
engineer, programmer.

Starting salary is 200,000 RUB in Moscow and 
three-five times higher abroad.

For many decades, the oil and gas industry has 
been one of the most profitable industries. 
Graduates can get engineering and technology 
jobs at all levels.

Starting salary of the Chief Engineering Officer 
in Russia is 150,000 RUB and three-four times 
higher abroad.

Management has been one of the most 
popular fields of study among international 
students. Many graduates find jobs in HR, 
project management, marketing, strategic 
management. Other graduates set up and 
successfully run their businesses.

The average starting salary of managers all 
over the world is 2,000 USD per month.

BACHELOR’S PROGRAM  
IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BACHELOR'S PROGRAM  
IN OIL AND GAS ENGINEERING

BACHELOR’S PROGRAM  
IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

In English

In Russian

in English200,000 RUB 
per year

133,000 RUB 
per year

200,000 RUB 
per year

Artificial Intelligence

International Business

Oil and Gas Engineering
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CAREER PROSPECTS

INRTU maintains close cooperation with industrial 
partners to provide students with internships and 
subsequent employment opportunities. Among its 
partners are major Russian companies: Nornickel, 
Rusal, Rosneft, Gazpromdobycha, Irkutskenergo, 
Irkutsk Oil Company, and international 
companies: Polymetal International PLC, 
Schlumberger, British Petroleum, Halliburton, and 
others.

Nornickel offers the Professional Start program 
that requires a fixed-term employment agreement 
with third-fifth-year students. Each program 
participant is assigned a mentor. The Nornickel 
management covers transport and accommodation 
expenses. Following the internship, students 
undergo certification. The project supervisors assist 
future specialists in selecting study materials for 
course papers and graduation theses.

Verkhnechonskneftegaz, Rosneft's subsidiary, 
offers a three-year development program for 
recruits. When an employee obtains the status of 
a young specialist, the enterprise undertakes to 
ensure their all-round development. Employees are 
assigned mentors who support them throughout 
the entire program, help them with adaptation and 
professional development.

Schlumberger offers jobs for miners, geophysicists, 
drillers, mechanical technicians, graduates with 
degrees in natural sciences in various regions and 
countries. Young specialists start their careers in 
the position of trainees. They are offered to take 
training courses, including English-taught courses, 
take an exam, and move to the next grade.

The salary will increase with every next grade. The 
oilfield service company covers the cost of traveling 
to the workplace and back, provides them with 
accommodation and subsidized meals. Every two 
years, the company compensates the personnel's 
expenses on traveling to any place in Russia. The 
enterprise is also ready to provide financial support 
for employees buying a residential property.

INRTU students' internship at Polus Magadan company

En+ Group, the top manufacturer 
of aluminum and renewable 
electric energy, provides training 
for INRTU students specializing 
in IT as part of the IT Academy 

program. After successful graduation, graduates 
will find guaranteed jobs at enterprises in En+ 
Group's power engineering and metallurgy 
segments.

Training is practice-oriented: the internship aims 
to solve production tasks at En+ Group enterprises 
and part-time employment.
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POPULAR FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Architecture
 • Civil Engineering
 • Design
 • Mechanical Engineering 
 • Aircraft Construction
 • Robotics
 • Heat and Electric Power Engineering
 • Chemical Engineering
 • Metallurgy
 • Innovation Studies
 • Biotechnology 
 • Artificial Intelligence and IT
 • Information Security
 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Applied Geology
 • Geodesy
 • Economics
 • Management
 • Journalism

DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS
in English 

Bachelor’s programs
 • Sustainable Innovative Economics, Finance and 

Accounting 
Shandong University, China 

Master’s programs
 • Renewable Sources of Energy 

Wrocław University of Science and Technology, 
Poland 

 • Enterprise and Business Information Systems 
Mongolian University of Science and Technology, 
Mongolia 

in Russian
 • MBA: Economics and Management in 

International Business 
Belarus State Economic University, Belarus 

 ENGLISH-TAUGHT PROGRAMS

Bachelor’s programs
 • Power Electrical Engineering
 • Sustainable Innovative Economics
 • International Business
 • Journalism and Media Communications
 • Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science
 • Finance and Accounting
 • Environmental Science Engineering

Master’s programs
 • Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence 
 • Enterprise and Business Information Systems
 • Global Management and Leadership
 • Digital Power Energy
 • Renewable Energy
 • IT in Geology
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Orji Obumneme Kingsley, Nigeria

When I found out that I got accepted to INRTU, 
I was on cloud nine. It has been nothing less 
than what I had hoped for. Highly qualified and 
supportive teachers, beautiful campus, high-
quality education, and great friends—that' what 
I've found here.

I've gained invaluable experience at this 
university. It has taught me things far beyond 
bookish knowledge and helped me broaden 
my horizons. The university offers not only 
various technical quizzes and contests but also 
many extracurricular events. There are a lot 
of different students on campus, which allows 
everyone to interact and learn from each other. 

Students are encouraged to take initiatives and 
hone leadership skills so that they can cope with 
the world outside the campus. With the up-
to-date laboratory facilities, various software, 
libraries, students can easily access study 
materials.

Courses are challenging but very informative. 
That's why we don't feel lost when entering the 
competitive market. All in all, INRTU offers every 
student exactly what they need for life. I am 
proud to be a student of this university!

Batgerel Minjuur, Mongolia. Master's 
student in Digital Technologies, Networks 
and Big Data

I like studying at INRTU because it offers great 
opportunities to gain new knowledge.

The broad range of educational modules 
allowed me to gain an insight into the different 
areas of information technology and put my 
knowledge into practice.

I have great fellow students from different 
countries, and we enjoy our time together. 
Our teachers take the time to explain course 
subjects and are very supportive to students 
who require extra help. I am really thankful to 
everyone at INRTU.

Zhadambaa Bat-Erdene. Minister of 
Road and Transportation Development 
of Mongolia. He graduated from INRTU 
in 1989 with a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering

Thanks to Irkutsk, my university, my teachers, 
and fellow students, I can proudly call myself 
a Siberian. Here they taught us to be honest, 
open-hearted, hardworking, and persistent 
in pursuit of our goals. I sincerely thank my 
teachers for their hard work. Graduates of 
Irkutsk universities enjoy a high reputation in 
any industry of Mongolia.

Promoted content

 INRTU as seen 
by foreigners

 First impressions 
of INRTU

Student 
testimonials
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10

 vk.com/politexvoronezh
 facebook.com/groups/1149348761878238
 instagram.com/vgtu_official
 twitter.com/VSTUnews
 t.me/VSTU_today

VSTU is a large center for research and education, 
innovation and technology, and culture. It is one 
of the leading universities for engineering and 
technology in Russia.

Founded in 1956.

10
FACULTIES

10
SPECIALIST'S 
PROGRAMS

20,000
STUDENTS

1
INSTITUTE

110
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

> 800
STUDENTS

from 68 countries

1
BRANCH

in Borisoglebsk

48
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

17
PHD PROGRAMS

Voronezh State
Technical University

Tuition fees per year
109,670—215,730 RUB

 Voronezh, Voronezh Region, Russia

VSTU in rankings

34 in Russia 66 in Russia 

Doors Open Days

First-Year Student Day

Top 400
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11
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

> 100
RESEARCH 

LABORATORIES 
AND CENTERS

31
RESEARCH AREAS

SCIENCE

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

from June 15 for secondary vocational education 
programs

from June 20 for Bachelor's and Specialist's 
programs

from July 14 for Master's programs

To enter the university, applicants must pass 
entrance exams.

ADMISSION OFFICE

 edu.vstu@yandex.ru
 +7 962 325-80-00

Painting class at the Faculty of Architecture

International Mother Language Day

Admission guide for 
foreign citizens

PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS

 • New materials and coatings
 • Resource and energy efficiency technologies
 • Ecology. New technologies of waste disposal and 

water purification
 • Affordable housing, construction technology 

and housing and utilities. Construction of cheap 
housing from composite and organic materials. 
Heat pumps

 • Electronic technologies and robotics. 
Microrobots, design of unique electronic devices

 • Transport technologies and road construction. 
New technologies of highway construction
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CAREER PROSPECTS

The Voronezh Region is one of the most developed 
industrial centers of Russia. The university's 
cooperation with the largest regional enterprises 
offers international students opportunities to:
 • improve their professional skills at manufacturing 

sites
 • participate in real projects and R&D
 • become professionals
 • find jobs in their degree fields

Enterprises' leading specialists are:
 • invited to give classes
 • supervisors and advisors of graduation projects
 • members of state examination boards

The university focuses on developing the 
competencies sought-after by top Russian and 
foreign high-tech companies.

VSTU graduates are successful in various areas of 
architecture, construction, engineering, electrical 
engineering, and other industries, showing 
themselves as creative people and good planners.

Among graduates of different years are outstanding 
scientists and engineers, engineering staff and 
senior managers of industrial enterprises, senior 
government officials.

The graduation employment rate 
is over 98 %

Practical construction classes in the laboratory room

Internship at the enterprise

Civil engineering master class on test equipment

VSTU is a member of several international 
educational associations, including the 
Association of European Civil Engineering 
Faculties (AECEF), the International Association 
of Civil Engineering Universities, and the 
Association of Russian and Azerbaijani 
Universities.

Professor Y.M. Borisov Research Equipment 
Sharing Center is a structural research unit of 
the university. Staff and students conduct their 
research in key research areas using world-class 
high-technology equipment.
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Quadra tour

Achievement exhibition

THE MOST POPULAR MAJORS AND FIELDS 
OF STUDY

 • Architecture
 • Civil Engineering
 • Construction of Unique Buildings and Structures
 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Information Systems and Technologies
 • Design
 • Chemical Engineering
 • Electric Power and Electrical Engineering

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

 • English-taught Master's program in Energy 
Efficient Buildings

 • Double degree program in Engineering 
Restoration of Urban Buildings and Structures 
with University of Genoa

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

 • Internships for students and teachers at machine-
building enterprises in the Czech Republic 

 • Participation in the winter school at Azerbaijan 
University of Architecture and Construction, 
Azerbaijan 

 • Online lectures for students of Daffodil 
International University, Bangladesh 

 • Winter PR school held together with Sofia 
University, Bulgaria 

The German firm Helling is one of VSTU's 
key foreign partner companies. Under the 
cooperation agreement, the university 
established a customer application center 
for non-destructive testing, with equipment 
provided by Helling, founded a Nathanael Riess 
(Helling President) personal scholarship for the 
best university students.

Partnership with 51 foreign universities and 
organizations from 28 countries

 • University of Genoa, Italy 
 • Technical University of Crete, Greece 
 • Andijan State University, Uzbekistan 
 • University of Banja Luka, Serbia 
 • University of National and World Economy, 

Bulgaria 
 • University of Malaysia Sarawak, Malaysia 

VSTU administration has a strong focus on the 
future career of their graduates. To help them 
adapt to the labor market after graduation, the 
university annually sets up a committee for the 
promotion of employment of young specialists.

The Student Internship and Employment Office of 
VSTU's Curriculum and Instruction Department, 
together with the degree-granting departments, 
organizes meetings of prospective employers with 
students in each field of study (major).
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Watermelon festival at VSTU

Student spring

Nowruz celebration

KVN Cup for first-year students

ADAPTATION

VSTU enrolls students from:
 • CIS and former USSR countries 

Kazakhstan, Belarus, Moldova, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Abkhazia, Azerbaijan

 • Other countries 
Iraq, Nigeria, Palestine, Lebanon, Afghanistan, 
Nepal, Zambia, Côte d'ivoire, Syria, Vietnam, 
Egypt, Algeria

CENTER FOR INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
"TERRITORY OF COMMUNICATION"

 • Russian language classes
 • Code of conduct in cross-cultural communication
 • Creative laboratory
 • Research laboratory
 • History of culture in Russia
 • Russian law basics
 • Consulting on Russian law and education issues

EVENTS

 • Festival dedicated to the International Mother 
Language Day

 • The Student Leader competition is aimed to 
find and support interested and talented young 
people

 • The Friendship Cup futsal competition between 
the teams of international students

 • Participation in the volunteer movement
 • WorldSkills
 • Traditional celebration of Africa Day, Nowruz

PREPARATORY COURSE 
FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

 • Russian language courses
 • Assistance in adaptation
 • Integration into the cultural environment
 • Training in engineering and technology 

programs
 • Advisory and methodological support

Course fee 72,000 RUB
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Maria Lugovskaya, Moldova

When choosing a university, I was motivated by 
the prospects I'll have after graduation and the 
skills I'll acquire and be able to use in my future 
career. Now I am a fifth-year student and work 
for a construction company. I chose VSTU on my 
friends' recommendations.

In the beginning, it was not easy to study, but 
our teachers always supported us. Besides 
teaching a degree program, they shared the 
cases from their professional life, tackled 
practical challenges from their personal 
experience.

Un Phangavuth, Cambodia

Studying in Russia had been my dream since 
childhood when I heard the story of Gagarin, 
the first human in space. I studied physics and 
mathematics for a long time, and then I went to 
Voronezh.

It's not easy to study in a foreign country, 
that's true. But I like the way our university 
treats international students—teachers are 
always helpful. I got comfortable quickly and 
even found a job in my field. Now I am getting 
practical experience and designing buildings, 
but I hope to set up my company in the future.

Ndefoh Ebuka Anthony, Nigeria

I already have a degree in Architecture, and I 
also decided to get a degree in engineering at 
VSTU.

In the beginning, I was not sure that I would 
stay in Russia for long. Quite a new experience, 
different culture, different approaches to the 
construction industry. But as time went on, this 
became a sort of professional challenge for 
me. Now I can compare construction solutions 
of different countries and choose the best 
strategies in my practice. I am in love with my 
profession and ready to take part in projects 
even for free to gain new experience.

Phon Samnang, Cambodia

Approaches to education are quite different in 
my country and Russia. VSTU teachers give us a 
lot of theoretical knowledge and always strive 
to put us on the track of creativity. When I was 
doing my first projects for a real customer, I 
felt an enormous sense of responsibility, but 
everything worked out. Now I want to find 
my unique original style so that people can 
recognize my buildings. I like blurring the line 
between the old and the new. My basic principle 
is respect for the history of location and nature!
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 vk.com/kchgu
 instagram.com/kchgu

Karachay-Circassian
State University
named after U. D. Aliyev

KCSU is an educational, scientific and cultural 
center of the Karachay-Cherkess Republic. It 
promotes the preservation of historical heritage, 
national identity, languages of the region’s peoples, 
strengthens friendship and mutual understanding 
among them. It trains multi-skilled specialists: 
students earn not only major degrees but also 
minor degrees. Founded in 1938.

2
INSTITUTES

32
MASTER’S PROGRAMS

2
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

8
FACULTIES

14
PHD PROGRAMS

> 200
PARTNER 

ORGANIZATIONS

44
BACHELOR’S 
PROGRAMS

12
RESEARCH AREAS

> 6,000
STUDENTS, 

including > 1,000 
international students 

from 13 countries

 KCSU channel  KCSU video  Science Day at 
KCSU

Tuition fees per year
Full-time study

Bachelor’s programs 82,800—155,400 RUB
Master’s programs 134,700 RUB

Extramural study
Bachelor’s programs 31,000—62,100 RUB

Master’s programs 62,100 RUB

Distinguished international students get a 
monthly scholarship in the amount of up 
to 10,000 RUB

 Karachayevsk, Karachay-Cherkess Republic, Russia
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INSTITUTES

 • Philogogy
 • Culture and Arts

FACULTIES

 • Physics and Mathematics
 • Pedagogy
 • History
 • Natural Sciences and Geography
 • Physical Education
 • Psychology and Social Work
 • Economics and Management
 • Advanced Training and Professional Retraining of 

Specialists

For international 
applicants

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 87879 2-73-37
 priem.kom@mail.ru

Degree level Document 
submission

Entrance exams

Bachelor’s 
programs

June 20—July 20
for those taking internal 
exams

July 10
for those taking 
creativity or professional 
exams

July 11–29

Master’s 
programs

June 20—July 20 July 21–30

State-funded 
places

Full-time 
study

Extramural 
study

Total

Bachelor’s 
programs

368 170 538

Master’s 
programs

78 14 92

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

Citizens of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, 
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, 
Belarus may apply for state-funded places 
on general terms.

All international applicants may apply for 
fee-paying places.

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

 • Environmental geology and natural resources 
management

 • Teacher training and ethnocultural research in 
education

 • Multilingual and multicultural education

KEY SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS

 • Theory, history and typology of Caucasian and 
Turkic languages

 • Ethnopedagogy
 • Theoretical and applied aspects of psychological 

science in secondary and high school
 • Methodological support for teacher training
 • History and culture of the Caucasus peoples

Unique environmental geology monitoring laboratory in Teberda

RESEARCH AREAS IN NATURAL SCIENCES

 • Biodiversity of mountain regions
 • Mountain ecosystem and human health
 • Basics of rational use of natural resources in the 

Karachay-Cherkess Republic

JOINT MASTER’S PROGRAMS

 • Environmental Studies and Natural Resources 
Management (Environmental Monitoring for 
Sustainable Development major)

 • Applied Informatics (Mathematics and 
Information Support for Business Operations 
major)
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS  
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

 • Russian as a foreign language: interactive 
teaching methods, distance learning 
technologies, thematic tours

 • Adaptation program "Socio-cultural, Regulatory 
and Communication Environment of Russian 
Universities

The programs are tuition-free

POPULAR MAJORS

 • Pedagogy
 • Psychology
 • Recreational Geography and Tourism
 • Journalism
 • Applied Mathematics and Informatics
 • Applied Informatics in Economics
 • Applied Informatics in State and Municipal 

Management
 • Foreign Languages   
 • Natural Resources Management
 • Management in Education
 • ICT in Education
 • Entrepreneurship in Education
 • Tutoring in Education
 • Socio-cultural Design Management and Creativity 

in Education
 • Decorative and Applied Arts
 • Environmental Design

INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 4 educational buildings, one educational and 
laboratory building

 • 2 comfortable dormitories
 • Archeological Museum
 • Centers of Abazin, Nogai, Circassian, Slavic and 

Karachai cultures
 • UNESCO Chair branch (the research area is 

Theory and Practice of Multilingual Education)
 • A large hall for sports games, two gyms, a 

wrestling room, a gym hall
 • Teberda and Makhar training and recreation 

facilities, Arkhyz Mountain Sports Club
 • Driving school

KCSU is located in one of the most beautiful nooks of the republic’s resort 
zone. It can be called a calling card of the region

Doors Open Day at the Archeological Museum
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Historical and ethnographic tour around the Kuban Canyon with the 
participation of the University of West Bohemia exchange students

Teberda State Nature Biosphere Reserve is a partner of KCSU

FOREIGN PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

 • University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, 
Czech Republic 

 • Erciyes University, Turkey 
 • Istanbul Aydin University, Turkey 

KCSU is a basic Russian university for Rock 
Climbing, Mountain Hiking, Alpinism as part 
of international sports cooperation between 
Germany   and Russia  .

KCSU GRADUATES

 • Scientists, public figures and politicians, honored 
teachers, school principals and deputy principals, 
deputies, authors of school and university 
textbooks, heads of municipal districts, staff 
members of ministries

 • Poets, writers, workers of culture and arts of 
Russia, well-known journalists, popular singers, 
members of the Union of Artists, famous 
designers, landscape designers

 • Archivists, archeologists, historians, geographers, 
physicists, mathematicians, programmers, 
psychologists, social workers, chief accountants, 
employees of tourist firms, hotel business 
representatives

 • Honored coaches, winners of World and 
European championships, world student 
Universiades and Russian championships

90 % of international students find a job in 
their degree field within the first year after 

graduation

STUDENT AND GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT 
PROMOTION CENTER

 • Cooperation with employers
 • Promotion of employment of graduates and 

temporary employment of students
 • Additional workshops for students on 

employment and adaptation to the job market
 • Assistance in building an individual learning 

path and portfolio that confirms graduates’ 
professional competence

 • Job fairs, presentations of professions, career 
days

BUSINESS PARTNERS

For active interaction with employers, KCSU has 
concluded around 200 cooperation agreements 
with partner organizations. Among its partners are 
the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS)—Russia’s 
largest center for basic research, and the State 
Natural Biosphere Reserve.
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ARKHYZ MOUNTAIN SPORTS CLUB

 • Developing mountain sports, extreme and 
wellness tourism

 • Organizing sports competitions and tourist 
events

 • Training competitive mountains managers 
and guides for the republican tourism and 
sports industry

 vk.com/arhyzclub

KCSU Student Council implements scientific 
and social projects, makes student life bright and 
eventful, helps first-year students adapt to a new 
environment.

EVENTS

 • Young Generation all-Russian contest
 • Seliger and Kaspiy all-Russian youth education 

forums
 • All-Russian Student Forum of Social Forums
 • Mashuk North-Caucasus Youth Forum
 • Caucasus Games
 • Russian South Science Festival
 • Day of Science
 • Festival "I am a First-Year Student"
 • KVN (Club of Funny and Inventive)
 • Haute Cuisine gastronomic festival
 • Turkmenistan Neutrality Day

KCSU International Student Club

Shokhlukh-Druzhba student folk ensemble

KCSU project "Roads of Courage: from Elbrus to La Manche." The participants 
visited nine countries, held the events on the squares of Karachaevsk, 
Moscow, Dresden, Luxembourg, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin

Student Spring of the BRICS countries in the SCO

Arkhyz Mountain Sports Club
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Shamukhammet Pashchyev, 
Turkmenistan. Student of the Faculty of 
Physics and Mathematics, laureate of 
Russian national award "Student of the 
Year"

Since my freshman year I've been living the 
student life to the fullest. I study well, write 
scientific articles, receive an increased academic 
scholarship, am socially active and have been 
my faculty's Head of the student self-governing 
body for several years. I am also a Head of 
a cybersports club and a member of our 
university's standup comedy Club of the Funny 
and Inventive. 

Each day I discover something new. I am sure 
that you can achieve a lot if you want it, and 
I strive towards the goals I've set for myself. 
I have a lot of plans for future. But I am sure 
of one thing—everything that the Karachay-
Circassian State University has given me cannot 
be overestimated, and I will remain grateful to 
my alma mater for the knowledge, experience, 
self-development opportunities.

Anna Cheatwood, USA. Undergraduate of 
the Karachay-Circassian State University 
Philology Institute

I've had interest in foreign languages since 
childhood, my dream was to visit Europe, to see 
Russia. I've entered the KCSU Master's program 
in the English Language mostly because I 
enjoy the magnificent mountains, lush nature, 
good climate, successfully developing tourism 
industry. This is great for promoting top-level 
tourist services where skilled interpreters are 
in high demand. Thanks to the support from 
my teachers and the university management, I 
have created a project called "English Vacation 
in the Mountains" for the students who plan to 
work in tourism and translating, as well as for 
those who try to improve their international 
communication skills and obtain an experience 
in talking to native speakers.

Yalkap Kasymov, Turkmenistan. Student of the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Geography 
and founder of Karakum dance ensemble, the winner and awardee of all-Russian and 
regional contests

I decided to start the Karakum ensemble when I was a freshman. I was homesick, missing our traditions 
and culture. While talking to other students from my country, I realized that I was not alone in my 
homesickness. That's how an idea was born—to create a space for young people where we can gather, 
share our memories of Turkmenistan, show the culture of our homeland to the locals. My idea was 
supported by the university management, and we decided to start a dance ensemble.
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 vk.com/siberianfederal
 instagram.com/sfuniversity

Siberian Federal
University

22
INSTITUTES

208
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

100
PHD PROGRAMS

159
RESEARCH 

LABORATORIES

3
LEADING SCIENTIFIC 

SCHOOLS

40
SPECIALIST'S 
PROGRAMS

37
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

21
INNOVATIVE 
ENTERPRISES

4,500
STUDENTS 

whose tuition is 
government-funded

60
RESEARCH AREAS

265
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

> 500
RESEARCH PROJECTS

30,000
STUDENTS, 

including 900 
international students 

from 50 countries

 Krasnoyarsk, Krasnoyarsk Territory, Russia

SibFU is the largest university beyond the Urals. It 
was created in 2006 by a merger of five leading 
local educational institutions of the time. This fact 
explains an array of programs and educational 
services, including the School of Gastronomy. 
The university has five sites in the city, with study 
campuses and dorms in each location. 

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor's programs 149,720—203,770 RUB
Russian-taught Master's programs  

160,320—217,730 RUB
English-taught Master's programs  

250,000—260,000 RUB
PhD programs 190,760—198,010 RUB

SibFU has the second largest 
number of government-funded 
students among Russian 
universities.

Top 15 1000 world's best 
universities

16
Employer demand 

for graduates

 Doors Open Day
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 facebook.com/siberianfederal
 instagram.com/sibfu_world
 vk.com/internationalsibfu
 twitter.com/SibFUniversity
 t.me/s/SibFU_admission

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
RECRUITMENT OFFICE

 +7 391 206-27-79
 admission@sfu-kras.ru

Russian universities. SibFU

VIRTUAL TOURS

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

A virtual tour 
around SibFU

 The movie "The 
Whole Truth about 

SibFU"

For SibFU applicants For foreign citizens  SibFU 
international 

students are telling 
about the campus

Degree level Document 
submission

Entrance exams

Bachelor's 
programs

June 20—August 6 June 25—August 16

Master's 
programs

July 1–31 August 1–8

PhD programs July 1–30 August 2–6

Applicants may take entrance exams in person (written tests) or 
online (computer-based tests).

POPULAR FIELDS OF STUDY

 • Linguistics
 • Computer Science
 • Oil and Gas Engineering
 • Data Science and Mathematical Modeling
 • Digital Intelligent Control Systems
 • Petroleum Chemistry and Refining
 • Biological Engineering
 • Banking

RUSSIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Study areas: humanities, natural sciences, 
economics, engineering and technology

The Russian Club, sightseeing tours around 
Krasnoyarsk, to the Stolby National Nature 
Reserve, trips to theaters and the Christmas 
ornaments factory, and other cultural and 
educational events.

Students will obtain a certificate of completion 
and have an opportunity to take a Russian 
proficiency test at the Siberian Regional Center 
for Training and Testing of Foreign Citizens.

One-year course
September–August 150,000 RUB

Summer course
July 1—August 31 40,000 RUB

Pre-admission Russian as  
a Foreign Language (RFL)  

Department for International Students

 +7 391 206-27-82
 preadmissionrfl@sfu-kras.ru

Department of Russian as Foreign Language

 +7 391 206-27-36, 206-27-83
 rusinyaz@sfu-kras.ru

Tatyana Verenich
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INTERNATIONAL LABORATORIES

 • Bioluminescent technologies
 • Biotechnology of new materials
 • Central Siberian laboratory for global climate 

change Sib-Lab
 • Genomic research
 • Complex analysis and differential equations

 ENGLISH-TAUGHT PROGRAMS
Master's programs

 • Petroleum Chemistry and Refining
 • Digital Intelligent Control Systems
 • Data Science and Mathematical Modeling
 • Banking
 • Biological Engineering

SCHOLARSHIPS

 • Two main scholarship contests organized in 
autumn and winter are the Open Doors Olympiad 
and the Russian Government Scholarship 
program

 • The winners of the Open Doors Olympiad are 
eligible to get a quota for enrolling in one of 
the Master’s or PhD programs included in the 
Olympiad subject areas at one of the higher 
education institutions of the Russian Federation

 • Russian Government Scholarship program 
includes free tuition for the entire duration of 
the chosen program, maintenance allowance 
(for the entire duration of study regardless of the 
candidate's success), dormitory accommodation 
(if available)

SIBFU CAREER CENTER

 • Advice for students, graduates, and their parents 
on employment and the most sought-after jobs

 • Promotion of employment of SibFU graduates in 
their degree field and temporary employment of 
students during their vacation

 • Job fairs, career days, individual presentations of 
employers, master classes, training workshops

 • Development of the database of graduates, job 
applicants, employers, a list of job openings

 +7 391 246-99-41
 skarelina@sfu-kras.ru
 career.sfu-kras.ru
 vk.com/careerist_sfu
 t.me/career_lift

Classes in the academic and research laboratory
Classes in the crude oil distillation laboratory at the School of Petroleum and 
Gas Engineering

The classroom named after Doctor of Physics and Mathematics Veniamin 
Sokolov
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PARTNERS

SibFU trains highly qualified specialists that 
meet modern intellectual requirements and 
international standards and are competitive 
in the international job market. Graduates are 
capable of working in any region of the Russian 
Federation, in the harsh conditions of the north 
in particular.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Bachelor's programs

Master's programs

Higher School of Gastronomy from INSTITUT 
PAUL BOCUSE
The only maximally practice-oriented educational 
project in Russia that provides higher education for 
specialists in the hospitality industry.

Data Science and Mathematical Modeling
Students get advanced knowledge in the field of 
mathematical modeling and analysis. During their 
learning process, they use advanced technologies 
and pump up their modeling and programming 
skills.

Tutor
Russia's first unique program that trains all-around 
specialists capable of working with different 
categories of students, from preschool children to 
older adults.

Digital Intelligent Control Systems
It provides training in the development of 
embedded intelligent control systems based on 
modern microprocessors, microcontrollers and 
programmable integrated circuits (FPGA, PLD, SoC). 
In the course of training, students acquire skills that 
allow them to perform the full cycle of developing 
intelligent embedded control systems at a high 
professional level.

Petroleum Chemistry and Refining
Graduates have the opportunity to hold a position 
at one of the largest refineries and petrochemical 
plants in various companies such as Rosneft, 
Gazpromneft. A highly qualified team from 
SibFU, specialists from refining enterprises, and 
international business trainers help students 
acquire the necessary professional skills and 
competencies for further development in the 
petroleum industry.

Banking
The program will be of particular interest to those 
wishing to build careers within banks, specialized 
financial institutions and fund management, 
securities dealing firms, multinational companies, 
or to occupy roles in corporate financial 
management and independent financial advice.

Biological Engineering
The major part of the training takes place at the 
modern and well-equipped SibFU Laboratory of 
Bioluminescent Biotechnologies, led by Nobel 
Laureate Professor Osamu Shimomura, in one 
of the world’s best team of scientists engaged in 
fundamental research of light emission by living 
organisms.

Graduates can obtain a position in both 
public and private sectors, continue 
studying to earn a PhD SibFU degree
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PROTOCOL OFFICE

 • Invitations and visas
 • Migration registration

Natalia Anisiferova
 +7 391 206-39-44

BUDDY PROGRAM

 • Assistance to international students and training 
course participants in adaptation to a new 
environment at the university and in Russia

 • Participation in mass cultural, sports, and other 
events held on SibFU campus and in the city

STUDENT CULTURE CENTER

Dmitry Batalov
 csk@sfu-kras.ru
 +7 391 206-47-93
 vk.com/csk_sfu

UNIQUE ELECTRONIC COURSE FOR 
FOREIGNERS THAT PREPARES THEM 

FOR STUDYING IN RUSSIA

 • Checklists of required documents and things
 • Brief summaries of information on migration 

rules, weather, SibFU dormitories
 • A compulsory achievement mini-test at the end

The course is available in Russian, English, 
Chinese, and Arabic

     

Department of Socio-Cultural Adaptation 
of Foreign Citizens
Sofia Egorova

 oska@sfu-kras.ru
 +7 391 206-26-67
 +7 902 966-13-60
 vk.com/internationalsibfu

The SibFU campus—a city in the city—
24 academic buildings and 30 dormitories
Language centers, a museum, the UNESCO 
department
84 sports clubs, stadiums, a minigolf field, 
eSports
Youth centers of SibFU schools, the Peoples' 
Friendship Center, literary clubs, the choir, the 
rock club, the KVN League

CREATIVE TEAMS

 • KVN League
 • Bard music clubs
 • Vocal studios
 • Rock club
 • Theater groups
 • Dance groups
 • Instrumental clubs

Altan Gerel Krasnoyarsk Buryat National Cultural Autonomy

SibFU women's football team
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Manuel Gomez Peinado, Spain

I have a long relationship with Siberian Federal 
University: I came here for an exchange 
semester once and realized that I had a heart 
for it. There is a Spanish Language Center at 
the university, where they help us in everything: 
from paperwork to solving everyday problems. 
I feel very good here: the SibFU campus is my 
favorite place in Krasnoyarsk. In my free time, I 
like going to a swimming pool and walking in the 
nearby woods.

I have been studying Russian for five years 
now. At first, many concepts were difficult 
to understand, for example, those related to 
student life. I didn’t understand what zachet, 
zachetnaya knizhka, poluchit' avtomat means, 
but live communication is the best way to fill 
in the gaps. Every day I learn new words, write 
down expressions that I hear in the street, and 
am amazed at how differently a thought can be 
put in Russian. 

Now I am finishing my Master's degree and 
want to stay in Russia—not in Moscow spoiled 
by tourists, but here, in calm Krasnoyarsk, and 
work as a teacher at SibFU.

Sebastian Sativa, Colombia

At the age of twenty, I realized that I wanted 
to completely change my life: move to some 
other country, get an education abroad, learn 
more about some other culture. I chose Russia 
and Siberia not by chance, I wanted to come 
to Krasnoyarsk and enter Siberian Federal 
University. Foreigners usually associate Russia 
with cold weather and bears. Yes, it's cold here, 
but nature is so beautiful! I think this country 
should be visited by tourists more.

Initially, Russia got me interested in its history 
and culture, but it was the good people who 
made me fall in love with this country. Before 
coming to Krasnoyarsk, I studied Russian culture 
and traditions, conducted a kind of research to 
find out what kind of nation the Russians are. 
Yes, they are serious, but this is quite okay—in 
such weather, few people manage to smile 
all the time. Nevertheless, I found myself in a 
friendly student environment, and teachers, 
fellow students and just passers-by are always 
willing to help. I made great friends here. 

It turned out that the program I chose was not 
taught in English, so I study in Russian. However, 
there is no language barrier: the teachers speak 
clearly and understand that I am the only 
foreigner in the group. Russian is a beautiful 
and difficult language, and Russia is a huge 
country, and you need to learn to speak Russian 
if you decide to come here.

Promoted content

International students on campus in the Gremiachaya Griva Ecopark
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601+

 +7 4752 72-34-34
 post@tsutmb.ru
 international@tsutmb.ru
 eng.tsutmb.ru

Derzhavin Tambov
State University

Choosing Derzhavin Tambov State University, you 
choose the education that will help you achieve 
personal fulfillment and career success and carry 
out productive professional activities.

TSU is among the leading higher education 
institutions in the region.

Founded in 1918.

8
INSTITUTES

40
LEADING SCIENTIFIC 

SCHOOLS

4
DISSERTATION 

COUNCILS

> 150
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS

4
FACULTIES

4
RESEARCH INSTITUTES

14
SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS

13,000
STUDENTS

1
MILITARY TRAINING 

CENTER

75
RESEARCH CENTERS 
AND LABORATORIES

5
HONORED SCIENCE 

WORKERS OF RUSSIA

2,800
INTERNATIONAL 

STUDENTS 
from 67 countries

73 Internationalization Tambov, Tambov Region, Russia

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor's programs ≥ 159,000 RUB
Specialist's programs ≥ 159,000 RUB

Master's programs ≥ 159,000 RUB
Residency programs ≥ 189,000 RUB

PhD programs ≥ 164,000 RUB

TSU Rector Vladimir Stromov is meeting with international students
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
132 cooperation agreements  

with partners from 34 countries

DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

 • Philology (Russian Language and Cross-Cultural 
Communication major), 2+2  
Tianjin Foreign Studies University, China 

 • Economics (Banking and Finance major) and 
Tourism, 3+1  
Samarkand Institute of Economics and Service, 
Uzbekistan 

ACADEMIC EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

 • International Slavic University "Gavrilo 
Romanovich Derzhavin," North Macedonia 

 • University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg 
 • Hainan University, China 
 • Charles University, Czech Republic 

Starts on June 18
 • Admission regulations
 • Enrollment stages
 • Admission deadlines

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

Entrance exams
 • In person
 • Online—taking tests in Applicant's Personal 

Account

Additional entrance exams (professional or 
creativity exams) are held offline only.

ADMISSION OFFICE

 +7 4752 53-22-22
 abiturient@tsutmb.ru

> 1,700 state-funded places

Bachelor's/
Specialist's 
programs

Master's programs PhD programs

 • 44 Bachelor's programs and 9 Specialist's 
programs

 • 42 Master's programs
 • 18 PhD programs
 • 16 residency programs

International graduates of Derzhavin Tambov State University

 Great Britain   Germany   Luxembourg 

 North Macedonia   Palestine   China 

 Belarus   Kazakhstan   Uzbekistan 

 Czech Republic   Poland   Serbia 

 Morocco   Tunisia   Vietnam 

 Mozambique   Kyrgyzstan   USA 

 France   Jordan   Greece   Italy
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> 40 BUSINESS PARTNERSPOPULAR DEGREE PROGRAMS

 • Applied Mathematics and Informatics
 • Environmental Sciences and Natural Resource 

Management
 • Infocommunication Technologies and 

Communication Systems
 • Clinical Psychology
 • Economics and Management
 • Sociology
 • Law
 • International Relations
 • Advertising and Public Relations
 • Service
 • Tourism
 • Journalism
 • Pedagogical Education
 • Linguistics
 • Philology
 • Physical Education

TSU Medical Institute is included in the 
World Health Organization list

Medical Institute students

Classes at the research laboratory of Derzhavin Tambov State University 

Training and laboratory facilities: Specialized 
laboratories and classrooms, the Anatomy 
Museum, the cabinet of medical curiosities at 
the educational museum, the accreditation and 
simulation center, the Doctor Profi multidisciplinary 
clinical center.

MEDICAL EDUCATION

 • General Medicine  
 • Dentistry 
 • Pediatrics
 • 16 residency programs

International students at Medical Institute

Derzhavin University prepares Indian students for 
FMGE (Foreign Medical Graduates Examination). 
Passing the assessment test entitles Indian citizens 
with an overseas medical qualification to practice 
medicine in their country.
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SUMMER AND WINTER SCHOOLS

Participants expand their knowledge and skills 
within their majors, study Russian intensively, 
get acquainted with the region, Russian culture, 
traditions, and history.

Linguoculturology school  
"I speak Russian"

 • Russian language and culture lessons in the 
classroom

 • Cultural linguistics lessons outside the classroom
 • Museum tours in the Tambov Region
 • Theme nights
 • Master classes

PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT

During pre-university training, international 
applicants will reach B1-B2 levels in Russian, 
adapt to life in Russia, get to know the city well, 
realize that they have chosen the right degree 
program.

Duration: 1 year

Study areas: medicine and biology, humanities, 
natural sciences, economics.

Tuition fee: ≥ 65,000 RUB

Apply to TSU online

Required documents:
1. Passport, a notarized translation of passport
2. Academic credentials (certificate), a notarized 

translation of certificate

Fill out the 
application form

Apply in Applicant's 
Personal Account

Academic credentials must be legalized 
and recognized in Russia

Linguoculturology summer school

International summer school for active young people "Our Unity is in Our 
Diversity"
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Derzhavin University campus comprises 
11 dormitories conveniently located near 
educational buildings, socio-cultural and 
sports facilities. Comfortably furnished rooms 
accommodate two or three persons.
 • 11 educational buildings
 • Research laboratories with state-of-the-art 

equipment
 • Nanocenter
 • Derzhavinskiy Technopark
 • The region's largest research library
 • Derzhavinskiy Publishing House
 • Doctor Profi university clinic
 • Educational theater
 • Museum and expo center

ADAPTATION

 • Tutor, legal, psychological support for 
international students

 • Socio-cultural and linguistic adaptation

SPORTS

 • Sports palace
 • Sports and recreation center
 • Fitness center
 • Skating rink
 • Stadiums
 • Swimming pools
 • Galdym recreation camp

EXCITING EVENTS CALENDAR

 • Derzhavin Assembly all-university graduation 
ceremony

 • Derzhavin Mile cross country race
 • Derzhavin Ski Track sports festival
 • Person of the Year personal achievements 

contest
 • Student Spring amateur creativity festival
 • International Student Festival "Days of National 

Cultures at Derzhavin TSU"

One of the most exciting and important cultural events of the university—
the annual International Student Festival "Days of National Cultures at 
Derzhavin TSU" 

Derzhava TSU Football teamSports events at TSU

> 25 sports clubs:
 • Summer and winter polyathlon
 • Men's and women's volleyball
 • Men's and women's basketball
 • Track and field
 • Football, cheerleading, eSports
 • Hockey

Derzhavin Tambov 
State University 
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Fillemon Shikomba, Namibia. He works 
as a legal counsel for the United Nations 
Organization (New York, USA)

I graduated from Derzhavin TSU in 2016 with a 
degree in Law. Thanks to my highly proficient 
teachers, I was ready for self-improvement and 
further professional development right from the 
start.

Since then, I've been moving forward and 
progressing. Thanks to my Russian education, 
I was able to continue my studies in the USA. I 
work at the UN headquarters and am involved 
in reforming global policy in water resources 
and human rights.

Ping U, Professor, Dean of the Faculty of 
Russian Language of Hainan University, 
China

Derzhavin TSU has played a pivotal role in my 
professional career. I pursued my PhD degree 
here and defended my thesis in 2003.

Studying at Derzhavin TSU not only 
broadened my career horizons. It also let me 
immerse myself in the multicultural learning 
environment. This experience was of the utmost 
importance. I experienced scientific and creative 
enrichment by studying the Russian language, 
society, science.

Today I am Dean of the Faculty of Russian 
Language of Hainan University, one of the top 
Chinese universities, and strongly support TSU's 
cooperation with Hainan University in education 
and culture. To my mind, Derzhavin University 
deserves credit for offering its students excellent 
opportunities for professional development and 
personal enhancement, acquisition of cross-
cultural communication skills based on mutual 
understanding and mutual respect between 
representatives of different countries and 
peoples.

Ines Dhif, Tunisia

Derzhavin TSU was the first stage of my studies. 
It's here that I got my first medical knowledge 
pursuing a degree in General Medicine. Here 
I started studying Russian, which is of help to 
me in my career now. I am a first-year PhD 
student in Cardiology at I.M. Sechenov First 
Moscow State Medical University. I can freely 
communicate with my patients and colleagues 
in Russian. I have a lot of Russian friends who 
have become my second family.
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 vk.com/togu_politen
 facebook.com/Politen
 instagram.com/togu_khabarovsk

96-97

Pacific National
University

5
INSTITUTES

8
SPECIALIST'S 
PROGRAMS

> 100
PROFESSORS

> 14,500
STUDENTS

> 1,000
INTERNATONAL STUDENTS

12
FACULTIES

87
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

> 420
CANDIDATES OF 
SCIENCES (PHDS)

> 100
BACHELOR'S 
PROGRAMS

33
PHD PROGRAMS

> 120
DOCTORS OF SCIENCES

PNU is one of the largest universities in Russia's 
Far East, the international education leader in 
the region. It trains specialists in a wide range of 
areas of engineering and technology, economics, 
humanities, sociology, architecture and design, 
pedagogy and education.

Founded in 1958.

 Khabarovsk, Khabarovsk Territory, Russia

Tuition fees per year

Bachelor's programs 178,000—210,000 RUB
Specialist's programs 172,000—230,000 RUB

Master's programs 186,000—250,000 RUB
PhD programs 220,000 RUB

 PNU is a 
university for 

everyone

 Virtual Doors 
Open Day

821 in the world

2137 in the world

86 in Russia

639
Natural Sciences

731
Technical Sciences 50 in Russia

93 in Russia

146 in Russia
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SCIENCE

 • > 20 scientific schools
 • 19 scientific laboratories
 • 11 academic and research laboratories
 • 5 research and methodology centers
 • 17 research and education centers

Komatsu Training Center

ADMISSION OF FOREIGN CITIZENS

 studyatpnu@mail.ru 
for citizens of CIS countries and other former 
USSR countries

 study@pnu.edu.ru 
for citizens of other countries

 +7 4212 72-07-12
 Tikhookeanskaya Street, 136, Office 241, 

Khabarovsk

Admission regulations and 
the number of places

Degree level Bachelor's and 
Specialist's 
programs

Master's 
programs

Document submission

state-funded places 
(besides the quota 
places)

June 19—July 16 June 19—
August 23

fee-paying places June 19—
August 27

June 19—
August 27

Entrance exams

state-funded places 
(besides the quota 
places)

till July 25 till August 27

fee-paying places till August 30 till August 30

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN—2021

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

 • Application
 • A copy of passport issued by the foreign state 

(with a notarized translation into Russian)
 • A copy of the document confirming your previous 

education (with a notarized translation into 
Russian / note of legalization /certificate of 
education recognition)

STATE-FUNDED PLACES FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

> 200 places annually within the quota allocated by 
the Russian Government

> 1,700 places in 2021 for compatriots and citizens 
of Kazakhstan, Belarus, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan 
on equal terms with Russian citizens

DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAMS

Bachelor's programs
 • Management 

Northeast Agricultural University in Harbin, 
China   
Jilin University of Civil Engineering in Changchun, 
China 

 • Architecture  
Jilin University of Civil Engineering in Changchun, 
China 

 • Technology of Transport Processes 
Xinjiang Agricultural University in Urumqi, 
China 

Master's programs
 • Management 

University of Montpellier 2 Science and 
Technology, France 

Learning process
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INFRASTRUCTURE

 • 10 dormitories on two campuses
 • 7 educational buildings and 1 laboratory building
 • PNU research library with a stock of 1.6 million
 • Business incubator
 • Museum
 • Politentsentr shopping and entertainment center
 • Student polyclinic
 • Berezka health care canter
 • Swimming pool, aquatics and health center

PNU dormitory

PNU international students majoring in Design are participating in the 
research and practice conference in Moscow

PRE-UNIVERSITY TRAINING PROGRAMS 
FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

Subjects: Russian language, scientific style of 
speech, special subjects

Study areas: humanities, economics, engineering 
and technology, medicine and biology, natural 
sciences

Admission to state-funded (within the quota) and 
fee-paying places.

Offline and online learning.

Tuition fee 136,000 RUB

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER 
AND WINTER SCHOOLS

Subjects: Russian language, economics, ecology, 
decorative and applied arts
 • Classroom lessons, master classes, field trips
 • Cultural and sightseeing tours

Duration 1–4 weeks

Winter Russian language school for Japanese students
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PNU graduates

Learning process

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
92 foreign partner universities

 • Academic exchange programs
 • Double degree programs
 • International scholarships and grants
 • Summer and winter language programs
 • Internships abroad

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND CAREER SUPPORT CENTER

EVENTS

 • Job fairs, meetings
 • Presentation of graduates and companies
 • Career days at companies
 • Tours around enterprises and organizations
 • Career guidance meetings with companies' heads 

and leading specialists
 • Training programs, master classes, seminars, 

workshops

580+
JOB OPENINGS PER 

YEAR

80 %
EMPLOYED 

GRADUATES

> 360
EVENTS INVOLVING 

EMPLOYERS

 All news about 
job openings for 

students and 
graduates

The Best PNU Graduate contest

 • Showcasing professional achievements
 • Building a professional portfolio and an attractive 

résumé
 • Introducing oneself to the group of interested 

employers
 • Getting group interview experience
 • Getting real employment offers
 • Inclusion in the employee pool

Internship 
programs for 

university graduates

Job opportunities 
in Russia: useful 
information and 

websites

PARTNERSHIP
> 300 partner employers

Geographical spread: Khabarovsk and the 
Khabarovsk Territory, the Primorye Territory, 
Kamchatka, Sakhalin, Amur and Magadan Regions, 
the Chukotka Autonomous District, Yakutia, 
Buryatia, and other Russian regions.

Top industries in the economy of Russia's Far 
East: mining and processing industry, forestry, civil 
engineering, transport and communications, trade 
and public catering.

Socio-cultural sphere: education, social welfare 
and household services, science, management, 
housing and utility sector, banking sector, 
information technologies.
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ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
GRADUATES 

It helps keep in touch with the university, 
serves as a platform for sharing experience 
and professional and creative fulfillment of 
graduates.

 afg.pnu.edu.ru
 +7 4212 37-52-65
 alumni@pnu.edu.ru

STUDENT LIFE

 • 19 student social organizations
 • 24 creative studios
 • > 200 educational and leisure activities per year
 • > 200 sports events per year
 • 9 student mass media
 • 25 sports clubs
 • International Friendship Club

INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP CLUB

 • Assistance in socio-cultural adaptation
 • Internationalization of education
 • Establishing and strengthening friendly relations 

among students from various countries
 • Expanding knowledge of languages, history, 

customs of various peoples
 • Developing students' creative and intellectual 

abilities
 • Building teams and associations for developing, 

discussing and implementing student projects

 pnu.edu.ru/ru/ic/pic
 vk.com/pnu_interclub
 instagram.com/pnu.interclub
 fb.com/pnu.interclub
 011098@pnu.edu.ru
 +7 4212 22-43-79
 +7 914 429-05-63

Russian Student Parade

Student Friendship

International BOOM

Cuisines of the World contest
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Xavier Francois Habinshuti, Rwanda

In my native country, I worked as a computer 
technology teacher at a polytechnic college. I 
got an offer to take part in a PhD scholarship 
program. I applied for it, and Pacific National 
University chose me.

In the beginning, I took a preparatory course in 
an engineering group. I studied Russian, speech 
styles, mathematics, physics, and Russian 
geography. Russian was the most difficult 
subject.

In Rwanda, we know little about Russia, only 
that it is a country with super technology, which 
ranks among the top five best countries in the 
world. When I was coming to Russia, I wasn't 
worried. I read about the country and knew 
that the police work well here. And if you come 
legally, everyone will be happy to see you.

The education system in Russia is more 
developed than that in Rwanda, as it exists for a 
longer time. Teachers have more opportunities 
for enhancement in Russia. There are libraries 
and laboratories. That's great.

Marc, South Korea. 
Faculty of Philology, 
Interpreting and 
Translation Studies and Cross-Cultural 
Communication

After the army (many young people in Korea 
serve in the army after the first or second year 
of study), I seriously considered studying Russian 
and found a student exchange program. I chose 
PNU from several universities.

I knew nothing about Khabarovsk, only that it has 
the Amur River. And, to be honest, I was afraid of 
racial discrimination.

I like living and studying in Khabarovsk. Local 
people are really helpful.

Ahmadi Ali Reiza, 
Afghanistan. School 
of Economics and 
Management

Choosing a university, I visited many Russian 
cities and decided on PNU in Khabarovsk. I was 
the only student from Afghanistan here, and this 
motivated me to get acquainted with guys from 
other countries.

During the first year, I studied Russian because 
I didn't speak it at all. I didn't even know how 
to greet people. Now I can easily go to the city 
center and communicate effectively.

Now we are studying mathematics, economic 
theory, philosophy, but somehow we are not 
studying computer science, which I will need 
in my future profession. That's why I read and 
study a lot by myself.
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Russian as Foreign Language
Russian is the language of Pushkin, Tolstoy, 
Dostoevsky and many other writers that are so 
popular around the world. Learning Russian 
will help you easily integrate into the learning 
process, find new friends, discover the vast 
world of Russian culture, grow professionally.

The KNRTU, KSUAE and Bauman Kazan State 
Academy of Veterinary Medicine staff members 
explain the issues international students face 
while studying Russian and give useful advice for 
further learning.
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The Russian Language. Supported by the Russian House

Kazan National Research Technological University

GREETING AND ADAPTING

After arriving in Russia, the first issues the students 
face are the language-related ones, stemming from 
lack or poor command of the Russian language. The 
senior students from the same countries take care 
of them and help them to settle down before the 
beginning of the classes.

Then the Dean's office of the Faculty of 
International Educational Programs provides 
all kinds of support to foreigners on any issues. 
The students are welcome to call or see the 
Dean's office staff in person about their studying, 
accommodation, paperwork, further education 
at university programs, medical service or city 
transportation.

NATIONAL TRAITS

The Russian language is hard to learn indeed. 
International students experience difficulties 
when dealing with such parameters as variability, 
synonymy, antonymy, paronymy, different 
vocabulary depending on the speech functional 
style, official/unofficial speech. Still, despite all 
hurdles, foreigners can get pretty good at Russian.

Speaking from the experience, English-speaking 
students, such as those from the US, Indonesia, 
Rwanda or Nigeria, master the Russian language 
remarkably faster and more effectively, making 
few mistakes. The students from Arabic countries 
have the hardest time learning Russian. They 
often make vowel pronunciation mistakes. For 
example, "futbul" instead of "futbol", "no" instead 
of "nu", "roka" instead of "ruka", "zhivot" instead 
of "zhivyot". Same problem with consonants: 
"brebodavatel"' instead of "prepodavatel'", 
"Sheshnya" instead of "Chechnya".

As for Vietnamese students, they experience issues 
at every level of the language system—phonetics, 
phonology, syntax, morphology and vocabulary—
because of the differences between Russian and 
Vietnamese languages.

STUDYING DIFFICULTIES

Most often foreigners experience the following 
issues when studying the Russian language:
 • The alphabet, namely the pronunciation of the Ж, 

Ш, Щ, Ч, Ц consonants
 • Pronunciation and correct usage of the vowels 

(especially with Arabic-speaking students)
 • Adapting to the teacher's voice, not being able to 

understand native Russian speakers at first
 • The "soft and hard signs", pronunciation of "y" in 

"ty, vy, my"
 • Incorrect translation via Yandex.Translate which 

loses the meaning of a phrase or a lexeme
 • Grammar, especially the system of cases of the 

Russian language
 • Motion verbs with prefixes such as "voyti-viyti", 

"oboyti", "pereyti", "zayti", "priyti-uyiti", etc.
 • Difficulties in reading Russian capital letters
 • The negative influence of the native language 

hinders the correct perception of the Russian 
language case system (na skolko vremeni, za 
skolko vremeni, skolko vremeni, cherez skolko 
vremeni), especially for Chinese students

The first year of study is usually the most 
complicated. The learning process is in Russian, the 
study of general scientific disciplines is carried out 
alongside the mastery of the Russian language.
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The Russian Language. Supported by the Russian House

WAYS TO OVERCOME. OUR TIPS

 • Daily diligent study of the Russian language
 • Various Russian-as-a-foreign-language learning 

programs, audio CDs
 • Online platforms: Moodle, Microsoft Teams
 • Interim testing that allows to detect and 

systemize the mistakes, proficiency testing
 • Using illustrated learning materials
 • Doing practical exercises on various topics, 

regular phonetic training during the classes and 
self-learning

 • Speech practice
 • Constant revisiting of the learned material

LEARNING THE LANGUAGE

At the Russian language classes we use poems by 
famous poets, such as Sergey Yesenin's White Birch, 
Eduard Asadov's What is Happiness?, Alexander 
Pushkin's Winter Morning, Ivan Krylov's fables, 
proverbs, sayings, phraseological constructions, 
songs, movies and cartoons.

We recommend to you the textbooks by E.N. 
Bogatova—"Russian as a Foreign Language: Basic 
and Beginner's Level" (2020), "Russian as a Foreign 
Language: Elementary Level" (2018).

Every Russian class turns out to be quite interesting, 
as each student is unique and can produce 
"masterpieces" such as: "My mom is a teacher from 
Russian language", "If I do not pay my money for 
college I will be unemployed", "The merchant told 
me that…", "He will not hear at me…", "We are now 
from the secretary", "Why do they fry me from the 
group?", "Thank you for your worry with us". Once, 
a student said: "Russian language is mathematics".

UNIVERSITY EVENTS

KNRTU offers certification Russian language testing 
for foreign nationals: elementary level, basic level, 
first level, as well as testing for acquiring Russian 
citizenship and a complex exam in "The Russian 
Language" module. The university organizes a 
photography contest "My Land is My Home", a 
student poetry and essay contest "My Native 
Language is My Treasure".

For the last decade, the faculty of International 
Educational Programs has been organizing 
an all-Russian contest in Russian as a foreign 
language "The Russian Language: the Start in 
Your Profession" that international students from 
various universities participate in.

The university offers international students a wide 
choice of day trips and sightseeing programs such 
as visiting museums, theatres, the ancient town of 
Bolgar, the isle town of Sviyazhsk and other cultural 
landmarks of Kazan.
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The Russian Language. Supported by the Russian House

Kazan State University of Architecture and 
Engineering 

The courses of Russian as a foreign language are 
attended by multinational student groups up to 
16 persons. Algeria, Egypt, Turkey, Uzbekistan, 
Turkmenistan, Syria, Tunisia, Columbia—these are 
the countries whose citizens have attended the 
Russian language course at KSUAE.

It is obvious that, being a part of the Indo-
European language group, Russian is easier for 
those foreigners who are familiar with the Latin 
characters and harder for those who are not 
experienced in graphics and phonetics of European 
languages (Chinese, Arabic, Hindi native speakers). 
In these cases we use special graphic and phonetic 
exercises.

The second important aspect in language learning 
is motivation. A special nod to those students who 
have already got their bachelor's degree and would 
like to receive further education in a professional 
sphere.

Learning the language in the country where it 
is spoken has incredible advantages, since it 

implies the immersion not only in the linguistic 
environment but also in the culture and life of the 
strange, not yet familiar country.

The course of Russian as a foreign language should 
not only teach the grammar of the language but 
also tell about the country's traditions, customs and 
holidays (such as Shrovetide, Easter, Christmas), 
the cultural monuments (the Hermitage, Bolshoi 
Theatre, Söyembikä Tower), historical personalities 
(Peter I, Ivan the Terrible, Catherine the Great), 
poets, composers, writers (Tchaikovsky, Pushkin, 
Tukay).

Most likely, such information would only be 
mentioned at the classes. However, those who 
discover in themselves a real interest in history, 
culture and art eventually travel across Russia on 
their own, visiting museums and theatres. This 
speaks volumes about foreigners' interest towards 
our country, the Russian language and history.
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The Russian Language. Supported by the Russian House

Bauman Kazan State Academy of Veterinary 
Medicine

The great and powerful Russian language! 
Admittedly, not the easiest for a foreigner. But the 
example of many students who have passed the 
Russian language course at KSAVM Pre-University 
Training Center for Foreign Nationals with flying 
colors inspires many more to come to our country 
and study this complicated language.

It can be baffling and often incomprehensible. The 
cases are the stumbling block for any foreigner. If 
you manage to master them it will get much easier 
from there on. The word order in a sentence 
can also mess with a foreigner's head. It can be 
completely random, depending on what we want 
to say. Apart from the proper order, the words are 
stressed with the help of intonation.

The highly skilled, experienced teachers of the 
Center will help you to grasp all of the above. We 
consider it important to introduce the foreign 
students who study Russian to the Russian culture, 
traditions, literature, rituals and customs, because 
such knowledge is the crucial point of successful 

adapting to the Russian-speaking environment. The 
Center is open to foreign nationals who would like 
to continue their education in the Russian language 
as students, undergraduates, postgraduates at the 
academy as well as other Russian universities.

The study groups consist of 10 persons each. At 
the classes, foreigner-targeted textbooks, learning 
materials and hi-tech equipment in all the rooms 
are provided.

Dormitories are available to students. The rent 
costs separately. The pre-university courses are 
contract-based. The tuition fee is 78,000 RUB as for 
2021. Those who graduate with good grades and 
successfully pass the exam in Russian as a foreign 
language receive the First Level Certificate.

We are proud to announce that over 600 students 
have graduated from our course in such a short 
period of time. Their geography is extensive—Great 
Britain, Algeria, Turkey, Macedonia, Egypt, Morocco, 
Côte d'Ivoire, Cameroon, Burundi.

Pictures by Mariia Domnikova

We express our gratitude for the expert commentary 
on "Migration registration" and "Russian as a foreign 
language" topics to KNRTU's Head of the Department 

of Russian as a Foreign Language Alla Kaybiyainen, 
KSUAE's Leading specialist in Foreign Student Affairs 

Feliks Akhmetshin, KSAVM's Head of the Pre-University 
Center Gyulchekhra Fayziyeva.
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TUITION 
DISCOUNTS
at Baikal State University

BSU cares about its future students! Therefore it offers a 
flexible discount system for comfortable studying and cost 
lowering.

BACHELOR'S / 
SPECIALIST'S 
PROGRAMS

MASTER'S 
PROGRAMS

PHD PROGRAMS

Baikal State University

CATEGORIES OF DISCOUNTS

 • Discounts for applicants lacking a few 
points of the Unified State Exams, for 
students with individual achievements

 • Discounts according to entry exam 
results

 • Social discounts
 • Corporate discounts

for non-
FSU foreign 
nationals

DISCOUNTS
up to  45 %

http://bgu.ru/abitur/bach/price.aspx 
http://bgu.ru/abitur/mag/price.aspx 
http://bgu.ru/abitur/asp1/price.aspx 
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Read in understandable language
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for international applicants
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